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IT IS CARDINAL SATOLLl

MAINE, MONDAY MORNING

IN BERLIN.

American Loan

and

Transvaal the Sub«

rise Papal Delegate Raised to An
Exited Office.

Berlin,

January

5.—The finanoial Interest continues centered in the
prospects
the issuance of an American loan.
of
Bourses here and at Frankfort absorb
the best of the American stocks, which

Oarl'slc Gave Notice Of the New
Bond Issue.

still being offered for sale in London, and the leading operators show a
AT greater disposition
to await a definite THE FULL TEXT OF THE NOTICE
bond issue. The
announcement of the
PREPARED.
from New York
latest communications
are

IMPOSING

THE

CEREMONIES

BALTIMORE YESTERDAY.

Cardinal Gibbons

Officiated—An

Imposing
Distinguished Prelates

Attendance of
and

Speedy Cure Treatment. —Warm baths
of
with Outicura Soap, gentle
Cuticura (ointment), and mild doers of Cuticura Resolvent (the new blood purifier).

appiicationn

Sold throughout the world.

Baltimore,

British depot: F. New
London. Pottea
n.

s

Laymen—The Great Procession to

tlid Cathedral.

more

titular

A*

January 5.—At the Balti
Cathedral today, Francis Sate
Hi,

archbishop

SPECIAL,

NOTICES.

CLEANSING"

CARPET

Or Steam

Scouring,

A process for Woolen Carpets, Rugs, Mats, Ac.
Which cleanses without beating, restores the col.
or

to

original brilliancy,

FOSTER’S

at

FOREST CITY

DYE
AND

of

Lepanto, and papal
States, was elevated to the cardinalate and
formally
vested with the scarlet, which marks the
rank of cardinal. Archbishops,
bishops,

ablegate

the

to

United

monsignors

and divines of various
grades
the Catholic church, statesmen,
diplo
hundreds
of
mats,
great and lowly
Catholics und non-Catholics, witnessed
the service.
Prominent prelates from
in

of the country took
every section
part
in the
proceedings, and the spectacle
was of rare impressiveness and

brilliancy

Early this morning,Moneignor f-.b irretti

HOUSE
STEAM

of Curdinal Satolli’s household,
called
upon Cardinal Gibbons, and presented
to him the holy
orders kuown as the

__

the situation so unpleasant that
leave
financiers nor operators on the
neither
bourse can advise inquiries. The correspondent of the United Press in Frankfort states that American financiers huve
sounded the bankers there as to whether
3 per cent ooin loan could bo placed
a
To these inquiries the
at about
par.
that pure ooin bonds
bankers replied
could not be placed in Germany even at
4 por
cent, but 3 per oent gold bonds
might be plaoed If they were issued at

price slightly

par. The Berlin
financiers connected with
the Deutsche
bank group,
says this group is making
offers to the Morgans to take a share of
the American bonds issue, hag had an
amount of
gold already in tho United

a

under

States
suflioient to prevent large shipments of gold from Germany. On every
vide the
feeling is that things will go
until President Cleveland acts
the bond matter. The Germun group

slowly
on

proposing
loan

had

to
a

take

the

new

Americu

meeting in the offices cf the

Deutsohe bank Saturday, and will hold
In delivering the papers, another meeting Monday, when it is expapal briefs.
13 Preble St.
Telephone Connection.
Monsignor Barretti read an address in pected that they will definitely arrange a
deal with London firms to ooo-perate In
Latin, iu which he congratulated the car- securing gold\ to the amount
of $26,000,
DR
E. B. RHEO,
dinal
on
the
honor the Pope had be- 000 with the option of securing an additscientific ami magnetic healer, 199 1 •_> Middle
in the selection of him to act on ional $25,000,000, If It should be reouired.
a'i
iseases that stowed
street, Portland, Me., treat

Carpet Cleaning Works,

flesh Is heir to
Second sight e\ami nation .fee.
office hours front 9 a. m. to 12 m.. 1 m. to 6
lane itwlp
p. m.
_

4
4
$
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on the bags of Sea
f*
selling. At any rate
an
invigorating bath. Ij

it makes

the temperature of a i
thermometers
for the Bath for 25c each.4
Sponges, Bath Mits.
Brushes,
Soaps, Toilet Water and every- 4
thing for the Bath

105° F.
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Hot Bath.
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ALLEGED SWINDLER
He Is Wanted

ARRESTED.

Pretty Generally All Over

the

Chicago,

^

Country.

January 5.—J.

H. Livingstoue, one of the cleverest swindlers and
burglars in the country, was arrested in
last night.
He is wanted
Chicago
in
for an express robbery, in PittsBoaton
in New York for a
urg for burglary,
diamond robbery and in Cincinnati for
sliniinr
offences.
admits
Livingston
h
identity and that he has been engaged
in crooked
enterprises, but defies the
police to prove anything against him.
THE

WEATHE

R.

Boston, January 5.— Local
forecast
for
Monday:

Fair,

continued cold,
variable winds.

Washingt o

n,

J"a nuary 5.
Forecast
for
Monday for
—

Feir.
Monday, light

Maine:
oontiuued cold

through

northerly winds.

Is understood
it
that in New York a
The monsignor number of German
houses are desirous
spoke
eulogistio terms of Cardinal of sharing In the operations of the group.
Gibbons’s character,abilities and services
Advioes
received from St. Petersburg
to the church aud his fellow men, and in say that M. DeWitte, Russian minister
of fifaance, has definitely denied that
a few
well-chosen words Ills eminence Russia offered
to the United Statos the
thanked Uonsignor Barretti for the com- oash
advances referred to in a story replimentary
expressions and added he cently published In a St. Petersburg deto the
Tageblatt. Another story
felt highly
honored in accepting the spatch
comes from St. Petersburg
alleging that
pioffeied documents.
Prince Lobanoff Rostovsky, the Russian
The ceremonies of the day was inaugu- minintfir of fnrnion nfTniru rtanln.rf>ri f.hat
rated
witn
an
imposing procession, with all possiblo feelings of good will town
moved shortly after 10 this morn- ward
the United States, that the Czar
ii
:n Cardinal Gibbons’s residence 10
would
never iecognize the Monroe docthe
.iiodral.
ft was made up of the trine, and in
regard thereto haditaken
memoeia of the
and
hierarchy, clergy
positions similar to that assumed by
the number of several Germany and Egypt. This story is not
seminarians, to
hundred. The procession was witnessed yet affirmed or denied.
Sir F.S. Lacelles, the British ambasThere
by a large crowd of spectators.
were
34 bishops, 14 archbishops in line. sador to Germany, of late had daily inEach of
tho rchbishops was supported terview with Chancellor Prince Hohenconferences have led to a
lohe. These
by his vicar general.
Venerable
Archbishop John J. Wil- much calmer tone on official ciroles, and
liams
of Boston,
who conferred the in articles published in the semi-official
huchetto upon
Cardinal Gibbons ten newspapers.
The violent tone displayed
years ago, was the centre of attraction.
by tho English press, especially in trades
Cardinal Gibbons, with six acolites, against the Kaiser, does not agree with
who served as train bearers, brought up the character of tho communications rethe rear of tho long and
slowly mov- ceived at the foreign office from Lord
Before 11 the entire Salisbury, who
ing
procession.
protests his innocence
had
within
the portals of all
procession
passed
knowledge of the plans of the
of the cathedral.
As
South
Africa
chartered
thej-eminariars
Company, and
■ id clergy moved down th. c.ntre aisle declares
the
determination *of Groat
tue
Hamericks marched sulennalle was Britain to aot strictly in accordance! with
Tendered
by an orchestra, chorus aad the terms of the Transvaal treaties oonCardinal
Satclli and Marquis ciudod in 1891 and 1884. So far nothing
organ.
Sacripanti of the Noble Guard, did not has been heard at the foreign office as to
take part in the procession, but entered how the
government of Great Britain
the cathedral through the scristy. Every will treat the congratulatory
message
inch of available space on the main floor cabled to President Kruger liythe Kaiser.
and in the galleries of the edifice was oc- Nothing appears likeiy to cause any alcupied by an attentive congregation.
teration in the attitude of Germany in
When the chief dignitaries hadtajien respect to
her
resolve to support the
their places the ceremony of conferring Transvaal republic in declaring the conthe “btretta” was begun.
At the prope
vention of 1884 void, thus enabling the
time, Marquis Saoripanti handed Cardi- Boers to obtain independence oi Engnal Gibbons the official brief, announc- land.
The contentnn of Gormanys that
ing his eminence was chosen by the the convention of 1884 must lapse and
Pop6 us the apcsto.io delegate to confer new relations of England with tho Transthe beretta.
vaal must give the latter the right to diKev. Dr. Magnien read the brief. The reot and uncontrolled intercourse with
addressed
to
Cardinal- other power*. Tho United Press obtained
papal brief
elect Satolli and announcing his appointlast
evening an interview with Dr.
ment^ was presented and read by Rev. Leyd, secretary of the South African reDr. Kennedy. The choir of .-eminarians public, now in Berlin. It was the charter
sang “Let us pray for our holy father South Africa Company and the
Rhodes
Leo.”
Then Mous.
Sbarretti made a and Barnatto groups, he said, that proin
address
Latin.
Be spoke of the voked the revolution in the Transvaal,
long
Pope's affeotion for this country, dwelt aiming to overthrow President Kruger
remarkable tact and ability with and replaoe him with a creature of Ceoii
on tile
which
the cardinai-eieot has perfected Rnodes,1 then thiougli the agency of the
his diffioult mission in the United States, new president to annex the Transvaal to
where he had won the esteem of the peo- the Capo Colony. This movement was
with the plans of throwing
associated
ple Catholic and non-Catliolic.
The “beretta” borne upon a silver tray the markets into disorder and acquiring
was
to
Cardinal
Gibbons
piestnted
by good stocks at the lowest figures The
Marquis Sacriptanti. His eminence n- Boers, Dr. Leyd said, would treat the
HLed Cardinal Satolli to approach. The prisoners
they captured in the battle
was
latter
escorted frum his throne by with l)r. Jameson, humanely, despite the
the attending
and
of
deacons
priests
fact that they were brigands and had
honor. Taking tho “beretta” in his hand been secretly armed by Rhodes. Dr. Leyd
Cardinal Gibbous
address Cardinal Sa- entertains hopes that he will bo able to
tolli. He raid that the distinction con- obtain an audience with the Emperor.
ferred od Cardinal Satolli was not only As yet he has only been able to see the
this

soleipn

occasion.

in

■

<
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icton, but
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o

evidence of tbe new oardi- foreign office deny that the Transvaal
nal’s personal merit. At the conolusiou government has
asked Germany to asof iiis romarks Cardinal Gibbons placed sume a protectorate over the South Afriupon Cardinal Sntolli’s can renublio. Although Austria has no
Tho a 1 of pressure continues in the the “baretta’'
bead as the latter knelt before him. Car- speoiar interest In South Africa, she
supwest, a id has extended to the upper lake dinal
Saiolli arote, raised the beretta ports the idea of Germany’s intervention
region, Ohio valley and the southeast. from his head and retired to the sacresty in the Transvaal. The Vienna newspaparea of high
The
the to change his
purple vestments for the ers concur in expressing the hope that the
pressure covers
of
his new office.
Upon the powers will take the advantage of the
Atlantic coast districts, its chief centre vestments
to
the
santuarv
return
Cardinal Satolll
opportunity to curb English enlying north of the lower lakes. In the ascended his throne and made an address present
Under the presidency of
croachment.
Its
south it has lost much of
energy. in Latin.
of
tho Due Albrecht
Mecklenburg, a
is being formed in Berlin,
committee
Light snows have fallen at scattered
Ship Abandoned.
Hamburg and other German cities for the
points in the lake regions and Upper
purpose of collecting funds for the relief
Mississippi valley. The temperature con- London, January 5.—The German bark of
the Boer f milies who are suffering as
tinue to fall i
New England and New Braemer Haven, from Philadelphia, Deresult of the war-like operations in
the
for
cember
York and remains Jueariy station ry in
9,
Chantenav, w;,s abandoned
Already 140,000 pounds
the Middle States and Upper Onio valley I 'frunber 15 In lat. 86 north, long.
6s the Transvaal.
sterling has been subscribed.
west.
and has risen in other districts.
Fair weather is indicated for the eastern and southern districts
and
partij
ENGLISH TEMPER RISING.
cloudy weather and scattered snows for
I
the western lake region and the northof
‘‘Prudent”
Fine Flavor
They are Getting Tired
west. The temperature will remain very
low
in
northern New England and
Even Burning
Diplomatic Telegrams.
northern New York, and will moderate
Popular
in the remaining coast districts.
It will
London, January 5.—James McKenzie
be decidedly wanner throughout tho interior.
MacLean, member of parliament for the
Cardiff district and proprietor of tho CarLocal
"Weather
Kepor t.
diff Western Mull, has written an article
5
—Tha
looal
Portland,
January
for that paper in which ho says:
weather bureau offioe records as to the
Emperor William’s message to Paul
weather are the following:
is as deadly and unprovoked an
Kruger
8 a. m.—Barometer. 30.155; thermomeinsuit, ft was ever offered to tho head of
ter, —11.1; dewpoint, —33; humidity, 31;
naa great European power and to any
wind, N W; Velocity, 5; weather, clear.
8 p. in.—Barometer. 30.354; thermome
In facj of these retion ofjequal rank.
ter. —2.0; dew point, —34; humidity,
2s;
peated insults, from foreign powers, the
wind, N; velocity, 10; weather; clear
time has oome to
aso a more offtetive
.Mean aaily thermometer, 0.0;
mazicon
means of retaliation than protests
mum thermometer, 9.2;
minimum thermoderation.
mometer. —2.0; maximum velocity
of
spicuous for prudence and
j
wind, 15, W; total precipitation, .0.
The
temper of the English people is
rising. Murmurs among Lord Salisbury’s
Effects of tho Storm.
friends in both houses of Parliament are
Your Dealer
Kmpercr
Vineyard Haven, Mass., January 5.—
Willingly Shows This
becoming louder and deeper.
William in proclaiming the right of the
During ttie violent northwest gale of vesSuperfine Brand.
from
Ger
assistance
was
the
Transvaal
to
receive
t-rday.
tug Plymouth
anchoring
the C. R. R. barges Nos. 2 and 5
and
many, trampled on international law and
smoke it always if
You
violated the convention of 1884. It is the
Wilkesbarre, about five miles off We-t
you smoke it once.
the
Grou Rip lightship, when a haw-er on
clear duty of Salisbury to demand
the barge became entangled in the Plywithdrawal
of that offensive telegram. 11
M. Foster & Co.,
should
iminediatohe
mouth's propeller,rendering the tug helpNew
it
is
not
York.
canoelled,
Manufacturers,
iv recall the British ambassador
from
less. She anchored and was towed here
John W. Perkins & Co.,
A diver
Berlin.
today by the tug Nottingham.
Distributing Agents.
is working on her
The schooner Grar
;
Portland.
D. Buchanan, Baltimore for
Bev. M. J. Savage has resigned hit
Bosotn,
ttopped here today to repair her sails.
k
=1 Boston pastorate.
i
WEATHER CONDITIONS»AND
ERAL FORECAST.

GEN-
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B
ids Will

Be

4 Percent

Received For 81,000,000 In

Coupon

or

Registered

Bonds

Running 30 years—An Additional Issue
to Save

Gold

PRESS.

6.

JANUARY

1896.

nesday for action. So far 119 known now,
these ure the only items of business that
will he ready for disposal this week.
In the morning hour there will probably be requests for immediate considera-

AT MIDNIGHT

jects of Much Discussion.

For Skin Tortured

beet h Sons. 1, Kin* Eriward-st.,
Dauo and Cur*. Coup 8o<* V-

DAILY

Reserve—Outline of the

tion of bills that cannot be named in
advance. In case the Senate should send
either a temporary revenue or bond bill
baok
to the House with mendments,
its consideration would take precedence
of everything else, but neither of them is
looked for. For a month or so, the most
important work, of the House will be
done in the committee rooms.
Tho ways
and meuns committee will proceed at
onoo, it is stated, to a consideration of the
customs administrative act, of 181)0, with
a view to so amending it so ns to restrict
the posibility of frauds by undervaluattion. This is a most serious matter
with wh oil customs officials have to
deal and is a source of great loss to the

government.

The several elections committees have
gone to work upon the seats referred to
them and report upon some may reasonably be expeoted within a month.

Congressional Program.

Treasury Department,
Washington, January 6th.
Notice is hereby given,that sealed proposals will be received at the office of the
Secretary of the Treasury at Washington, D. C., until 13 o’olock m., 6th February, 1896, for the purchase of a hundred
million dollars of four per cent,coupon or

registered bonds, in denominations of
fifty dollars and multiples of that sum,
as may bo desired by bidders.
The right
to reject any or all bids is reserved.
The
bonds will be dated 1st February, 1896,
and be payable in coin thirty years after
that date, and will bear interest at
four
per cent per annum, payable quarterly,
in ooi:i, and all ooupons maturing on and
before the first of February, 1896, will be
detached and purchasers will be required
to pay in United States gold ooln or gold
“ertificates for bonds, awarded
them,

Is

WILLIAM’S

TELEGRAM

AROUSES

Press.

Berlin, January

4.— The'Emperor‘’s act
President
message to
Kruger Is hailed with enthusiasm
throughout Germany, and will add greata

to

ezulan

Transvaal

Trouble—Why

Other

English government,
to the publication
Emperor instructed

of

as some

January

5.—Julian

Raef

were

consumed.
The the originated iu tho cellar of tho
hotel and spread with alarming rapidity
the guests having barely time to escape.
was

over
the audacious scheme to
Transvaal to her Afrioan colonies; next she was alarmed over the preoipitate action of Jameson, Transvaal’s

Some
who dul not
bear !he
first
alarm were compelled to flee into
the
streets in their night clothing and some
were reicued from tho burning
building
by the firemen. It is believed all escaped,
but several people who ruigstered
are

the

missing.

the

aristocratio younger sons under his
command, and finally Emperor William

fortnight

If

ago.

England dodged the responsibility for
Jameson’s

actionjin

Afrioa at the cost of

injured, one seriously by the failing
The properly valued at 1160,000,

walls.

ohuckling

a

#150.000,

#03.000.

Altoona Pa., January 5.—A the brok.
in the Central lioiol a large six stoiy
briok building shortly after four this
morning. Before tho flam os were extinguished one mau lost his life and
four

by Emperor William yesterday.
A week ago England was busy pacifying Amerioa, a day or two later she was

land’s message

Injured—Tlie l.oss i»

out

flung down his glove to England in a
days prior way that shooked her more than Cleve-

the
message the
Count von Hatzfeldt,
the German Ambassador to Great
Britain, to inform Lord Salisbury with the
utmost frankness that it was the
firm

WERE

Jameson’s

Great news never oame more rapidly or
shifted
more strangely
from
bad to
worse
than in England the past week.
The olimax came with a slap in the face

add

WHO

REGISTERED ARE MISSIVE.

Insurance

Spared.

York,

PEOPLE

REVEALS

Controversy Is Injured by the

true

Britain. /
The massage of tho Emperor oould not
have been a very great
surprise to the

Hotel Guests Escaped in Their Sight
Clothes.

Fireman Houseman Instantly Killed, One

his Majesty’s popularity as being a
picturesque buccaneer, and quickly reinterpretation of the
intensity of pudiated him.
Then came the dreadful
German public hostility toward
Great
rumors of the slaughter of Jameson and

ly

mm WITH THE WALLS.

Over the World—Her Status In the Ven-

the cables today to the Journal:

by His Course—Opinions of tho German

sending

the

NO LOVE FOR GERMANS
The Germans are not only meddling in
Africa
and the South Seas and underselling England all over the world, but
their activity lias invaded England itself. In tho dull summer inonthH it is
customary for English papers to pen
columns of l letters of complaint over the
alarming influx of German clerks in the
oities.
Germans come here, learn English and
English commercial methods, are willing to work much cheaper than native
clerks, and are bettor educated and more
Thousands are hero all tho
competent.
time.
This continues to breed a bitter

Great Britaiu’s Relations Are Strained All

New

for

Toward

THE BRITISH LION.

Liifc Whs

Emperor William Has Gained Popularity

in

Now Directed

lish hate the Germans from
[ of
thoir hearts
hate

Kaiser.

THE GERMAN ATTITUDE.

Wshington, January 6.—At midnight
tonight Secretary Carlisle prepared the She Is Full of
Sympathy
following notice whioh will be issued toBoers.
morrow :

for an alliance with Germany, the Eugthe bottom
no other peoas they
ple in the world.

ENGLISH HATE.

CENTS.

THREE

PRICE

A one of the guests saved a particle of their belongings. The hotel is a
total loss.
It was owned by Amandus
Zink. 1 ho loss on tlio hotel and contents
is $70,000 and is insured foi- $30,000.

The three story brick building occupying half a block, owned by Geo. Strait,
DR. .JAMESON.
caught five fiom the hotel aud was degrievance, and so does the fuct that Ger- stroyed. It was occupied by Kudisiilcs
man goods are on sale in English stores,
cheaper and better than English gooas Prutzman, wholesale wooden and willow
in the same lines.
ware; Besunt & liei.nean,wholesale groWonderful things have been going on in cers; Jchn
Chamberlain, wholesale dealthe colonial office in London. Officials
er in general
Mac
merchandise; .1. !!.
and clerks are up night and day till they

popular support at home, and tonight
Joseph Chamberlain bids for public favor
determination
of
not
to
allow
Germany
and all interest aoorued on or after the
again with a reply to Germany which is
the
of
the
South
African
government
first of February, 1896, up to the
time
too calm and guarded to win applause.
to be ovevrthrown.
of application for delivery.
England is very unluoky, and'misforPayments Republic
At the same time Count von Hatzfeldt tunes crowd upon her.
Snubbed and set
for bonds must be made at the treasury
aside in Japan and
arc worn out.
Reporters are allowed to
of the United States at Washington, D. was instructed to demand an explanation in her efforts at an China, disappointed
Anglo-American al- lounge about the room and have received
of
the
movements
of
the
authorities
of
u., or me umteu mates sun-treasuries m
linucc, our.uniuniuu uy me XJUiUil lli AlTlpermission to smoke while waiting—an
t.hft Rrlhiah
Amifll
Africa
cal and dared and defied by Her many, unparalleled innovation In that solemn
New York, Boston, Philadelphia, BaltiThese representations were Immediately England looks all over the world only to bureau where no one ever smoked before
more, Chicago, Cincinnati, St. Louis, or answered by the British foreign office.
find foes everywhere with the exception tonight.
New Orleans, or may be made at
Sau
The first replies
made by Lora Salis- ot Italy, her only friend on earth.
UJ A new story is given out in the office
were
deemed
so
It throws a new light on the
Francisco
This
with an exohango on
Transvaal business injures her tonight.
uusatisfHotory,
New bury
much so, iudeeu, that the relations of the status in the Venezuelan
showing that his men
boundary dis- Jameson case,
York, and all bids must state wbat de- two
in two engagements on empty
governments on Wednesday last be- pute, being a moral proof of the truth of fought
nominations of bonds aro desired, wheth- came se strained as to'be on the
point of the charges of her land-grabnlng propen- stomachs, Jameson having been guilty of
absolute rupture. The consequence was sitiea
er coupon or registered,and at what plaoe
the almost Incredible folly of providing
that a
surrender on the part
Jameson’s
exploit is in direct line wagons leads of ammunition, but no
they will he paid for.
Payments may of Lord diplomatic was ihe
that with Cecil Rhodes’s Napoleonic dream
food supplies at all. The popular heroic
Salisbury
only
thing
be made by installments as
follows: averted the
Even now —Creator Biitain in Africa.
doctor Jim, of Africa, stands stripped of
gravest climax.
on
cent
of
notice
o£
the
situation
is
Twenty per
receipt
modified, it is
All
although
England believes that Rhodes’s plumes as well as beaten as the future
bids and twenty per cent at end of each not deviod of danger, and the summaries finger was in this aifuir throughout, us- war governor of the Transvaal. This Irtst
of
the
comments of the
South Alriea Company as a tool, despatch is also important, as showing
England
the
press
ing
All accepted bidders
ten days thereafter.
on
the grievances of the that at least a small force did go out
upon the Emperor’s interference in tho and playing
may pay the whole amount at the date Transvaal affair which are
published Nitlanders or foreigners under Dutch from Johannesburg to assist Jameson,
of the first installment and those
who here sover to heighten the popular anger rule.
who expeoted.
however, the whole city
John Willoughby, marching down from to rise in revolution.
have paid all
installments previously against England, while tho anti-English
Ger- Matabeland, proves
feeling prevadcs all classes of the
The figure of Cecil Rhodes, the Napothat Africa is oovmaturing; may pay the whole amount of man press. Every political party and ered
of Cape Colony, looms up before
with a net work of conspiracy from leon
bids, at any time not later tban the ma- group, the Socialists inoluded, sides with tho middle to the bottom of the’ conti- every British mind r.s the man behind
the
Boers
and
denounces
the
of
the
last
installment.
Jameson’s
The
bonds
aggression
nent.
tragic escapade. Most people
turity
^According to the plot, If tho Utelnnders believe that Rhodes entertains dreams
will be ready for delivery on or before the of England.
North
German
The
Gazette quotes with should have risen injjohannesbuig, it of a vast British empire extending from
fifteenth of February, 189B.
expressions of approval the declaration would provide an excuse for Jameson’s Cape Colony to the Sahara. They fancy
Notice is further hereby given of the of the Cologne Gazette that the
Trans- invasion, but the soheme was rushed too that he has been fomenting a rebellion
Jameson’s life was of the Uteiandors and usiug Jemceon and
indepen- fast and botched.
issue and sale of an additional or differ- vaal Republic is an absolutely
dent State, and the Deutshe Tagoszsitung spared because he is President Krueger’s tho forces of the South Africa Company
form of bond for the maintenance
ent
the
that
not
road
to
Constant!
only
and
says
as
irieud,
Kruogor's doctor once to capture the Transvaal. It is evident
of gold reserve, if it shall be authorized by nople, but also the road to
Johannesburg savedhiru but the ruler if tbeBoers insists that the officers of tho South Africa Comlaw, before the fifth of February, 1890. lies through Berlin. Affiliations and in- that he must be dismissed at once from pany in London are ignorant of this alexpressions, the employ of the South Africa Compa- leged plot, but all London believes the
Sealed proposals tor the purchase of such spirations concur in these
and add that the plliance between Russia ny.
and moreover all London
plot existed,
bonds will be received at the same time and Eranoe Iihs been
with
the project, and beenlarged by the acIt is most probable that the charter of sympathizes
1
lowna
thot
tho
rirautlflil
roufc hiflflnn un.
and plaoe, and up to the same date and cession of the Triple Alliance to a
conthe company will be revoked.
with
cert
of
is the result of ty
European powers
No other explanation of the silence of tier yesterday’s silence
anti-Enguponthe same terms and conditions.herein
lish uims. A number of papers are ex- Africa for nearly 48 hours is advanced, miscarriage
of the scheme. Some one
set forth, and suoh bids will be considered
aulting in the isolation of England, and except that one of the cables is disabled must have blundered or Jameson was
as well aB the bids for the four per
cent predict that her lonely situation will be- and that the other is crowded
by govern- too premature. On what other theory
come an Important factor in the settle- ment
bonds herein mentioned.
business. The truth is, that the can the people account for the report that
the
ment
of
Venezuelan
Middleton was on his way
Africa
are
not
difficulty.
in
J. G. CAKL1SLE,
eager to spread Sir John
English
The youth,the brawn and sinew of Ger- details of the Jamesun incident.
down from Matabeland with an armed
Secretary of the Treasury.
men
many, are moved to offer active assistThe English met more than their matoh force of mounted
except that the
ance to the Boers, while their elders are when they taokled the Boers, who are
South Africa Company was expecting to
moral
and
tender
to
financial
This
Jameson?
seems
to be a conassist
but
fearful
slow
to
when
roused.
anger,
\)foshington, January 5.—The ooming inspried
accounted the best fighting spiracy reaching from the Cape of Good
week in the Senate will depend entirely aid. Dr. Carl Peters, the explorer, was Tuey are
of the
Deutsche men on earth.
They have reason to be Hope to Buluwayo, in Central Africa—a
uponjthe progress made by the finance charged by a meeting
committee. If a meeting is held by mem- Colonial Gesellsohaft, held yesterday, to proud of their engagement with Jame- conspiracy whose parts failed to work in
to
a
President
send
Kruger
in
whioh
cablegram
bers of that committee, as it
tney exhibited wonderful unison, but whose dread feature is yet to
son,
probably
They killed 80 of the come.
will, with rio adjournments more for two expressing tho sympathy of the sooiety marksmanship.
his cause and
promising English and wounded only 23. Usually
or there
days at a time. Chairman Mor- with him and
DR. JIM WAS POPULAR.
material
and
active
support.
in battles there are 10 wounded to one
rill of the finance committee expects to
A private syndicate has placed at the killed, but the Duothmen fight from
have tlie committee report on both .bond
Every up-to-date reader knows the popand tariff bill on the regular meeting disposal of Dr. Peters the sum of 300,000 ambush mid are born rifle shooters.
ularity of Jameson. All English Africa
day Tuesday. The Democrats of the com- marks for the purpose of organizing a
LON Dp N BREATHES EASIER.
knows and loves “Doctor Jim,” as he is
corps of volunteers to go to the Transmittee assert it will bo impossible for
a
A hearty, daredevil, gallant feltariff bill to be reported for the good rea- vaal, and similar offers have been plentiNow that sufficient details gro known called.
a
sun it has novel' been considered
in
the ful. Among other offers is that of
able, heroic and brilliant, he is the
low;
of
London
feels
relief
and
the
number of young Americans studying in
assort
full committee and they will not
people# idol, and has moved them like
agree
Germany, who have expressed their read- masses turn; to exorcrating Chamberlain another D’Artagnau or Harry the Fifth
to its report that day.
oiiancs
a
to
iness
to
the
fight
accept
Jameson.
Had
for
It is conceded the bond bill will reaoh
deserting
Rosebery of old. More than that, all British Afrithe enacting
the Senate with
clause British If the conflict in South Africa is done as muoh, people would have mobbed ca J sympathizes with Cecil Rhodes’s vast
stricken out and a free coinage bill sub- continued.
ambitioD, and the blow that fell wlieu
The sum of the position is that Great *he ministry. However, in a week’s time Joe
L»cuntD uu mu U’CtJ UUHIU^tJ Ulll
KlllUtuu.
Chamberlain
repudiated Jameson
her
Britain
must
withraw
of
the
has
to
strength
nt
the
pretensions
Tory
governme
a
and deserted him, was a knife stroke at
fortnight, although
may extend over
It will not be strange if
the Senators proffess they can bring both a right to interfere in the Transvaal and dribbled out of its heels, and as the Freo- their
hearts.
leaders of tho British South man’s Journal
truly hints, it is buying another revolution follows this in the
coinage fiDd tariff measures to a vote punish the
Africa company who are responsible for
within that time.
Transvaal; one that will separate the
perennial peace by perennial retreat.
invasion
of
the
Boer
the
or
she
terriiory
intention
of the finance
The present
Viinue England’s humiliation, her dis- great Cape Colony from the British Emwill inevitably become involved in a colto
be
United
is
to
with
the
States
committee
the
appears
suddenly pire and set it up as an independent Engreport
lision with Germany.
A fnrnmi (4nrman pute
tariff bill as it camo from the House, alsubjected to more serious treatment. I lish-speaking Republic. We cannot tell,
over
the
South
Afrioa
repub- see in the Mirror newspaper today several wo know nothing, but we can soarcely
though pressure is being brought to bear
o is uot designed,but the government of
tu
utjon ui
wmi
reiuxonuca
mugiauu a
exagerate the anger and disappointment
upon the comraittoe to increase all the
schedules from 15 per cent increase fixed Germany will support the Transvaal re
front on the Venezuelan question. The of the people of Cape Colony.
in ueclariug the conrontiun of 1884 Globe this afternoon says there is a war
Ashantce negroes or Zulu bushmen. The
by the House to 20 or 25 per cent. It is public
not probuble the caucus of Republican void, thus enabling the Boers to obtain party in this Kingdom, but the entire Boers are the most terrible fighting men
full
of
Britain.
Great
their
be
independence
entire
will
senators
heldgon the bill, but
nation, nay the
Empire, would on the earth. They are stalwart, healthy
Virtually Engand’s olnim to suzer- become a war party were the words of out-of-door folks, accustomed to carrying
therc,hnve been numerous conferences beleaders for the anity over the Transvaal must in all ro- the American President and of the Ger- guns from babyhood, and a ;thousand of
tween the rank and file
If the South African man
concentrating the whole speots be abolished.
purpose of
Emperor attempted to bo followed them mako a better light than a milllion
shall ask a reference of eithe
Slow to
bushmen.
anger, reticent and
Dy deeds.
strength of the whole Republican vote republicsin
and
betweou i! self
matters
and
dispute
all
amendments
that
any
Up to this time slnoe the first shock of self-possessed, they are very devils when
against
will
be
referred
Endgland, the qurstions
Cleveland's message there has been noth- at last aroused.
may be offered.
unfinished business before the to the European powers whioh aro inter- ing but the most pacific, friendly tone
Jameson and Middleton both gathered
The
and
will
l\on nor
ixll
f 1)0 onnrtomnn
ested
in
Africa,
Germany
supthe'
is
resolution
of Senator
toward America, but Emperor William’s nnilon
Senate
to
minds
dare-dovils afloat in South Africa,
and
the
Elkins, del luring it the sense ofjtlie Senate port such a conference. Franco can be deflnnoe
English
exposes
and
if
a
conferrelied
take
part,
no
upon to
intense anxietyjin the best
bonus be sold until
fact that she has not been plaving a very and there is
that heieafter
greatly disappoint brave part in the world’s history of late. households of Great Britain, for overyfirst advertising for bids and amendments ence is liad it will
the
discussion
of
if
German
expectation
that these brilliant BriMr.
now
William’s
to
the
Transono
knows
thereto by
telegram
Hutler, prohibiting the
Emperor
sale of bonds in any manner. This busi- the questions involved does not result in vaal is treated by scare lines in every tons met, not negroes, but fierce, fearless,
of the complete independence
come up
ness will
again during the recognition
daily and weekly paper and without ex- giant Boeis, and for onoe the tallies are
of the Transvaal.
morning hour Tuesday.
ception all the papers devote long lead- turned, and the equally brave aristocrat
It is not denied here that reform in the ers to the
The House will probably settle down
subject. They all declare that aud "sensation |-seekers of old England
to the transaction of business aocordiug administration of the internal affairs of Britain is not to be frightened or wheedl- grimly and silontly await events.
the
South
is
African
advisable
Kepublic
to usual r'outino this weok.
A peouliar sign of the times wasrwitAt present
ed out of her suzerainty over the Transthere is no programme prepared and sev- but these must be obtained without the vaal They all quote the treaty of london neesed at the Empire theatre on Friday
that the Transvaal night when
eral matters will be ready in a^day or,two application of foreign pressure, British of
the drama, “Cheer, Boys,
1884 to show
or any other, as strictly questions for infor consideartion and action.
pledged to have no relations with foreign Cheer” was produoed. Part of the scenes
ternal
settlement.
iu the African mines, and the
ewers except through England. Cbam- are laid
3 Th first to be presented will be the re
Little or no sympathy is bestowed upon
port o£ the committee on rules. This may Dr.
erlain, who is proving himself the livli- climax reproduces the last stand of a
C
Jamesnn.and
Mr.
hambcrlain’s
apto
come
in
was
back
at tomorrow’s
est diplomat
history,
quick
pnaguificorit hero. Actor Wilson, who
session, but the
to ^residont Kruger to deal
gener- this popular sentiment in his talk to the Whs iu the Matabele war,sang “God Save
probability is it will not be ready be peal
with
the
Briish
South
African
fore
African mercantile
South
deputation the Queen,” while a little band of savaTuesday. Up to the present time ously
the House has been operating under the prisoners is derided by the German press, this afternoon. He revised his remarks, j ges was slaughteving his fellows. When
by knowing that they were to be given to | this scene was reached on the night berules of the 51st Congress and experience which deolaro that a summary trial
has shown that a few siigtit olianges are court martial, followed by the prompt, ex- the press. He does not talk war, but re- fore last, the audience made a demonstracomShould the rules be disposed ecution of the leaders of the raid,
turns Germany a lefthander in the dos- tion of such a character that the governnecessary.
to German opinion us
the
oi today,the committee on appropriations mends itself
ing sontence of his epeeob, wherein he ment determined to stop repetition of
will submit a general pension bill Wed- porper mode of. procedure in their cases. says:
“From this position nothing has it, but early in the play last night there
A strict application of the law involving
the government to was an anti-government
disturbance so
ocourred to induce
the sacrifice of the lives of the rank and recede.
pronounced that police plaroons marched
file of the prisoners would not meet with
He discreetly makes no reference to the in, singled out six or eight of the leaders
approval here, but it is the general opin- fact that Ge.many is drifting faster and and expelled them
from the theatre.
ion that an example ought to be made of faster into
partnership with France and Quiet was restored,the play pent on and
the
leaders.
A LETTER.
Russia, a faot we in the United States the socne of Wilson’s glorious death
should ponder over, if it is true that we proved too much for tho audience. The
We will guarantee to cure your cough or pay
to William.
cnmnu-mr

^^6010^18

Cortney.and

the Union Tea
company.
on this building and contents is
and
it Was insured! for $53,000.
$8,0000,
tut’ noiui
whs ?u, its
a
uei«us,
number of Pennsylvania Railroad
company’s men ascended to the roof of an
adjoining building, and the wall fell,
catching flvo of them. Prank Honsafnan
was instantly killed aud
Win. Wavehnm
had his breast crushed and collar bona
broken.
The other men escaped with
cuts.
The temperature was below zero
and a strong wind was blowing.
If was
only by the hardest kind of work that a
general conflagration was averted.
The loss

A

MILLION $25 BICYCLES.

A Statement tl.nl

Sewing .Machine Companies Are in the llnsiuess.

New York, January 5. —Reports that
the large sewing machine manufacturing
companies are about to produce bicycles
on
a large scale
hnvo been denied from
time to time, and only one western con.- -'"r
is reported to have started in the
oern
business.

It was learned on Saturday,
that the eastern sewing mamanufacturers have been at work

however,

chine
for some

months preparing for a sharp
with
the regular bicycle manufacturers. The Singer Company has denied

fight

repeatedly that it

engaged in manuaud officials of the
denied yesterday that it is encompany
gaged in such a project. But, as a nt ittiir'of fact, it is stated that largo eastern
concents
have
been
manufacturing
bicycles, and will throw nearly a million
machines
on the
market this year nt

facturing

was

bicycles,

$25 apiece. Agencies are being established,
and, it is asserted, that, as no large commissions will be tiaid, the companies enwiil make money, although rh«
gaged
of any standard bicycle at
aotual cost
first

hands

1ms

been

stated

Agents familiar with the trade
engaged.
STILL ON
Even this

hard to

f"l.

being

THE ROAD.

Weather l>oe» Not Jlis-

liltter

cuurage tile

It is

to be
are

Railroad Tramp.

understand how it is that
puu.

It

fed tiamps me aide to keep out iu this
bitter weather,and yet. they do. and what
is stranger than anything else, the raiiroad tramps
are not off the road
yet or
discouraged from attempting to work the
railroads for
free transportation. How
they do it is a mystery, but at this time
when tho ordinary citizen would shrink
from
the idea of taking a long railroad
journey outside of a Pullman car,;tiioy
manage to content themselves with box
oars, oi nooks among piles oi lumber on
open freight cars. They are apparently
hardened to cold, or as one railroad man
"cold proof” for they Actually
put it
suffer far less from the cold
the well-dressed and well.fed rail-

to

seem

than
road

they

men
are a

thoy encounter, and

continuing
The

Paris,

to

whom

mystery.

French Idea.

January

5.—Tho Temps asks
Britain
to immediately and aii
solutely revoke the charter of tho British
South
Africa Company.
and
says:
‘‘Franrc has
no idea
of humiliating
Great Britain with whom she entertains
friendly relations, nor of falling into line
behind
Emperor William, hut
Great
Britain ought to recognize
there is no
Europe oven in Africa.
Great

E

you back the money

ou a

bottle of Dr. Ball’s

Cough and Luug Syrupy

Kruger

have

a

secret

aHianco with Russia.

The

upshot of the whole situation in Europe
is that England must build moro ships,
though she cannot man those she has got,
and if a war is precipitated by this blunThe great Cough ltomedy of today.
and heartfelt thanks for your majesty’s der and botch in the Transvaal, she must
2oc and 50c.
sincere congratulations. With God help lend money freely to support the counH. H .Hay & Son.
(J. H. Guppy & Co.,
formidable but
J. H. Hamel,
slowly rusting
Clinton Gilson,
.19, we hope to do everything possible for try’s
E. K Gnentiinei*. holding our dearly bought independence navy.
Sinnnonds & Hammond,
ettr
ten:;
has
an anxiety
nd stability .of _our beloved republio ”
shown
Though England

“HUSTENA,”

Berlin, January 5.—President Kruger
lias, in reply to Emperor William’s message, cabled the following from Pretoria:
“I testify to your majesty, my very de«p

disturbance
tuok
the form of
earlier
cheers for
Jameson, but now the audience rose to its feet,cheered Jameson and
yelled and finally broke into cries of
Down with Chamberlain !” “Chamberlain the traitor!” There was no stopping
then, aud there was no attempt to stop
last a loading actor toasted
them. At
the Queen, and she got salves oi cheers
that shook the theatre.

A cream

of

tartar

of

all

in

Highest
—Late !

U~.' :«*.•<?

baking powder.

leavening strength
.states

Government

Food lleport.

I
I

Royal Bakins'; PowdarCo.
M6Wafist„U. Y.

“lows
What Mrs. Henning Owes to His Like

The Duke of York

improved Homoeopatcic Remedies.
CHRONIC

CATARRH

!

THE HILL”
Salisbury

Must Descend.

Most Obstinate Nature

and

Permanently

Thoroughly

Cured.

Dyspepsia,

Rheumatism Kidney

And All Blood and

Nerve

by Munyon’s Im-

Disease Cured

proved Homoeopathic Remedies—At All

Druggists,

*

25 Cents

a

Bottle.

Mrs. H. D. A. Hanning, 2000 Hollins
street, Baltimo o,Mil., says: “My daugh-

Louisa,

suffered from catarrh of the
and throat for live years or more.
Every morning her nose was completely
stopped up with mucus and she Buffered
from pain and pressure across her

ter
nose

foieheau,

sneezing

mi

raising

mucus

from the throat, difficulty iu breathing
and heaviness across.the chest, f tried
Several physicians and different kinds.’of
treatment, hut she found no benefit.
Finally I began treating her with Munyou's Catarrh Remedies and in a short
time she was completely cured and has
never had a sympton since.
Are you willing to spend 50 cents for
a
cure that positively oures catarrh by
removing tire cause of the disease? If so
ask your druggist for a 25 cent bottle of
Munyon’s Catarrh Cure and a 25 oeut
bottle of Catarrh tablets. The Catarrh
Cure will eradicate the disease from the
system and the tablets will dense and
heal the afflicted parts and restore them
to a natural and healthful condition.
Munyon’s Remedies contain positive
At all druggists,
cures for all diseases.
mostly 26 cents.
Personal letters to Professor Munyon,
1505 Arch street, Philadelphia, Pa., answered with froe medical advice for any
disease.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Messenger's Notice.
Office of die Sheriff of Cumberland
Cumberland ss,
Slate of Maine.
4th, A. 1)., 1«86.

County,
January

IS is to give notice, that on the 4th day
January, A. 1)., 1S9G, a Warrant in
Insolvency was issued out of the Court of Inof Cumberland,
solvency for said County
agaiup the estate of
JAMES ». KNIGHT, of Deering.

Tli of

nd-tn.lrrad

in ba.in Tnenluont llolitne

/v.v

nnilfta..

of said Debtor, which petition was filed on
the 4th day oJ January, A. D., 1896,to which
date interest on claims is to be computed.
That the
payment of any debts to or
by said Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of
any property by him are forbidden by law.
That a
meeting of the creditors oi said
Debtor, to prove their debts and eiioose one
or more assignees of his estate will
he held
at a Court of Insolvency to be holden at Probate
Court Room, in said Portland, in said County of
Cumberland, on the 20th day of January
A 1).. 1896, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above
written.
C. L. BUCKRAM.
Deputy Sheriff, os Messenger of the Court of
Insolvency for sairl County of Cumberland.
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tirade Over I
effects of follies

Any man suffering from

the
©
perfect health, manhood, ^
vigor. Night losses, drains, and emissions
y cease at once. The Errors of Youth, Prepiature ©
© Decline, Lost Manhood, Atrophy, Undevelop- ©
rnent, all Diseases and Weaknesses of Man, from ©
© whatever
cause, permanently and privately cured. /Ja

©
©
>:

and
and

excesses

restored to

| No. C. 0. D. or Prescription Fraud, f
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Automatic Car

Captain W. E. Pearson of Boston, was
in the city Friday and Saturday negotiating with General Manager Paysou Tucker

of the Maine Central railroad

The Latest Effort of the

Chronicle’s Correspondent.

London, January 4.—The American
correspondent of the Chronicle cablos to
that paper from Washington as follows:
I

Coupler.

for

the

equipment of several passpnger coaches
and freight cars with the “Norton Automatic Car Coupler.” The Norton coupler is the inveuticn of Captain
Pearson,

length able to speak with
confidence of opinion in the highest American quarters. They only condition on
which the men whom I specially desired
to see would speak has been my personal
pledge not even by a hint, to betray their
names; therefore I can only give you my
word that I am not exaggerating my auam now

at

thorities.

and is said to possess many
advantages
over all other M. C. R.
This
oouplers.
device we are told,meets all the requirements of the railroad commissioners
of

President Cleveland’s message to Congress has done several things, good and
evil. First, it has destroyed every ohance
of saving the Armenians. Second, it has

the whole United States, as set forth in
their arguemnts before all conventions
and in numerous meetings, and also the
national law requiring a coupler to
be

given

strictly automatic in every respent.
The
Norton coupler has been in use for nine
months on some of the leading
roads
running into Boston,and for four months
the Boston 6c Maine railroad.
It is
Baid to have stood the most severe tests,
and to have the written testimonial of
Bon. Everett A. Stevens of the
Massachusetts board of railroad commissioners.
It
is sa^d to be the only coupler that
will couple with both heads locked
and
it la not necessary to go, or reach, be-

on

n*vcou

unis

It locks

isj

uuujjw

or

uncouple

a strong impetus toward closer ties
between Great Britain and her colonies.
Third, it has enormously emphasized the
line of cleavage
but
always existing

directly ignored

between the East and
West in the United States.
The West
today regards the East 83 practically an
European annex and New York Jjaukers
as allies ot tba“money sharks”of Europe.
Fourth, it has rendered oertain the creation of a great American nation,
which
the next generation will he almost irre-

sistahly tempted to use for aggression.
Fifth, and most important, it has, unless
foolish words or unforeseen events
its naturai consequences, paved the

way

f/VP llottoa f

A

til

eo

voloflnna

Knnniinn

bar
n.

mem.

any curve,and the sharper the
curve the more firmly it holds.
It is
stated that the Norton company
have
been a'ready offered two hundred and
fifty thousand dollars for their patents
on

then consent

to

ericacs, having experience of the
consedequences. will cease their ignorant
nunciations, and Englishmen will learn
to show much greater respect to American

is

national opinion, knowing that force
behind it, and will therefore
retrain

submit that
or
a
dual

commission
There is a fourth method,
for I have
every reason to believe that,
Mr. Bayard
will inform Lord Salisbury of the constitution of the commission and say that if
England is willing to lay her case before
it without prejudice, America
will be
very glad to receive the documents.
Indeed, the request for the British case
and pressing than
may be more direct
this. It is impossible to see how
Lord
Salisbury cau refuse and equally impossible to see how, having acceded, he can

wholly disregaril the finding.
Here,
again, arbitration appears the inevitable
and the natural result.

By declining arbitration in any shape
Lord Salisbury is courting for
England
the ill-will of two continents.
Most
weighty of all. and this is my most serious but confident conolusion, if
he does
the American people will consider
fighting for arbitration as fighting for peace.
AT CRIPPEE CREEK.
A

Fatal

Accident

in,

the

Anna

Fee

Mine.

Colorado Springs, Colo., January 4.—
Ten men were oaught in a cave-in at the
Anna Lee mine at Viotor this
morning
and it is not possible that anv escnned
death. President .Tames Burns of Colorado Springs, had been down in the mine
tour of inspection and had just been
hoisted to the surface, when
Assistant
on

a

The

Stoddard Lectures.

event

of the evening will be the
Stoddard lecture at City hail,
ilr. Stoddard,
fresh from his visit to
Naples, will bring that famous city and

Open!ng

Canal. A man who would be very near
the head of the American army in
oase
of war said to me, ‘It is a
blessing the
Venezuelan affair has happened, because

speoiflo solution of this will point the
way to the same thing over Nicaragua,
concerning which otherwise the two naits enviions before his audieneo as only
tions would certainly have fought.”
do
t.
can
Those
bo
who have heard this
I can affirm positively that the Amerilecture in other cities find it difficult to
can government is
above everything
say what they most enojy, the variety of
anxious for arbitration. Whatever
may
the
story or the splendid illustrations
have been its actual result, the intention
which accompany it.
The remaining
of President Cleveland’s message
was
subjects of the course, Constantinople, amicable. The close
entourage of the
Napoleon, India and Japan, are all of
exceeding promise and will contribute President today scouts the idea that it

powerfully

to the attractions of

coarse.

an

ideal

^

Crosby lun Uurued.
E3
Belfast, January 4.— The Crosby Inn
took,fire in the attic this evening from
un known cause, during a gale
an
of
Wind and was destroyed, with most of the
The loss is partially Insured.
contents.
The Intel was built in 1889 and was one
of the largest in .Mainc.Hugh,Edwards &
Oa. were tbo landlords.
have
They

partial

insurance

on

the furniture.

HOOD S PiUjljS cure Liver l.Is,
Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache,
A pleasant laxative. All Druggists

Scouts

in Sight
Capital,

of the

WAITING.

Cuban

the

How

Boers

Mowed

Down

His

The Boers Are Generous In Hour of

Victory.

Havana, January I.—Unless all indications are deceiving, the end of the Cuban
insurrection is approaching.
The result, it,would seem, must
the insurgent armies
favor of

be in

under
Maceo and

Unerring Markmanship of the Farmer—soldiers Had Telling Effect—One
Man in Every Three Was
Brought Low.

The

a

But behind
message of peace.
it has sprung up a
national sentimeot
which it would be utter madness on the
part of the English people to disregard or
was

not

a

under-estimate. The Monroe doctrine is
not worth discussing.
All the learned
pamphlets, the professors’ opinions and
the newspapers, discussions of it are
labor lost.

The People, which is the weekly edition of the Globe, and iu tonoh with the
government, says there is reason to bo
lievo that Prime Minister Salisbury and
his colleagues, owing to the hostile attl
tude of Germany, will oousider the expediency of immediately strengthening the
British forces in those parts of the
empire exposed to attack.
Field marshal
Lord Wollsley, commander iu
chief of
the forces, has
given his firm opinion
that if forces are sent abroad it will be
necessary to reinforce the troops at home.
It is therefore likely, that the military
and army reserve will be called out to
such an extent as to plaoe at least
one
army corps at the disposal of the
war
for
office
foroign service.
The Central News says the government
is determined not lo permit Germany to
give military assistance in the Transvaal.
The

Village of Canaan

a

Heavy Loser By

Fire.

Skowhegan, January

4.—Fire

early

this

burned eight
inorniug
buildings in
Canaan village, including five stores and
markets, a dwelling, a stable and a barn.
The stocks of goods were largely lost, and
the contents of the post office, looated in
me of the stores,
were all destroyed.
Four families were burned out. The loss
is estimated at $11,000; insurance ahout
The fire caugnt in tiie meat mar1Tb00.
it is supposed from an overheated
ket,
stove.
The fire gained good headway
before

it

disooverod and

was

as

there

only Inferior appliances at hand for
fighting it the citizens, were practically
helpless before the rush of the flames
driven by the strong wind.
Had there
were

luuio

Mtoh

iuqi

buildings

with

the rest.

iu

uio

paxn

or trie

nre,

certainly have gone
The post office was in the
must

when the engineer in oharge of the hoisting maohinery received a signal to draw
up the cage rapidly. The signal came too

bottom of the shaft, drivivng a level towards the ore ch imney and
they were
probably crushed to death. Rescue gangs
were immediately
put to work from three
different directions and at 6 p. m. it
ip
estimated they were fifteen feet from the
where
the
point
cage is supposed to havo
been caught by the caVo-in. The excitement is intense
and' large orowds of
friends and relatives of the imprisoned
men have surrounded the shaft house all

day, hoping against hope.
Victor is in the Cripple Creok
region
and Mr. James Burns is associated with
Mr. James Doyle in its ownership. Both
are natives of Portland.
The Katahdin

Accepted.

Washington, January

4.—The President

favors its gener-

has been

respited.

Jim’s

Divorcee

Captures

a

New York, Jauuary 5.—It was announced last night upon.the authority of
the Interested
parties that Miss Olive
Lake, who early in August last obtained
an

absolute

divorce

Corbett, the pugilist,
to

city.

from
James J.
has been married

Mr. E’rederiok L. M. Masury of this
The bridegroom is young, hand-

some, and possessed of an ample fortune*
To a reporter last night Mr. Masury
stated^that the marriage took place quietStaton Island on the 21st of last
and Mrs. Masury confirmed this
statement. Mr.
and Mrs. Masury have,

ly

among the other losers. The lire leaves
the village practically without a business
portion. Most of the traders will probably rebuild

on

month,

sinoe theii marriage,resided in the house
owned by the bride at, 116 West Eightyeighth street. They will shortly remove
and spaoious house on West
to a new
Eighty-seventh streot purchased by Mr.
Masury just prior to his marriage. The
new house is at present in the hands of
decorators and furnishers.
Mr. Masury, it is understood, first met
Miss Lake in August lust at N arragansett
Pier, where, accompanied by her lather,
was resting
she
after the ordenl of a
divorce suit, in whioh, however, she was
entirely sustained by tbe oourt.
the young couple were engaged
That
has been known only to their most intimate friends, and together with the news
of the marriage
comes the statement
the bride had before the wedding
that
voluntarily freed her former husband
from the obligations incurred by him
under the decree of divorce to pay to her
for the remainder of her natural life
alimony of *100 a week.
tars, masury, at the time ot Her marriage to her Orst husband, in laSo, was
rogarded as one of the most beautiful
women in her native place, Santa Cruz,
is now strikingly attractive,
Cal. She
a pronounced
blonde, with a wealth of
Titian;hair, and, her friends assert, high-

The Safe

Exploded'
January 4—Safe burglars
mtered the bottling
store of George Z.
Bartholf
& Co.,
2361 Second avenue,
tarly this morning and attempted to blow
apen a safe, but wero frightened away.
When
Bartholf went
to the store this
morning lie found the safe door split oil
it the top and badly bulged. The first
jxpiosion had failed to blow the safedoor
open and for some reason the burglars
had
loft their work unfinished.
Johu
Harrington,a safe expert, was summoned
in d went to work, assisted by Policemen
Burke and Deteotive Mohan. Harrington

New York,

took
door
loud

hammer and hit the bottom of the
sharp blow to loosen it, when a
explosion oaourred, which filled the
store with smoke and knocked Harrington, Burke and Mohan off their feet. Tho
bottom of
the safe was open and what
the burglars had left of tho inside works
was
blown to lilts All the men were
stunned.
Burke’s right thumb was ina

a

safe untouched.

The

bridegroom,

Frederick

casualties are stated to have
“Their
been severe. Those of the Burghers were

slight.”

Millionaire.

ridge & Moore, dry goods and groceries,
A. B. Penny and Edward Walker were ly accomplished.

today signed the joint resolution authorizing tho acceptance of the ram Katahdin, constructed by the Bath Iron Works
jured and Harrington’s left leg was badof Bath, Me., and rejected by the Presily bruised. The explosion was caused by
THE OLNEY DOCTKINEJ
dent and Secretary of the Navy for failure
a quantity of dynamite
which the burg
to
make
her
contract
The fact is that if Venezuela does
speed.
not
lars had placed in the door. When Harcome within the four corners of the Monbad recovorod fr<
o
shock of
John McGooch has confessed that he rington
roe doctrine, then the new
doctrine—the
door caushot Ross in Troy, tho man for whose the explosion, he remote
doctrine—covers
and
American
Olney
it,
killing Shea w. s committed. The latter tiously and found the contents of the

opinion overwhelmingly

Gentleman

L.

M.

The agent of the British South Africa
Company at Cape Town telegraphs to the
London office of the company as follows:
“A battle has been fought. The fighting was severe, and the casualties on
both sides wore heavy. Dr. Jameson has
been arrested.”
has reoeived the folThe government
lowing despatch from Cape Town, dated
at noon

today:

Two Killed in

Bunce’s

Admiral

Still

Squadron
I'assive.

Men.

Superintendent Sheldon, accompanied by drug store owned by George W. Jnhuson
aud
were practically a total
a miner, entered the
oage and was being loss. the goods
Nason & Harris, Williams, Goodlowered. They descended about 280 feet

by a New York syndicate and a
large
royalty on all couplers manufactured. from provoking it by utterances and aots
of vjiled contempt.
W.
E.
Captain
Pearson, the inventor, isFinally, the message lias rendered pos- late. A gre at mass of rock had begun to
the only brother of Rev. S. P.
Pearson
its occuof this city, who holds a large interest sible the avoidanoe of a far vaster danger, settle, crushing the oage and
namely, the question of the Nicaragua pants. Klght men were working in the
in tbo company.
The

Iiisuixenfc

have ours, which we hold. Their principies are sacred to them, as our prinoiples
are sacred to us. ’’
The same words apply to England and

question to either the single

©
©
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JAMESON’S DEFEAT.

ON TO HAVANA.

j

Salisbury

Our

regular §3.00 package Paris Vital
Sparku, a full month’s treatment, 100 doses,
s.-nt Free for a few days only.
Mailed closely
sealed. Cut this out. It may onlv
appear once.
Write noie, to-day. THE I)R. ARCHAMBAULT
CO., 38 A Pemberton Sq., Boston, Mass., U. S. A.

j any other single individual to make Lini coin President tells ine Lincoln
said to
j him before war seemed inevitable, “The
trouble is, the people of the South
have
j their creed, which they hold, and we

j

Antonio
Maxiom Gomez,
London, January 4.—In response to an
Quintin and Bonedra, for they are1 near- inquiry from the colonial office, Sir WalPRESIDENT KRUGER’S DRAMATIC
from
the
three
direcdifferent
oity
j
ing
ter Holy-Hutchinson, governor of Natal,
America today. Absit omen. I am asA BOMBSHELL.
tions.
DISPATCH TO ENGLAND.
has sent a despatch confirming the main
rounded at the depth and
character of
The fact, so frequently denied in offioial facts of
Dr. Jameson’s defeat. He adds
American feeling on this question.
Men
eiroles during the past two weeks; is now that the
Hoers, who opposed' Jameson’s
experienced, staid, elderly, conservative,
admitted
even in official oireles,
generally
force, numbered about 1530. They ooou
Salisbury Is Not Fueling Very Happy But many holding judicial positions of great The Prisoners Are Being Treated IVitU although all sorts of lame
explanations of pied a strong position. Two battles were
unBather Chagrined At the Venezuelan responsibility, frankly declare their
Great Consideration in Strange Con- the triumphant advance of the(Cubant|are
fought. The governor also sends extracts
American
Status—The Descent From the High compromising support of this
puulic
Irast to Their Own Reported Acts—
put forth in the hope of calming
newspaper
telegrams whion are
But no amount of explana- from
excitement.
doctrine. And while it is clear that PresFosition He Has Climbed to Will Be
Kruger Trusts Not Rhodes and Plainly tion will alter the fact that the insurgent confused and contradictory. The main
ident Cleveland was infinitely too clever
Awkward to Say tile Beast..
Says So—lie Rubs It Into Chamberlin.
cavalry scouts are believed to have been points dedii' tible from these despatches
i and too devoted to his own party not to
sighted from here this morning.
are
that Dr.
Jameson arrived near
4.—The
cable
desee
that
his
deal
a
Loudon, January
knock
London, -January 6.—Late news from
As these advance bodies of tuo Cubans
message would
[
on
December 81, and atIS
Krugersdorp
at
miles
from
sent
from
the
Transvaal is most anxiously awaited wore
Tapaste,
spatches
Guanaboo,
Washington by the j down blow to the two groups of his poa suburb of
this
city, last tacked the Boers the day following. He
special representative of tho Chronicle, | iitical enemies, Republicans and froe here, but none was received today that practically
night, it is only reasonable to presume was repulsed and then tried to move by
giving tho unpublished correspondeuoe i silver
still no greater mistake causes any appreciable lessening of the feel- that the report that the Cubans have been
men,
Randfornteni to Rooderport, but was
anent the British Guiana boundary dis- would be
of
anxiety prevailing. The telegraph sighted from the lines defending Havana
|
possible than for England to re- ing
at Doorkorp.
Heavy fighting
stopped
Lord
lines
is
correct.
are
still controlled by the
pute, exchanged by
Aberdeen, co- gard the message as a mere party inanoeu
governlo
Ha- took place on the afternoon of January
It is no longer a cry of “On
lonial
secretary in the cabinet of Sir vre. If this latter view gains acceptance, ment for its own business and if any privana 1” from the Cubans.
They are hure,
at which
time the Transvaal state
Robert Peel,
and Senor Fortique, the the consequences of the mistake may
be vate news filters
through, there is no slowly, but surely, surrounding ibis cap 2,
Dr. Jamesons’ force
arrived.
artillery
then Venezuelan minister to England, awful. When I reflect on the possibility way to positively confirm or
a
march
after
frum
tlio
triumphant
ital,
deny it.
outnumbered and were
was hopelessly
of
end
de
Cuba
eastern
to
the
seems to have burst on the
The
Santiago
foreign office of this, and know what I know of Amergovernment has made publio the
capital of this island, in spite of ail tne almost exhausted, having been without
a
as
It is almost inoredible ican opinion, I am pro foundly depressed. following despatches:
surprise.
best troops of Spain oouid do in
their food
The horses, too,
for three days.
that
permanent officials at the foreign Arbitration is demanded by every considJanuary 3rd—Right Hou.
Joseph efforts to prevent them. Step by step the
Dr. Jameson yielded after
Chamberlaiu cabled President Kruger captain general, Martinez de iCampos, were jaded.
office, responsible for ooaohing the Prime eration dearest to civilized mankind.
has been driven back before the advance sustaining a loss, whioh, if the original
Minister should have been ignorant of
of the South African Republic as
folADVICE TO SALISBURY.
of the victorious army, until here prepar- force was 800
men, amounted to 240
this correspondence.
Yet it is known
lows: “It is rumored here you have orations aie being completed on botu sides
Now, how<shall arbitration be reached?
killed and wounded.
in official circles that the brief on whioh
dered prisoners shot.
I do not
Huai and decisive struggle.
the
believe
for
Gen.
Th e best way of all would be
for Lord
Gov. Robinson of the Cape Colony has
Lord Salisbury based his reply to Secrerumors.
I rely on your generosity
in Quintin Bandera and his column of into
Mr. Chamberlain at the
Salisbury to corns to an arrangement dilast
at San
troops
telegraphed
surgent
camped
night
tary of State Olney did not mention the
hour
of victory."
your
rect with Venezuela.
The cabinet here
Jose de Lias Bajas, a very.short
distance colonial offioe that of the foroe led into
despatches that were cabled to tho ChronHou. Cecil Rhodes, prime min- from
Today
ami
his
are
forces
now
said
Tapaste,
would much prefer this of course. I unTransvaal by Dr. Jameson 70 were
the
icle.
It is understood that the Prime
ister of Cape Colony and at the head in to be moving on Guanahaoo,
or in its
derstand upon high authority
that the
30 wounded and 500 taken prisonMinister is deeply chagrined because of
Africa of the British South Afrioa com- vicinity, in order to take up the position killed,
Venezuelan government would express
to them,the siege of Huvana.An- ers.
assigned
this fact. He may mark his displeasure
seut a despatch reading:
“The other
its regret at the Yuruan outrage, pay all pany,
report of the ultimate destination
also telegraphed that it is stated
He
by insisting that certain of the permarumor that a forrce
is collecting
at of Gen. Bandera has it that he will try tu
the additional indemnity demanded, and
in the the
Cape Town papers that
nent officials shall retire. A measure like
Mt. Bejueal to Biuoon and Irom
is absolutely false
Buluwayo
by
pass
to resume
diplomatic
Jameson, | White and Willoughby are
this would be a preliminary to a general request England
President Kruger cabled:
“I have there to Santiago de las Vegas, to cut the
relations, if in return
England would not ordered the free-booters who
railroads leading into Havana; but, in lodged in the Pretoria jail.
surrender, and would afford a convenient
are prisa rererence of the whole
any ease, it is admitted that he will push
agree
Gray and Coventry of the British South
ques- oners to be shot. 'Their
for
Lord
bridge
Salisbury’s retreat from tion toupon
case will
be de- onward toward this city and his campany competept tribunal she might
Africa Company are among the woundthe position he has assumed. The foreign
cided strictly in aooordanoe with the tra- fires, if lighted, should
be visible toselect. And America would bring every
office will
night from the Spanish outposts around ed.
prepare an extensive report
ditions of the Republic, and in
sharp the
prosure to bear to this end if Venezuela
Mr. Chamberlain also received at
6.20
city.
on
the Venezuelan dispute. This will
contrast to the unheard of acts of these
In fact it is claimed that Bandera wil o’clook this
hesitated. All American interest would
morning a cablegram from
free-booters.
So many lies and false rebe accompanied with maps showing histhis
the
Venti
at
camp
evening
farm,
cease
instantly before the fact of arbitra- ports are publisned in even the influen- within rifle shot of the
Sir H. G. R. Robinson of the Cape Colotorical detaildvjf the territory in dispute.
outposts of the
tion before the party owning the
ny. saving:
soil. tial newspapers in England, I deem it Spaniards.
That Lord Salisbury will climb down
to
add that the free-booter
Lord Salisbury’s dispatch intimates that advisable
The main body of the second Insurgent
“I
received the
following telegram
seems to bo assured.
have been treated withtheld,
prisoners
nnlunin. under Gen. Gomez, was renoitthe absence of diplomatic relations confrom Sir
Jacobus A.
DeVVot, British
greatest consideration by our burghers ed this
A deputation of merchants interested
to be at Duran,
Gf if.lltna fl lioa in nor«ni-;n4-lr.«
'HI.
1_
morning
moving
ucoyiuu mu lauu suns sue xaster more tann
at 6 o’clock last eveagent at Pretoria,
in the South African trade today visited
direotion of Guira Molena, at
in
the
the
once
have been compelled
to take up
suggestion removes this, and as America
tbe ning :
bend of the railroad leading from
Colonial
SecUetarv Chamberlain in ennarms iu defense of the dearly bought inwill defend the British right to an apolof Piuar del Kio into Havana.
“Everything is quiet now. Further
nection with
the troubles in the TransI hope you province
dependence of our republic.
portions of Gomez column, by far serious disturbances will not ocour. A
ogy and indemnity, no loss of
dignity will kindly pardon the liberty I am tak- Other
vaal.
Replying to the representations would be
and now said to number
the
strongest,
when
I
involved by acceding.
ing,
say our confidence
in
made to him by
8000 men, wore sighted today at Guivican deputation from the Johannesburg reform
the deputation,
Mr.
Rhodes has received such a lude
shook
The second method is, if
Lord SalisChamberlain
said that the probability"
that his repudiation of the proceedings at and San Felipe, only slightly to the east- committee] came last night, giving a
will say he believes the commission
and northward of G uira Melena.
guarantee of peace. I informed President
of further disturbances was remote. The bury
Buluwayo. ought to le reiened with the ward
The third insurgent column under Gen.
fair and oompetent to consider the
his- greatest caution. Even, now we
of that guarantee and he assured
have
he
was
announced this Krugar
added, sympathized with
Antonio Maceo
government,
news
an
armed
foroe
Is
torical quesiton, and ask if the
Collecting on our morning to have passed Ceiba,
AmeriGov. Robinson’s arrival,
me, pending
thu
undoubted grievances of the UitMocha,
and
if
this
is
I
border,
the
true,
trust,not
can government
would
when last heard from, ami that
permit him to word of
if the Johannesburg people were
but the influence of gov- with Gomez,
landors,
though what had recently oc- name
Rhodes,
British commissioners to
join it ernment, will suffice to prevent any fur- should now be in the vicinity of San quiet and did not commit any hostile
curred made the situation difficult. Still,
there and
without committing himself to abide by ther incursions. Will you, with a view to Antonio Vegas, or between
acts, that Johannesburg would not be
he hoped that friendly representations to
ohecking further lying reports, publish Nazareno.
the result, 1 can assert that
the
cabinet
oolunms
have
been
All
three
the Transvaal government would bo succontinuing molested or surrounded by the burgher
this?”
would instanly welcome tho
burning cane forces. The deputation was highly pleased
Mr. Chamberlain replied: “I thank the work of destruction,
cessful.
Referring to the invasion of the is certain that the dual proposal. It
fields and plundering the houses of the
commission you for your message, which I will pub
at this assurance and gave a pledge that
Transvaal by Dr. Jameson, he said the
class
as they pushed onwards. The
better
lish as you desire.
would reach some acceptable conclusion.
The press has not
government had done its duty and nothprovince Nombre de Dias, Julie Da Gia, the committee would preserve order.’’
credence to the rumors
given
about
The third method is,
the
and other plantations in the
supposing
“Agent DeWet proceeds to say: I testiing more. The government would adhere
cruelty to the prisoners. I have always Meroedites
American commission devotes its atten- been confident of
Guines district through whioh the insur- fy in the
strongest manner to the great
I
to the obligations under the convention of
your magnanimity.
have
have
been comjust passed
tion first to tho territory England is wil- sent an imperial offioor to Buluwayo
to gents
moderation and forbearance of the govout
the
torches
of
1884, and would uphold that convention
the
by
sec
my orders obeyed and
to arbitrate and reports there is
prevent any pletely wiped
a
ernment of the Transvaal under excepin all Uts provisions. From this position ling
further raid.
You may rest
confident enemy.
iacie case tor considering the lar- i
prima
tional and trying oircumstanoes.
The
will
had
all
the
occurred to induce the govstrictly uphold
nothing
obligatious
ger question at the same time, will Lord of the London convention of 1884.”
MRS. CORBETT WEDS.
prisoners have just arrived.
ernment to recode.

THE CHBOMCLE LETTERS PROVE

Of the

al principles.
Moreover, America demands arbitration as a sacred right, and
for this she will fight if needful.
The man who perhaps did more than

They May Start for the Bosphorus—What
Is the Cause of the
Seems, to

Delay? That Nobody

4.—The detention
of Admiral Bunco’s
squadron at Hampton Hoads the last two weeks
although
ready to commence its cruise promptly
December 21st,
to the
according
programme laid down by Secretary Herbert,

son’s force and had a fire on his front and
flank.”

Young William’s Message Has Greatly Excited the Britons.

London, January 4.—The message sent
yesterday by Emperor William to President Kruger of the South African Republic has aroused popular wrath in England
to an umneasurably greater extent than
did President Cleveland’s message on the
Venezuelan dispute. If the government
responds to the passion now rising to
fever beat throughout Great Britain, it
will take early notioe of the
Emperor’s
missivn in forms amnimfincr

fo

n»v

nn*.

the country, which
it would be difficult to persuade into accepting the United'States as a foe, would
not hesitate to taofele Germany.
The Venezuela dispute hardly
stirred
the national pulse: throughout
it
has
chiefly been a matter of declamation on
the
part of the newspapers. Germany’s
intervention in the Transvaal
has set

spoken

oha^enge,

ana

Harris Levi, 46, suffocated.
Marks Feinburg, 30. spine fratured and

internally injured.
The injured are:
Jacob Vonisky, 22.

Velrkman, 38.
Kolinsky, 38,
Bernard Balbinsky, 23

Lewis
David

first generally supposed to be due
The victims
reluctance on the part of the adminbuilding was
istration to permit even
the
implied

was at
to

menace

during

of its presence in the West Indies
the
excitement following
the

President’s Venezuelan message to Congress of December 17th. The explanation
was plausible
enough to satisfy everyone
for several days but now even the com
manding offioers of the ships forming the
fleet are
to be
the

beginning

mystified by

prolonged delay. Such absence of information about a squadron’s
movements is
said to be
unprecedented in times of
peace, especially when its daily itinerary
for the ensuing five months
had been
published.
All sorts of rumors ar3 in
circulation
among the ships, according to letters received here, and the latest, which is not

wholly without believers even
navy department, proceeds
on

in the
the assumption that Admiral Bunce has sealed
orders which may, at any
moment, send
him with his fleet to the
Bosphorus. Even
the most conservative officers are
disposed to attach some credence to the

idea,

modifying it, however,

to the
opinion
that Gibraltar or the Azores
may be the
first stopping place of the
squadron after
leaving the Chesapeake, instead of St.
1 ho mas, in the West Indies.
There are
a

all Polish Jews.
The
four story brick strucfirst floor was occupied by the

a

number of

significant

grouped together,

facts

seem to

ty to the rumor.
Would

which,

give probabili-

Bay American Silver With

Silver

Dollars.

Washington, January 4.—Representative

Bauer

or JNew

Hampshire has

prethe
the

pared a plau for the retirement of
greenbacks without any expense to
country except of detail and involving

no

ture;Tho

are
a

owner, Samuel Lipman, as tv grocery and
residence;] the second floor contained a
large hall; the third floor was occupied
as a meeting place by the United Tailors
of Philadelphia, and the top floor ns
the
residence of Jacob Sellers.
Tho
fire,
which it is supposed
originated from a

lighted match carelessly thrown among
oil barrels in the cellar,
quickly envelA score of tailors,
oped the building.
who had been holding a meeting on
the
third floor, rushed to the windows and a

majority jumped safely to the sidewalk,
canvas awning breaking their
fall.
The four hurt, however,
received their
Harris Ley was
injuries by jumping.
afraid to jump and he fell back into the
room and was suffocated.
Feinburgb

a

hung from

a window sill until
the heat
him to release bis hold and befell,
landing in a barrel. He died soon afterwards. The five small children of Joseph
Sellers were saved by their 16 year old

caused

sister, Jennie, taking them to tho roof
and dropping them on the roofs of ad-

joining buidings.

The loss will not

ex-

ceed $6,000.
More

Armenian

Massacres.

Londou, January 4.—The correspondent
of the United
Press at Constantinople
telegraphs under the date of January 3
that a terrible massacre has taken place
at Biridjik, near Aintab, in Asia Minor,
1 llfl

nffiflinl

TAnnrfc

of

nnnnwvono,.

that 900 persons were killed. The
Turks slaughtered the Christians with
merciless barbarity.
Men, women and
children were cut to pieces by Turkish

states

interest

charges. .\lr. Baker’s plan au- soldiers. It is believed that the massacre
thorizes the Secretary of the Treasury to at Biridjik was committed by the Kurds
buy silver, the
product of American of the Mamadieii cavalry.
The
mines only, paying therefor in silver dolrecent massacre at Orfah was a
silver certificates issued upon the
silver. It further provived that
the coinage of the silver purchased shall
be as rapid as circumstances will
permit and that as often as once a month,
lars

or

ooined

terrible affair.
The Porte admits that.
900 persons
were killd there, but other
accounts say that 2000 were slaughtered.
An
imporia! irade has been issued or-

dering the reorganization of the Turkish
of the Treasury, flora the army and increasing the Turkish forces
greenbacks on hand, shall oaucel and in Macedonia,Crete and El Heja, Arabia.
destroy an amount equal to the silver The increase will be completed by spring.
Beridjik, where the latest massacre
ooin, thus reducing the outstanding demand notes of tho government as rapidly is reported, is un out station of Aintab,
as the silver is coined.
This course, in a station of the Amerioan board in Central Turkey.
There is one ordained naMr. Baker’s opinion, prevents either
a
contraction or inflation of the currency tive preacher and one native teacher, and
far stated preaching. The
and retires all the notes so gradually as one place
the

Secretary

not to interfere with business. A further average congregation is 85, with‘150 adprovision of bis bill, which embodies the herents, 62 church members and two reforegoing proposition, provides that notes ceived on oonfession during the
year.
of $5

less shall be

first cancelled and
thereafter
no new
notes of less denomination that $10 shall
be issued by
the government or
any
national bank.
or

destroyed and that

Amendments

There

two

are

common

schools with 40

The total amount contributed
pupils.
by the people for charitable purposes and
for the work is #2624.
Dunraven Done Brown.

Proposed by the House Subcommittee.

London,

4.—The Yachts
January
the
commenting
upon
Washington, January 4.—The sub-com- inquiry by the New Y’oik Yacht Club
mittee of the Honse appropriations com- into the charges made by Lord Dunraven
mittee, having in charge the preparation against the Defender syndicate in genera
of the pension appropriation bill, have and Mr.C.Oliver Iselin in
particular,says
finished their labors and
the measure that Lord Dunraven has signally t'a’led
man,

surrendered at S o’clock in will be laid before the full committee on
the afternoon of the 3d instant. The act- Wednesday. The committee have reduced
ual fighting lasted from 3 o’clock in the the appropriation lor the next
fiscal
afternoon of the 1st till 11 at night. year $3,000,000 below the commissioner’s
Jameson made three attaoks.
The men estimates, whioh were $140.00", 006. Sevbehaved in ths meat
gallant manner eral amendments have bean made to the
The Boers attaoked
the angle of .Tame existing laws. One makes a pension
a
Jameson

of persons had narrow
escapes from death late this afternoon at a
fire in a combined store, hall and
tenement house at the corner
of Third and
CaBkiil street. The dead are:
soore or more

Kuow.

Washington, January

Fhiladeldhia Fire.

Philadelphia, January 4.—Two men
weie killed, four badly injured and
a

substantiate his
becomes more and

charges,

to

more

egregious blunder was
The
making the obarge.

an

that

the committee

actuated

of

and that it

apparent that
committed in
paper adds
has been

inquiry

throughout by

an

impartial

spirit.

vested right; another provides that when

applioation^is made under the law of 1890
Mrs. Anson W. Bailey of
Watertown,
and rejected and a new
application is Conn., lias brought suit for divoroe
whioh
is
the
filed,
subsequently allowed,
against her husband who resides in Danpension shall date from the filing of the bury. The couple have been married just
first application, provided the
disability 50 years. The wife is about 70 years old.
existed at that time; a third amendment
nullifies that part of the
law of
1890
which prevents a widow from drawing a

She alleges desertion and cruelty.
Judge Holmes at Lincoln, Neb., sentenced George W. Davis to the
penitentiary for life for wrecking a Rock Island

pension except where sh6 is without other
means of support than
her daily labor. passenger train
A Prince of tho

Blood Locked Up for Talk-

near

Linooln, whereby

eleven lives were lost.

ing Back.

London, January 4.—The Emperor has
had

a

serious quarrel with Prinoe

arinlr T.Hiinnlri

rtf

Princess Louise

Dnnnn;n

Sophie

J-U..

of

skating

near

the

Priuoess

Glenicke castle,

the
while

over

Potsdam,

hen the Princess and one of the
of the oourt,
Baroness Colmar,
w

SPENCER TRASK

& CO.,

BANKERS,

Schleswig-

Holstein, sister of the Empress,
recent accident to

Fred-

ui,„„,i

27

29 PINE

&

ST«BBX,

NEW YORK.
State

&

Janies Sts.,

Albany,

ladies
boke

—

DEALERS IN

—

through the ice and came near downing.
Masury, is a grandson of the late John
The Emperor upbraided the
W. Masury, the aged paint manufacturer
Prinoe for
and
who, in April last died in this city, leav- England aflame. The perception of Great the indiSerenoe of his treatment of his
Britain’s solitary position among
ing a fortune estimated at $10,000,000.
the wife and the Pirnoe used
some pretty
Other Investment
The young man, whose mother was a
powers of the world is now foroed
upon rough words in replying to the Kaiser’s
daughter of the elder Masury, was adopted by the wealthy, paint maker and took publio oonviotion and this faot will un- rebuke. The Emperor thereupon ordered
Securities.
the family name.
doubtedly have much to do in hastening him under arrest for 14
in
confinedays
Upon a subsequent marriage old Mr. an agreement with the demands of the ment in a room
in his castle. The Kaiser
Masury made a new will at variance with United States
regarding Venezuela.
the terms of the agreement under which
telegrapfid for a detachment of the Eirst
and
his
Guards from Potsdam to
grandson assumed the same of
Germany Backs the Emperor.
go to Glonioke
Masury.
castle to guard the Prinoe and lie
has
to any
Berlin, January 4.—The Emperor’s aot
Litigation ensued and the gr.andson
upon
sino6 been confined there, not
and a brother employed Joseph ±i. Choate in sending a mssage to President
being perKrugar
mitted
to
leave his chamber
and other counsel to contest the
upon any
will. of the South African republic
congratu- pretext.
Early in December an amicable arrangehim upon the victory of the Boers
ment was arrived at by
which, it is be- lating
lieved, young Frederick Masury becomes over the armed force led i|hto the TransBRIEFLY TOLDthe possessor
of a fortune estimated at vaal
by Dr. Jameson, is hailed with en$1,500,000 to *2,000,000.
::
The new home of the young couple on husiasm throughout Germany.
RONDS.
The Hnrvard baseball nine Saturday ev- DESIRABLE
West Eighty-seventh street, near Central
elected
ening
James
of
Dean
Brookline,
The Dominion Ashore.
Park, which was bought by Mr. Masury
January Investments.
for the ooming season. The other
before his marriage, represents an investJanuary 4.—The
British captain
London,
ment as a whole, of about $60, (DO. The ;
candidate was D. D. Scannell.
Ti e
from Portland,
and
DeR.
Masurys expect to occupy it about the steamer Dominion,
first ballot was a tie between these two
cember 24, for Bristol, has been neaohod
latter part of February.
I'irst mortgage Gold 5’s,
men.
The
anthen
committee
That Mrs. Masury's actions in regard at Berehaven, on the southwest coast of
advisory
DUE 1943.
to the alimony to which she was entitled
nounced that the
favored
committee
Her main injection pipes
had
ha understood,’’ said a relative Ireland.
mav
Dean;
the quesScannell
and
withdrew,
and
the
water
had
last night, “I will show you a copy of a been carried away
tion was sattled by the unanimous elecletter writteu by her on the day of the reached the Are bars in her stoke hole. J
Street Railway Co. .Vs,
tion. A professional coach will be
enmarrlago.
At high tide the water will be
nearly
'Tlie
letter was addressed to the busigaged.
First Mortgage Due 1915.
deck
Dominion’s
level
the
with
astern.
ness
representative of her former husThe bar association of Pittsburgh has
The
extinThe above roads have earned a surplus the
it contained the significant
inflowing water has
band, and
decided that women may praotice
law past year over and above all operating expenses
is
It
believed
paragraph.
guished her fires.
ami fixed charges. The bonds are a legal inthere.
“X do not wish to receive any further
that her bottom has not been injured. A
vestment tor Maine Savings banks.
For pries
alimony from tyou, and I rleuse you from
It is reported that in a battle
and turtlier information call on or address
between
salvage steamer has gone to her from
all obligations to me.”
a posse of offioers
moonshiners in
and
Queenstown.
HUTSON B. SAUNDERS,
North Carolina near the Tennessee liue
Ex-Secretary Chns. Foster says XXarriInvestment Securities,
son would not
The overdue steamer Italia has arrived seven men were killed and several other
take the
Presidential
51 1-2 Exchange Street
nomination if he could get it.
Portland. Me,
at New
a
after
hurt.
stormy
passage.
York,
jan4
T.Th&Stf

Municipal, Railroad,

Offerings Submitted,

Circular Mailed

Regular

address

application

Bangor

WAKEFIELD

Aroostook R,
&

Co.

STONEHAM
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HIISCELLAKEOL'S.

WOMEN’S OOUNCIL.

_

Creates

Mr. Clarence Hale Lectures

on

Deeds and

Mortgages—A Large Attendance—A Cap-

&

Strength,

makes
flesh

ital

blood, builds

new

new

powerful condensation into
smallest possible bulk of the

most

the

vital elements of lean,

beef.

raw

Prepared by a special cold process that precludes the waste of
any of the desired elements of

Murphy, the
well-known champion bicyclist
writes concerning
Charles M.

food.

Bovinine
“You have

undoubtedly
that

the papers

winning

a

have

I

by

been

continually

stimulant, with

a

great

wherever it is necessary to mainand life, with the

strength
happiest results in every instance.
c-3Co®o©E.'eoooeooeieoej6oo8eo

I What’s Best j
for shortening pastry? What’s
best for frying things? Witat’s
best for every cooking purpose for which iard was formerly used ? What’s best
for
lor Qigestion
healtii i
Thousands of women answer:

O

©

8
C

©

g

3

9
ft
C

I_,__,1

v

5

valuable,
will be deiighted to
ing friends, buy a
King and

I

[

handsome,
Gift, one she
a

show admir-

[

because

stock

our

contains

is

•!

large and

ty is Watches.

If you select a

]

We

Silver and
guarantee both.
|
fated Ware purchased here .1
■

be

can

depended upon. In trading
you’re sure of getting the

here

\

best

ij

AT RIGHT PRICES.

:|

Willis A. Gates,

S,;t'

j

jeweler,

Jewelry,

.Second Hand Furniture Men Use Them.
Cor. Market & Federal

Has been using;

Register

a

for over

Sts.,

National Cash

Uj

PORTLAND, ME.

autti,

In
ijd

speaking

4uuuuu

df

scroll.
condition of
mere

BOOKS,
sorts and

great

auiiic

auuioui

au-

some

He

further discussed the

dower

with
157 of

reference to
the Laws of

kinds

mortgages and leases, quoted the
nitions of Chancellor

Keut,

defi-

who deflued

raorgage as a conveyance of an estate
for a security of debt, said conveyance
to become void on payment of the debt.
a

variety.

defined a lease as a contract for the
possession and profits of land for a determined period less than
the time
for
which the lessor holds the same in consideration of a recompense nf rent.
He
said, a3 he bad fully discussed the requirements of a deed, be merely pointed
the differences in the requirements with
He

LORING, SHORT & HARMON
Opposite
dec27

—

Preble House.
ecd

HAVING OPENED

AN

—

Beecham’s

INSURANCE OFFICE
AX

48 Exchange
I am
ance

pation

Street,

to furnish first class Hire Insurlowest rates.

JOHN L. COREY.
Portland

Me., Jan. 1st 1895.

]anl-lw

\

10*

pills for constiand 25*. Get the

book at your

prepared

at

if

a

deed

was

lady

asked if she had a mortgage
deed of timber land, could she
prevent
any one going on the land and cutting
ofT the timber. Mr. Hale said yes uuIpDB

t

Vl oru

in

onm

O

cfinnlnfion

fka

nnn

trary in the deed.
The question was asked if a
person
bought a piece of land and failed to have
the deed reooraed, and another party innocently buys the same property without
knowing of the prior sale, and the
first
purchaser builds a house therehas that
on, what rights in the house
first purohaser. Mr. Hale thought
the
court, by bill of equity, could allow

a

further contract

between

the

parties.
A lady asked the process of obtaining
tax title.
Mr. Hale referred her
to
Chapter VI., of the Statutes. He showed
that the reason why tax titles were not
too
very good was because the assessors
often left holes that rendered
them in-

j

druggist’s

by it.
Jt'nnual sales

more

than 6,000,000 boxes.

and

blood would
be shed here or
there. It is a question of the brotherhood
of man against brutality. Anyone has
the right to
able Turk."

asked as to whether
a
tenant could be turned out of his
house
in seven days, and Mr. Hale said seven
days’ notice must be given and then a

Questions

er.

of Armenia. He spoke of it as a disgrace
to
nations
civilization that the great
of the world have been content to watch
t,hu
game on the political chess board,

Christianity as some have done
within the last few months under strong
pressure and in danger of death. He gave
the official prayer offered up daily by

The collection amounted to $83.82, but
the meeting wus understood to be only
preliminary to the systematic canvass of
the oity. The Armenians who assisted

those who believe in religion of the
phet. a prayer that asks for the

Mr.

pro-

DESTRUCTION OP CHRISTIANS

Allen

wero
Moses Meshorian, B.
Khoost Torasian and Astudoor Muradian.

Kasabian,

and

the giving np of their women and
children, goods and cattle to the Moslems.
is a prnyer in marked contrast with
It
that of Christ.
Mr. Allen
then asked four Armenirise.
One
ans to
was dressed in the
national garb
worn by the Armenians
20 years ago, but discarded by them since
for European oostume. Another was olad
in the garb of those who go about preaohing the religion of the Koran. Another
was dressed in the garb of the Kurds.und
tlio fourth was
dressed as a Shepard.

Lively Meeting Expected

at Gorham

Tomorrow.

Tomorrow

at

10

o’clock

the

FOUGHT FOR TEN DOLLARSOne

Is

Dead;

1 li«

Other

Is

Behind

the

Burs.

New York, January 4.—Henry
Rcdiquez, 20 years old, died at midnight last
night from injuries received at a prize

MISCELEAJiEOCS.

MISCEIXANEOCS.

COUNTY FAIR.

annua

meeting of the Cumberland
County Agricultural Sooiety will be held
at Harding’s Hall,
Gorlmra, and from
present indications it promises to he an
eventful meeting. An attempt, it is slatnot wort£
$20,000. Edison said that he ted, will be made to depose President
oould place wires about an exposed point Vinton of Gray and substitute Henry
and
kill the enemy before they got in Johnson of Gorham. Ex-Secretary WhitWhen war Ames down to this ney’s frionds are also pushing him to the
sight.
point, war is not a possibility. The Mon- front us a candidate lor secretary to suproe dootrine is not in
peril. It was pro- ersede Dr. C. H. Le g.iton of Westbrook,
claimed
wh»n we were small and poor, the present oocupant of that office. The
qut it has never been seriously questioned. Gorbam stockholders are also making
In the time of our great war, Louis Napo- an active canvass with the purpose in
leon tried to establish an empire in Mexi- view of obtaining a majority of the board

the

renounce

A.

fight against

co, but at the olose of our war he called
murder of more than his troops home.
He closed by preDr. Parsons
100,000 Armenians.
spoke eloquently of the
work of the Red Cross Society, the sucsenting Rev. E. P. Allen of this oity.
Mr.
Allen referred to the great map cessor
to the Christian Commission of
back of the
platform and said that war times.
To be sure, Miss Barton told
while it was rudely drawn it was perhaps she business men of Boston
reoently that
week he was the is not certain that the society will be
necessary as
only this
asked if the missionaries in China would admitted to the Interior of
Turkey, even
be in any danger because of the trouble on this
God-given errand, but they will
in Armenia.
When people are confused try.
regarding places 8000 miles apart, a map
Mr. Allen said a few words and the colmay not bo out of order.
lection was takeD up.
The amount will
Mr. Allan first of all spoke of the life
be forwarded to F. H. Wiggin at Boston,
and work of the prophet Mahomet, arid to be sent
by him to the Red Cross agents
then gave a hurried sketch of what fol- in Armenia.
lowed alter the death of the prophet. He
The benediotion was pronounced by
gave the oath that is taken hv those who Rev. Francis Southworth.
indiffereut to

CUMBERLAND

business

directors. Repesentativesjof Gorham
stockholders have been calling upon the
Westbrook, Deering aud'Portland stook-

of

holders, plaoing belore them their views
and soliciting their aid. They state that
they believe the best interests of the fair
will bo secured by selaoting the offlceis
iroin Gorham,
Westbrook and Portland,
from whioh localities a majority of the
patronage is obtained.
Mr. Vinton’s friends believe much of
the success of the fair is due to his efforts
and they are looking after his interest.
Mr. B. F. Carter of Soarboro is also mentioned as a candidate for the presidency.
The members of the society are getting

Competent

Concise

Commendable
Conclusive
Conscientious Comprehensive

FACTS.
It is a fact, that any pain anywhere, every lameness everywhere, ic penetrated, relieved or cured by this wonderful, soothing Anodyne. It is the
sovereign remedy for bites, burns, bruises. For backache, earache, headache, neckache, stomachache, toothache, in fact every ache. For scalds,
stings, strains, sprains, stiff joints, swellings aud sore muscles. For colds,
chills, coughs and catarrh. For hacking, hoarseness and whooping cough.
For asthma, bronchitis, diphtheria, la grippe, sore throat and luugs. For
colic, croup, cramps, cholera-morbus and summer complaints. For dyspeptic
conpains, neuralgia and muscular rheumatism. For cuts, cracks, corns,
tusions, chaps and chilblains, all irritations and inflammations. For lame
use the great vital
back, side, shoulder. For pains in chest, kidneys, stomach,
and muscle nervine. Every ailment above is caused by or accompanied with
lunammation,

to

cure

were

Mr. Hale replied that’s

what

law-

absolute
yers got their living by—for
rights often had to be enforced.
On motiou of Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens a
rising vote of thanks was given Mr.Hale
for his admirable paper and for the
patience with which he had answered ques-

(

fourth

Saturday

in the month, at
che
Second Advent ohnroh. Mr. T. C. Woodbury would speak on “Banks and Bank-

ing.’’

ANODVNE l_ INIM

invented by the late Dr. A. Johnson, an old fashioned, noble hearted
It is recommended by physicians everywhere. All who use
it are amazed at its power and praise it forever after. It is for Internal as much
It is the best, the
as External use.
It is used and endorsed by all athletes.
all others. It
■f oldest, the original. It is unlike any other. It is superior to
f is not
SECRET SOCIETIES.
merely a Liniment, it is the Universal Household Remedy from infancy
to old age. There is not a medicine today which possesses the confidence
of the public to so great an extent. It has stood on its own intrinsic
Exercises
That
Occurred
Installation
merit while generation after generation has need it with en ire satisfaction.
Saturday.
You can safely trust what time has endorsed. Every Mother should have it
in the bouse, dropped on sugar suffering children live to take it. It proSeveral of the secret sooieties installed
duces an increase of vital activity in the system, and thus cures disease.
officers Saturday evening.
Stetson
D. D. Grand Warden Geo. F.
Its electric energy everlastingly eradicates infiammation Without irritation.
offioers inand several
aoting grand
All who order direct from us, and request it, shall receive a certificate that their money
stalled the newly elected officers of Harshall be refunded if not abundantlv satisfied. Price 33 cts; Six w oo, express prepaid. If
us.
Ask first. Sold by druqgtsts. Pamphlet free.
vou can’t vet it near home senP to
mony lodge. Shaw’s quartette sang sev1 S JOHNSON & CO., c» ^ustom House Street, Boston, Mass., oole Proprietors.
eral selections most acceptably.
A de-

thoroughly aroused in the matter and it
is probable that this will be the largest
attended meeting in the society’s history.

licious supper was served and
remarks
made by Fast Grands Higgins, StephenNoble Grand
son, Cousens and Small,
M
Shaw, Vice Grand Wesoott and

It

was

Family Physician.

WALTER

C0REY~*~C0.

.

SIDEBOARDS
NOT

SIDEBOARDS.

Cheap

Cut Prices
our

week.

Our

Sideboard

Depart

object

reduce

is to

large STOCK.

as
ft

it has not been stirred in reoent years.
is an awful nuestinn.
a mndfinnino

question. Suppose in this oountry even 100
people were in danger, a mass meeting
would rise as one man to delike this
It would be a repemand that it stop.
tition of the scenes that followed the

FIRING ON FORT SUMTER.

holding
purpose
inquest in
of Charles Dyke of Fayette,
who, it will be remembered, was found
the

case

Hanging uy

Year’s

tiie

ubih

hi

ilia sueu on new

According to

day.

a

telephone

that town there are some
suspicions that the man may have met
foul play.
The selectmen have
with
notified Coroner Edwaidt that the man
was found by his wife, who was away at

message

from

It is an
appalling event, the most ap- tho time be committed the deed.
palling of this great century now drawMaine Pensions.
At a meeting of the government of the ing near its close. Wo could not at first
W.
L. U., who form the reception com- believe that such things could be possible
January 4.—The folWashiDgtoD,
mittee, held last Friday morning with and for a time we stood silent and we lowing Maine people have been granted
the president, Mrs. J. B. Coyle, the final are standing silent still.
pensions today:
It is an appalling event, but it w 11 be
arrangements were perfected for the reORIGINAL.
ception and gentlemen’s night at Gilbert’s the last event of the kind this world will
Patrick
McCarthy, Togns.
hall, January 18, from 8 to 10. Gilbert ever see. It is the last dying struggle of
William H. Washburn, Canton.
will furnish the music. Coffee, chocolate barbarism, of Mohammedanism, against
John Gerrish, deceased, Dyer Brook.
tea and punch, with cake, will be served advanoing Christianity. The orescent is
INCREASE.
I
from tea tables arranged in the hall. waning.
Frank Hart, Togus.
Dr. Parsons said that the corresponKvery club and associate member will be
between Lora Salisbury and the
invited to give a small contribution of dence
Among the Bruisers.
has not been satisfactory. The
food or money. The hall will be sufficient- Sultan
Pittsburg, Pa., January 4.—Jerry
he proposes to
ly large for the accommodation of all Sultan has said that
Marshall, the colored pugilist of this
over a united empire even if he
members and their escorts, and the com- reign
city, is matched to fight Geo. Dixon, the
all the Christian subjeots.
What
mittee most earnestly desire that every kills
featherweight qhampion, next month at
member of the union, with gentleman, '.vill stop this state of things? A show El Paso fo r a purse of
$3,000.
will be present. In almost all the cities of of'force that the Sultan woll knows means
Dallas, Tex, January 4.—Tne finish
the Union the social element of club life something. A
display of warships be- fight for the light weight, championsbif
own city would do it.
Not a between Jack Evarhardt and Griffo
is a prominent feature, and now that the fore his
ii
Portland Union has taken the initiatory
off. Evarhardt’s managor tonight.issued
step in this direction it will become an
a
world in
whicl
challenge to the
State or Ohio, Citv of Toledo, I
established custom and be welcomed as
to fight
at 13t
Lavigne is preferred,
Lucas County,
f5
or take.
a part of the work.
Frank .1. Cheney makes oath that he is the pounds, give
W. L. V.

■

partner of the firm of F. .1. Cheney &
Co., doing business In the City of Toledo.County
and State aioresaid. and that said Arm will pay
the sum ot ONE iHUNPKED DOLLARS for

Davis was a members of the olass of '91,
Portland
High school, and his is the
first death that has occurred in the olass.
He decided to study for the priesthood
van Buren college,
and entered
from

which institution ho received his diploHe then went to St. Francis
ma in ’93.
Xavier college in New York, and during
the past year was a student at a semiBrooklyn where he had taken
nary In
the minor orders of the olergy. He was

Utah is

a

State.

Washington, January 4.—The Presidenl
each and every cafe of Catarrh that cannot be
the proclamation today makim
cured by the use of Hall’s Catarrh Cure' singed
BEFORE JUDGE ROBINSON.
Utah a state at 10.30 today. The nrocla
FltANK .1. CHENEY.
Sworn to before mo and subscribed In my
Saturday—Isaac Wyer. Saroh and seiz- presence, this sixth dav of December. A. D,, ination merely recites the steps taker
1886.
by the government and people of Utal
ure; discharged.
to comply with the requirements of tin
Michael F. Connelloy. Resisting offi- f seal. !
A. W. GLEASON,
not of Congress.
cer ; fined $30 and costs.
1Notary Public.
Michael F. Oonnelley.
Intoxication;
Hall’s Catarrh Cure Is taken internally and
acts directly on the blood and mucous surfaces
Prinoe Alexander of Prussia, genera
fined $5 and costs.
ot the system. Send for testimonials, free.
of infantry in the Frusian army,is dead
John McKlroy. Intoxication; fined $c
F. J. CH ENE Y & CO
Toledo, O.
and ooste.
aged 75.
(gjy-Sold hr Druggists. 75o.

Bargains the consequence.
Formerly.

1 Sideboard, Quartered Oak,
“
2
“
I
“
I
“
I
“
I
“
I
“
I
“
“
4
“
“
6
Buy

or

Now

$85.00

$50

83.00
75.00

50
50
45
50
30
40
35
27
25

65.00

60.Qo
50.00
48.00
45.oo
35.oo
33.00

Not, But Gome andSee tba Bargains.

to have been regularly ordained in about
a

year.
Mylee Standish Rifle Club.

the sores made by
the
Rifle
members of the Myles Standish
olub, at their regular Saturday night

Following

HALTER

CO.

.

Reliable House Furnishers and Nanulaclurers.

increase
shoot. Tliore was a gratifying
in attendance, which, if maintained, will
make it possible tor the club to continue
convein their present comfortable and

aS FREE
dooSO

nient quavtors: Adams, 336; Standish,
314; Notrnde, 193; Herbert, 193; Folkins,

Stanley, 186;
189; Wentworth, 185;
Honor target—
Duran, 182; Ward, 178.
Durun, 63; Herbert, 60; Standish, 60;
Notrade, 57; Adams, 57.
Current Event Club

Lectures.

Owing to a conflict of dates it has been
decided to postpone the beginning of the
under
lectures, advertised to be given
the auspioes of the Current Events Club,
by Rev. Mr. Prescott, to February 5th.

ommend to all. I have also seen it used
for whooping cough, with the best results.” 35 and 50 cent bottles for sale
Babbidge,
Druggists,
by Landers &

Portland, and C.

B.

Woodman,

West-

;

STREET.

eo.itf

DO YOU APPRECIATE BARMINS?
4 lbs. New Prunes,
6 lbs. Good Raisins,
4 lbs. 3-Crown, New Raisins,
3 lbs. 4-Ciown. New Raisins
5 iba. Now Clean Currenst,

25 eta.
25 eta.
26 cis.

-5 cts.
25 cts.
10 cts.
20 cts.

New Citron,
New Cider, (for pies only)
Pie B**ef, Snet and Spices.
New Figs, Nuts t>od Dates.
10 lbs. Rolled Oats,

10 els. cam
| Can Salmon,
Form ftoasta,
a cm. Iu
Beef Boasts,
W rtb. lb
to
^6
Corned Beef
^oii casts, iu
o eta lb
Tamarinds,
16 bs. silver Skinned Unions,
12 lbs. Sweet Potatoes,
Wets
:v» cts. bash
Good Potatoes,
Andrews
St.
bash
W
cis.
iurnip*.
|

25 cts.

ISjH A.E>X>0^
A.
35 & 37 Middle, 54 to 60India Sts.

S,

Carltou Cornwell, foreman of the Gazette, Middletown, N. J., believes that
Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy should be
home. He ussd it for a cold
in every
and it effected a speedy cure. He says:
“It is indeed a grand remedy, I can rec-

brook.

COREV

.

are

senior

THE MUNICIPAL COURT.

j-tv,

Johnson vr™

fight. Rodiquez had a fight with John
Shagner, aged 16 years, for a purse of $10.
1
ihe fight was arranged under
the MarThe newly elected officers of Woodbine
of Queensbury rules and ten rounds
Mr. Allen then took up the question: quis
D. D. Grand
lodge were installed by
were to be fought unless a decision
was
“Is
the Sultan responsible for all this
Master Sarah M. Henly and several
actreaobed sooner.
work of death that has shocked the civiofficers.
ing
grund
There hns been
bad blood
between
lized world. ” He said that the system
Deputy Grand Chancellor Mrs. Etta M.
and Shagner for some time and
of taxation
established hy the present Rodiquez
-Estes of Auburn Installed the officers of
eaoh boy was determined to win. They
Sultan can be written “robbery,” for it
Damon Assembly, Pythian Sisterhood.
entered the ring at 10.30, both stripped
BUT
is nothing less. When he began his reign
In the evening a delicious
supper was
to the waist. Rodiquez soon forced the
he found
the Christians of Armenia
served and the Misses Mountfort, Tena
fightiug,rushing wildly at his opponent,
filling many offices, but he removed
Huckins, Edgar Cole, eight little jglrls in
who met his attaok coolly and showed at
thorn all, and then armed the Kurds for
costume, Aunie Hamilton, Alice Dodge,
once that he Was the better man.
The
the work of death. Mr. Allen gave a
Leon Lord, Blanche Dirwanger,
eight
blows of Rodiquez were of little account
thrilling sketch of the movements of the
misses, Margie Clay, Grade Lord, and
while Shagner appeared able
to
strike
Moslems against the Armenians. He said
Messrs. Duffy and Winslow, furnished a
him at will
As round after round was
that his own people in Harpoot, looking
line entertainemnt.
of
Shagner booanjo
out from the mission station, could see fought,the superiority
The newlv elected officers of Hokomo,
more and more apparent, and
ho
soon
the smokeof many burning villages. Mr.
Haymakers Association, vjere installed.
had Rodiquez at his mercy
When
the
Allen said that one of his Armenian
men came up for the tenth round,
RociiOBITUARY.
friends said to him this week: “I wonder
quez tottered to the middle of the ring.
if the
Henry Oyer.
Although scarcely able to put up his
SMOKE OF BURNING VILLAGES
hands he was game to the last.
He put
Mr. Henry Dyer, who fell and
broke Will
went up to God?” Said Mr. Allen:
“We up his hands in a feeble
manner
and his hip a short time ago, died from
the
cannot help asking these questions while Shagner, watching his olianco,
struok effects of his injuries early Sunday mornment this
not doubting God.”
him a powerful belaw on the point of the ing, aged eighty -eight years. He was the
He spoke of a scene when the Kurds right jaw.
Rodiquez fell in a heap on son of Lemuel Dyer a noted Portland a
very
broke into the Christian ohurch and the the floor in an unconscious
condition. ship bulder, and was himself, all throngh
said
to
his
as
him
he
was
His
seconds
and
taken
picked
up
pastor
people
attempt- his long liie, engaged in the same oocuGreat
out to die:
“My brethren, let no one ed to resusoitate him. For nearly an hour paton.
In later years he had devoted
forget to die like Christians.”
they worked on him, pumping his arms himself to boat, building. He was for a
He spoke of the Sultan as having fouud to induce breathing and forcing
liquor long time a member of the old Portland
a way to keep the Kurds employed otherdown bis threat but to no avail.
Eight fire department, nnd was captain of Atwise than in rebellion against his throne. youug men picked up the
unconscious lantic 4. He was a member of the PortHe then spoke of the political compli- form and carried it home, a quarter of a land Veterau Firemen’s association.
He
cations that will keep the great powers mile away. ShHgner was arrested today was the oldest son of a large
“
family of
from doing anything to help the Armeni- and sent to the Tombs without bail
by children of whom only four are living:
He suggested that a way out of Coroner O’Meagher, as was also his sec- Lemuel, William, Ansel and Mrs.
ans.
Tur“
be for the bear and the lion, ond, William Keener. Three others were ner. Mr. Dyer was an excellent citizen
it might
Russia and England, to divide Turkey sent to the House of Detention as
wit- aud has uow ended a long and useful life.
them.
That is not, however, nessas.
between
He loaves a son Mr. Joseph Henry Dyer,
“
possible, but it might be possible for the
the well known boat builder.
Good-Bye to Blackburn.
the United States Included, to
powers,
Frankfort, Ky., January 4.—It is reNotes.
a schedule of reform be carinsist that
“
on good authority that RepresenCharles P. Robbins of the firm of Robried
out in the 20 Armenian provinces, ported
tative Poor (Pop.) has written a letter bins
a prominent oitizen
&
and
Son,
own
their
with
representatives in every
pledging himself to vote for a Republican business man of Calais, died suddenly
“
important oity with far more than the for United States Senator.
This upsets
Saturday morning of aoute laryngitis.
power of consuls to enforoe the rights of
all of Blackburn’s calculations.
Mr. William P. Davis, a former resithe Christians there.
“
this city, died in New York,
dent of
Want an Investigation.
Parsons
Dr.
of
Rev.
the Chostnut
January 1, of appendicitis, at the age of
street M. E. churoh was next introduced
Waterviile, January 4.—The selectmen 22
He was the son of Mr. John
yeais.
by Mayor Baxter. He said:
“
of Fayetto have summoned Coroner W.
Duvls.who was connected with tne Grand
This is an important question and it
W. Edwards of Waterviile to that town
railroad for several years.
Trunk
Mr.
has thrilled the heart of Christendom
of
an
for the
I

Mrs. Hunt announced that the Counoil would meet at No. 165 State street at
10 n’nlnnk Tllfifldnv next, and r.har nn

*kuwu;.

vj

prevail in

valid.

neoessity of tions.

and showed
women,
how
married
amply our law .provided for
women, giving them all the rights that
men have, except the right to be arrested.
Mr. Hale, in giving the description of

Office Stationery
■

injuj

the

marriodj

in stock.

in

of

deeds, citing Chap.
1895, which takes away dower, but gives
to the widow, if she leaves no issue, onehalf of the property of the husband, and
if she leaves issue, one-third. He discussed this chapter and the
rights of

ACCOUNT
all

'QUESTIONS.

deed, saying,

statute, with reference to what the seal
must be,and in the decision of our Court
in the 66th Maine, McLaughlin vs. Randall,that land may not be conveyed without a seal and that such seal cannot be a

St.,

novl2

of

curious examples in
the manner of sealing in old times, and
that manner
showed how
had been
brought down to the present, and that
it was contained
the gist of
in our

AGEKT.

Exchange

form

thorities, and

a

R. H. JORDA N,
104

a

above.

year. Ask
lie in what he thinks about it.

STATE

ASKED

Mr. Hale was asked

A

ho offered pruyer.
Mayor Baxter then spoke very briefly,
expressing his sympathy with the people
w

At the close of
Mr. Hale’s paper Mrs.
Hunt said that Mr. Hale had kindly con-

a

not materially varied.”
Mr. Hale then discussed
the several
essentials of the deed, as briefly set forth

L. W. LITTLEFIELD,
1

feudal times.

THE LADIES

by Mr. Hobart W. Richardson which

tached to the solemnity of forms in real
estate that invariably the formal
deed
shown and here discussed is the one used,
and authorized by our practice, and is

573 Congress St. I1

Silverware.

est

there is

con-

Meeting at

City Hall Saturday evening to express
sympathy with the suffeiing Christian*
have bag a memory and suggestion in it of Armenia. Hon. James P. Baxter preof the oldest civilization and of the old- sided, and introduced Kev. W. S. Ayres,

“It is a writ of forcible entry and detainer
paper of historical as well as of legal sig- brought; whether a wife’s failing to sign
nificance. Some of the forms of expres- a deed would invalidate the deed, which
sion in it come from the Feudal System. was answered by the statement that the
The essential things about it are the fol- deed was good between the parties
but
hirst, It must contain the the wile’s right of dower remained just
lowing:
names of the parties:
what a fee simple is, which
Second, The con- the same;
sideration:
Third, The description: is simply an absolute title; whether if a
Fourth, The oondilious, reservations and woman received property from one of her
covenants;
Fifth, The seal; Sixth, parents and left it to her children could
I
The
acknowledgment.
suppose, her husband get his third to which the
as
a
in
this State,
deed answer was that he could waive the will
simple
to cover the
court and
as this might be held
re- in the probate
rely on bis
The law, passed a
year
quirements of law. ‘I, Sarah Jon es, in third.
ago,
consideration of one dollar to mo paid by gives husband and wife eaoh an absodo bargain and sell to lute half of each other’s property if there
Susan Smith,
Susan Smith and her heirs, the following are no children.
desoribed lot of land to wit: (Describing
A lady asked if the husband hao an abit.) Witness my hand and seal’—would solute right why should lie have to go to
be legal; but so much importance is at- law to
get that right, or the woman eith-

IT’S GOOD
in movement as well as case.

.. ..

Mass

historically

that York was divided in 1760 Into three
LinCumberland und
coln.” He here quoted the paper written

took

•!

W atch be certain

w.

tions with regarded to land titles which
of great interest to the
stiltiont as
well as to the lawyer.
Having discussed the three essential
things to he said about a deed, he then

[

special-

,1

are

1

spurious Diamonds. ]

no

Next to Diamonds our

__

stitutes the introduction to the record
of early York deeds published
by the
Be quoted from this as a most
tatate.
interesting paper in which are sugges-

>

CxFT IT HERE,

C

counties, York,

]

Diamond

..

Attended

from the forms of those old days, and he
said that the form of deed which we now

records, as pertain now. There are the
in
these old
same requisites to a deed
Houses built
deeds, as well as to deeds centuries be- him to remove the house.
fore, in England. It will be remembered on leased land go with the land unless

IF YOU
Christmas

Largely

drop of

the “unspeakIn elosing he showed
City Hall.
If he will not reform himbriefly the great
self it is our duty to help him to reform.
changes which have taken place in the
methods of conveying lands in detail, but
Dr.
Parsons said that there will be no
Addresses by Mayor Buster and Rev. Mrwar between the United States and Engthat, in some forms the conveyance of
Allen—Dr. Parsons Makes n Thrilling
the time of Henry I. was the
land over a
conveyance
Address.
of today.
He traced bow the forms of
I
SOUTH AMERICAN SWAMP,
our deeds have oome
A, largely attended meeting was held at
down

in

stumost interestiug to the historical
dent, as well as to the lawyer and it is
interestiug to see that substantially the
same form of deeds pertain to the earliest

Vvvvvvvvyvvvvvvvy»vvv'iv»

to make lier

deed

method of examination of title, and described fully our registry system, going
baok to the old and historical York regisHe said: “These York records are
try.

1COTTOLENE j
wish

a

of Deeds may constitute delivery.
The third requisite of a deed in order
to make it valid as to third parties is
that it must be recorded. Mr. Hale here

g

—

J

he

and the
givon to one person, a trustee,
hero
discussed historically grantor changed his mind and gave a
the matier of a deed being required to deed to another person, if the first deed
and sho>-. ed that in the would hold.
be iu writing,
He replied that the first
earliest times in England, aots equiva- deed takes effect at once. If the property
lent in point of formality and certainty had been given by will
why then of
were required, but for a time no writing oourse the gift could not be
operative
until the grantor’s death.
was required.
If the trust
The second essential to the execution is expressed in the deed it can be carried
delivered. out. A lady then asked if the person,
of a deed is that it must be
The title does not pass, and the oontraot to whom the first deed vras given,
relinis not completed until delivery is made. quished her right, how that would do,and
This delivery may be to someone for the Mr. Hale said of oourse that
cancelled
grantee, or the record with tho Registry the document.

Bovinine is used

tain

which

wri tiug.
Mr. Hale

after effects that attend the
of alcohol.”

that the transfer must be

tate

of the

none

detail,

terest in the property, whether she
thing about these contracts is that they
pould
be^in writing. Let us start with a be a loser thereby. Mr. Hale said if she
wss an innocent creditor, without knowdeed. If you buy personal property, you
of the third party interest,
she
may take possession of it, and the con- ledge
But it could hold the property gainst attaching
veyance need not be in writing.
creditors.
esis inherent in the purohase of real

I have used

and find it

arej only in
pointed out.

must

great deal; it may be

Bovinine, however.
it

seen

ences

Mr. Hale commenced by saying that
there was an obvious uufltness in
his
sented to answer any questions
that
attempting to give iustruotion in the
be asked him and any lady was at
matter of deeds to the ladies of the Wom- might
liberty to put tnem. A number availed
en’s Council who are
already so well themselves of the
privilege.
known in the community for their good
One lady asked if a justice of the peace
deeds. He said he would try to muke
to his wife if the
deed
his suggestions as plain as possible, and gave property
could be acknowledged before himself.
give tho fullest opportunity for questions
Mr. Hale said he could not
because by
should be
touching any matter which
law a grantor cannot appear before himdiscussed.
self.
All the instruments to which this talk
Another
asked if she took a deed of
refers, namely, deeds, mortgages and
icass, are contracts with reference to tho sale from a partnership concern and one
his intransmission of real estate
The
first of the partners had not recorded

complete health-maintaining

a

Address-Many Questions Asked.

Saturday afternoon, in Second Adsent
church,the tVomeu’s Council was addressed by Mr. Clarence Hale on the subject
of “Deeds,
Mortgages and Leases.’’
There was a large audience of ladies present, notwithstanding the lotv temperature and whirling clouds of dust outside.
In the absence of Mrs. Merrill, the president, Mrs. George S. Hunt, the first rice
president presidod, and, in a few graceful
words, introduced Mr. Hale.
MR. HALE’S REMARKS.

does Bovinine, that

tissue,

THE ARMENIANS.

reference to a mortgage and a lease.
The
main principles are the same. The differ-

VIGOR!
__

■
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Quickly,Permananfiy Restored. S&TSftS.^SISS
Easily,
Lost Vitality, Nervous Debility, Insomnia. Foiling Memory,and all
Wasting Diseases and all Weaknot r.r-s resulting from early
Si per box, 6 for $5. Mailed to any address by
Core Company, St. Paul, Minn.

or

later

excesses.

The Japanese Pile

For sale in Portland by JOHN JD. KEEFE, 20& Middl® St,, and SIMMONS * JlAMMOy.U
aovdtf
©7B and 800 Congress Street.

.-_j

PORTLAND DAILY PRkSS

motion if Dr. Jameson’s band was simpj
lv a baud of froeiooters which set out
unbeknown to the authorities of the Cape
without their consent, and
Colony and

—AND—

STATE PKKS.S.

MAINE

Subscription Kates.
Daily an advance) $6 per vear: S3 for six
months; §1 .SO a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Wood fords without extra, charge.
Daily (Not in advance/, invariably at tlx
rate ol $7 a year.
/
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, 52 per year; $1 for six months;
6o cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscription of six weeks.
Persons wishing lo leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as olten as desired.

FINANCIAL.

qi

continued

its march in lace of the command of the English colonial secretary
to return.
The most natural and plausible explanation is that the British were
in sympathy with the purpose of the ex-

pedition

and

government

that the disavowal

of

OldlB,

that

pear
was

tho

Cape

to

liaif square advertisements $1.00 per week
first week; half price each suhceeding week.
“A Square” is a space of the width of a col-

Aud

inch

one

Company

long.

MONDAY, JANUARY

Jameson’s

the large majority in
luiuicuiatu

Senate

|

biiat

seems

toward it.
As
inclined not to give the

opiuiuu
come

can

[revenue.

rnac

renei

only through

^

js

and to

compel

him to fall back

-OF
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STATE ST.. BOSTON, 15 WALL ST.. N Y.
eodSC
fane

70

ION

ALL.

THURSDAY, January 9th, at 10 a. m. at
ON salesroom
46 Exchange street. Portland.
Me.,

we

sell

shall

bankrupt

a

stuck of

BAILEY &

F c. KAILKX.
arl-i

GO.,

C. W.

there shold he
no oaptious criticism of the
executive,
but it is difficult to see the advantage of
disposing of the bonds to a private syndi-

H. M. PAYSON & CO,

-■■■■,

ALLE®
Utf

dec3l___

NORTHERN

INTO PUBLIC FAVOR ON
ACCOUNT OF ITS SIZE AND QUALITY. ITS

53

■

are

buy,:-

politician
ing their

.......

ror.

As

matter

of fact, esteemed religious
contemporary, the PRESS has not taken
Portland clergymen to task for anything,
but if, as you say, they are having once

PERSONAL AND

more near election time a
spasm of ref yra w ich wily politicians are
going to
use to the securing their own base
ends,
we should say there was
good grouDd
for taking them to task. We have been
Inclined
to
consider
the
Civio

League

movement

than

more

a

as

bow, however, to the opinions of the inspired religious press.
One must have a
magnificently developed bump of credulity to be able to believe that the Cuban rebels are
to

going
lay siege to Havana or that they are seriously threatening it.
The Spanish
troops in the island must number nearly, If not quite, 100,000 and though they
not of the best

are
■

~

........

description, they

must

eqmppea ami Detter
supplied that the rebels.
They may be
scattered now, but long before Havana
could be taken they oould he
concentrated in such numbers as to
completely overwhelm the rebel forces which
probably
do not exceed 25,000 all told and
which
auu

ateur

poorly equipped and destitute of any
considerable supplies.
Throughout the
campaign the policy of the Cuban rebels
are

has been to avoid general
engagements.
Their warfare has been of the
guerrilla

sort, consisting of,raids upon plantations
and attacks upon isolated bodies of
Spanish troops.
That the leaders
have concluded to abandon this
style of warfare
and risk all on a general
engagement at
Havana, is improbable. It will be found
most likely that the sudden elevation.of
a
band of guerrillas into
an
organized
army about to lay siege to the
largest
city in Cuba is largely the work of the
Cuban literary buieau and is for the
purpose of
stimulating the sentiment In
Id
favor of the
Congress
of
recognition

the rebels as holligerents.
The rebels
have doutSfless made raids into the
provluce of Havana and
a
many

plantations,

pared to risk
improbable.
THE

a

destroyed
they

but that

pitohed

good

are

battlo is

pre-

vastly

and Scrofula

axasexam

vmvrs

ia in

Hiic

For

primary secondary and tertiary
•yphllis. for blood poisoning, mercupoison, mala.dyspepsia, and

r a»l

blood and

skin diseases, like

KiOSEV TBGUBi.ES
ami BYSPEPSiA

f

entirely seaiovecl by P.P.P*
—Prickly Asb. Poke Boot and Fotcs*
giuzn, the greatest bicod purifier oo

eczemar-we

may

say,

/

blood purifier in the world, and makes
speedy and permanent cures
positive,
mall cases.
Ladies whose systems are poisoned
and whose blood is in an impure condition. due to menstrual irregularities,
are peculiarly benefited by the wonderful tonio and blood cleanaing propP. P. P.—Prickly A'b, Poke
loot and Potassium.

Srtlesof

Springfield, Mo., Aug. 14th, 1893.
—I can apeak la the highest terms of
medicine from my ^wn personal
nowledge. I was affected with heart
disease, pleurisy and rheumatism for
35 years, was treated by the vory bt»:,t
ana spent hundreds of dolphysicians
lars, tried every known remedy without finding relief. I have only taken
one bottle of your P. P. P., and can
cheerfully say it has done me more
than anything I have ever taken.

Sour

food recommend your medicine to all
sufferers of the above diseases.
can

try collecting funds for the mission treas-

MR9. M. M. YEARY.
Springfield, Green County, Mo.

Father

Aberdeen, O.. July 21,1891.
Messrs Liftman Bros. Gavannah,
Ga.: Dear Sirs—I bought a bottle of
yourP.P. P. at Hot Springs.Ark.,and
\t has done me more good than three
months’ treatment at the Hot Spring*.
fiend three bottles G. O. D.
Sieflpeotfully yours.
JA8. M. NEWTON,
Aberdeen, Brown Cour.ty, Or

{ )ur

Stock

] t is

just

i

(

a com-

^
]>,

JOHNSTON,

W

|

I

Was Hot

as we

breath,

iVS.
dec

slight fever,
weight or full-

that

we are

sole

Mr

Sequin, Tbx. January 14,1893.
Messrs. Lippman Eros., Savannah,
Ga.: Gentleman—1 have tried your P.
P. P. for a disease of the skin, usually
known rs skin cancer,of thirty years*
standing, and found great relief: 1C
purifies the blood and removes all ir»
rltation from the seat of the disease
and prevents any spreading of the
sores.
I bc.ve taken five or six bottles
and feel confident that another course
will effect a cure. It has also relieved
and Btomaok
me from indigestion
troubles. Yours truly.
OAPT. W. M. RtJST,
Attorney at Law.
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ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT.

PROPRIETORS,
Uppman’i BIocM*nnub, Ga

%

N

gritty,

will relish it for to-morrow’s breakfast.

|

j|

Jfe

but

always palatable and highly nourishing. The whole family

1f
f

#

LIPPMAN BROS.

r

Jfe

W

Book on Blood Diseases Men Fret

fi
the concentration of the
life giving properties of
the wheat parched.
It is neither pasty nor

a

well

family values
highly than

|f
'if
^p
V
1f
W
M

0 PHARMACIES,
Congress St.,
Cor. Green.

42

Exchange

St.,

Brown &

Town, of

Yarmonth,

191^-1926.

*

2lb.

—

Mt.*

*3,
^

Especially

Steinert

It’s

Quadruple,

<
►

Hardness of Metal,
Only the Besi White
of Besign,
The Latest

<

Mfrtal,

United
I

Patlerns.

States,

State of

\

*
<

Street,

4s,
3s.

Miine,

“

“

seen

WILLIS A.

L573

at the

4s,

“

<

to be

41-2s.
7s.
4s.
41-2s.

IstMortg.
Consol,
“

Sinking Funds,

store of

Portland Bank Stocks and otlier

CATES,

Safe

Securities.

FOR t-ALE BY

Congress St.

s
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A
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j
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On All Our Winter
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OVERCOATINGS,
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States

~

Sons

Discount

j
■'''

TROUSERINGS,

1

Co.,

2

McGOULDRICH, Managsr.
°tf

CARD,

No. 46 Free Street.
dec4
eodly

L-mo.111

■

imu

*

i
I

-

! W. L.

!
|
;

■

12_’
The

FILLS and take no other.
S6nd for circular.
Price $1.00 per box, b boxes for $5.00.
UR. MOTT’S CHEMICAL, CO.,
Cleveland, Ohio,

^?csfor.:D®-MOT!3-,s

.For sale by lenders & Babbidge, 17 Monument Square, Portland Me.

janldtf

CLEARANCE SALE
-OP-

Previous to taking stork,

Slippers,

we

will

place

on

1st anil continuing for three weeks, a large
number of odd lots of Boots,Slioes and Slippers,
in men's, boys’, women’s, misses' and children's,
and as we are determin d to sell these goods,
them at uuusually low prices. We
we offer
are doing this in order to make preparations
for our Spring lines, and you will find it to
yqur advantage to pay a visit to our store,
where we will be pleased to show the goods
and give you the greatest bargains ever offered
in Portland,

ANOERSON, ADAMS & GO
Fire

Insurance Agency,
31

Exchange Street,

WOOD
MANTELS
and TILING.
finest stock.
est Prices.

Largest an«l

Horace andesson.
Thos.J.
1
ctl9

Little.’

Me. j
Portland,
eodlyr

W.
oct5

A.

AL

Low*

LEN,dtf

Foot of Preble Street,

Earth.

au—inr »M3W

*

rciui

Ull n .ll'UL£,U J

BONAPARTE.
COURSE TICKETS, $2.00, $2.50, $3.00.
Tlie sale will continue but a few days
longer. Apply promptly and save disappointment.
COURSE TICKETS now on sale at Stockbridge’s, and SEATS for FIRST LECTURE on
MONDAY MORNING.
Halt fare on M. C. R. R, to all holding Stoddard tickets.
Late trains on G. T. R.
R.
from Gorham.
Special on P. & a. R
BURDITT & NORTH, Mgrs.
jau3,4,6-3t

Rev. Thos, Yan Ness
=

WILL DELIVER THE

SECOND

—

LECTURE

the Women’s Alliance Course, in the First
Parish Church, Wednesday evening, Jan.
8th.
m

INVESTMENTS.

The remainder of the

course

will follow:

Prof. Charletnn Black, Jan. 15. Subject^
“A Window in Thruues.”
Barnard,
Jan.
Miss Margaret B.
22.
Subject—"Hawthorne and ilis Times.” Tlie
Course
be
announced.
Tickets
fifth lecture is to
To be obtained
$1.00. Single Tickets 35 cts.
at Eoss’s Drug Store, or Merrill’s
Jewelry
Store, or at the door.jitnleodt22

We offer the following desirable
securities.

City of Belfast, Me.

4s.

City of Waterville. Me.

4s.

Hamilton

5s.

City of

5s.

County, Ind.
Anderson, Ind.

5s.

municipal Obuuilljf

DS.

A_• ■

Maine Water

PICTURESQUE MAINE,
—

Territory of Arizona,

BY

—

MR. EDWARD C.

At the Church of the

SWETT,

Messiah,

Corner of Congress and India Sts.,
Monday evening January 6lh. ’8G.
Tickets 35 cts.
jan3U3t

_

OUmpany,

Company,

Akron, Ohio, School.

5s. MRS. NOAH
BURGESS
Parish House of the First Parish
6s. in the
Church on the Afternoon of

Oshkosh, Wis., Water Company,
Crystal Water Company,

6s.
6s.

Jan

WOODBURY

WHIfE’S Boot and Shoe Store,
480 Congress St., 0pp. Preble House.
janleodtf

dtf

JANUARY

■

Boots, Shoes and

on

MAGNIFICENT II.LUSTRATIONS.
Reserved seats, 7oc. Admission 5 .c.
Jan. 13—CONSTANTINOPI E.

Cor.

janl

MOULTON,

EAKri5;Eri.s.
middle and Exchange Sts.
dti

8, from 3 to 5.
The
commit1 ee announce that the second
lecture of
the course will
he (riven Jan.
8th at S p m„ by the KEY. THOMAS VAN
A ESS on “Tolstoi.”
The others will follow:
PROP. E. CHARLTON BLACK, Ji
—

‘A Window in Thruns.”
MISS MARGARET B. BARNARD. Jan. 23
-•‘Hawthorn, His Life and Times.”
The fifth lecture will be announced later.
Course $1.00. Single ti- kefs 35 cents; to be
obtained at Foss’ Drug Store and Merrill's

Jewelry Store.

only Bata, sure aucl I

PENNYROYAL PILLS, IP5™!

temporarily

at store 222 Middle St-,
under Falmouth Hotel.

WHITE’S

|

POMPEII.

Subject—“TOLSTOI.”

PORTLAND TRUST COMPANY.

are located

TO-NIGHT AT 8.
i A Paradise

van.

Investments.

Portland Street R. R.
Maine Central R. R,

STEVENS & JONES GO.,
lO Per Cent

Date,

NAPLES

Maine,

Brunsw ck

1

Perfect Execution.

in the

J
j[

reserved, 50e, 75c and $1.00. now
Stock bridge's. Half fare on the Li.

Mall, Jan.
City
decSl

First Mortg.

rt.r

Home

<

Selected

THE

&

due

■

1L

AKRON CEREAL CO.,
Akron, O.
barrels
1500
daily capacity.

-~w

•Ian. 27—I HE GLORIES OF INDIA.
Feb. 3—A TOFR OF JAPAN.

Quality of Plate,

good line

I

sale at

K.’s.

BARRETT,

186 Middle

You will line! these points of excellence

A

S™, i MAGICIAN.

FOR SALK BY-

STEVENS SILVER WAKE.

|^

cltd

JIAIJL

Railway,

ianl

t

packages.

and

STODDARD
LECTURES.

SWAN &

w

J

JanG

City of Calais. Me.,

t6

Superior Workmanship,

i L

Prof, Win. H, Patch,
Dan jo Soloist.

and

Tickets, Si.00, admitting gentleman
ladies.
Ladies’ siugle admission, 25 cents.

on

<

Jossefyn,

Portland,
Agents for riaine,

>

—

©Novelty

Jl

—AND—

A

BONDS.

Duluth Street
5s, 1920.

:
[

■

j [■

Apollo Qnartette,

MahieJCentral

U

Congress St.,
Cor. Vaughan.
>

—

•
•

Band,

GEO. F. DUNCAN,

4HJR SUPERIOR POINTS.

jl
i l

j[

IF

T

jf

Grand Concert by Amsrican jadet

4’s, due 1937.

PIMMONS & HAMONn

1*

ii
1L
il

j\ f

>>

{

__o

f

>.

J

;

Jl

15th.

4s, due 1901CITY
1911.
of
City
Zanesville, Ohio, 4s, due 1915.
City of Piqua, Ohio, 5s, dne 1903.
C y of Seattle, Wash., 5s, due 1910.
Chicago Sanitary District, 5s, due
1901.
and that Is just what we Portland Water
Co., 4s, dne 1927.
aim to be.
Ask your doctor Maine Central R. R., First
Mortg. 7s,
as to the reputation of the
1898.
Maine Central R. R., Cons. Mort. 4s,
1912.
GRAND OPENING
R. R., Cons. Mort, 5s, OF A
BltiLLlAAT
SEKIES.

J

i

ii
ii
ii

I

xr

j[

HALL,

Thursday Evening, January

Xylophone

BOSTON & MAINE
R. R.

a
necessary is
careful, accurate, painstaking, rsasonable nriceil

<

CITY

\

Equally

the Food

H
If
If

X

Wholesale and Retail lepresentatives In the New
Englrnd

BR.

the

Hood’s Pills rouse
biliousness, restore proper
digestion, expel accumulated impurities,
cureconstipation. 25 cents. Prepared only
by C, 1. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass,
nausea.

4’s, due 1924,

*

J

—

K. B, HALL. Leader,

Doctor.....

|

OF THE

PORTLAND FIRE DEPARTMENT

4

I

)*■ Executive
j Committee,
J

BALL

—

a

more

Family

Year.

f

jv

alw ays carry.
The largest and Best Assortment
to be fouud East of Boston.

517 CONGRESS STREET.

sick headache,

or

a

Cnnccr Cored*

Testimonyfrom the Mayor of Sequin, Tex*

light of the representative Pianos of America, is sufficient gurantee of our ability to meet all
ompetition. Old I lanos or Organs taken in exchange. Catalogues mailed free on
application.

taste, offen-

heartburn,

50 cts.

i

&

Savannah, GHu

and other
Class Pianos.
IN ALL THE LATEST DESIGNS AND POPULAR WOODS.

Year Liver1

the liver, cure

Copy.

t£K
V

_

-fardman, Gabler, Bacon,
The fact

in

The

—

STEPHEN R. SMALL PrssHou
MARSHALL «. GQ3I.U Cashai

BONDS.

OF THE

RELIEF ASSOCIATION

busi-

1

ordered

^

—

dtf

CO.,

There is nothing

*

'EIGHTH ANNUAL

Bank.

decl3dtf

infants, invalids and
convalescents—

[

STEINWAY & SONS.

]
!

ness

i

Gold

for

W

%.
wit*
\

HOLIDAY TRADE.

Van Winkle indicted in Chicago
for running a bucket shop, alleges that
grand jurors have offered to refuse to
Indict him if he paid them |350.

sive

wishing to transact Banking
description through this

of any

jan3_

5C. F.

ulation which the Emperor of Germany
to President Kruger of the Transvaal
Republic at the defeat and capture of
Jameson and his band. All the London

should tbe such

w

H

!

sent

chorus the sentiment that
newspapers
the despatch was a gratuitous insult to
England, and the press end public seem
to be anxious to resent it in some way,
though the way is not very obvious. It
is rather difficult to understand, how-

^

▼

driving. The King is an exrider and oarsman.
He prefers
1the English fashion of sitting in his saddle and likes an English thoroughbred
for a mount.

Is out of order il you
have bitter

a

j [ Supply the Trade in

(cellent

mes-

Am-

the Stands

now on

If Just

V

or

sage was calmness itself compared with
its frothing over the despatch of congrat-

those

Family Druggist,.

X
g*

■

monarch who

over

on

CURRENT LITERATURE PUB. CO.
52 Lafayette Place, New York.

#

FOR

riding

Stores With Put
Single Aim—to Please
Two

fcf

*

lege.
almost never wears
jgloves according to “The Westminster
1Sazotte” is the King of the Belgians.
He dislikes to cover his hands even when

K0

•••

^

Capt. J. 1). <T<i irniton*

SkSn

favorable

on

allowed on Time Deposits.
Correspondence solicited from Individuals, Corporations, Banks, and others desiring to open accounts, as well as (ruui

ana

«?.

To all whom it may concern: I her**
testify to the wonderful properties
by P.
P. P. for eruptions of the skin. I
ot
mffered for several years with an unsightly and disagreeable eruption on
I tried every known reme*
my face.
dy but in vain,until P. P. P. was used*
BDd cm now entirely cured.
J. D.
(Signed by>

!

A

AfA

Photography, Artists,

5 cts.

ence.

Charles H. Bulkley of Cleveland, who
died the other day, was for many years
,
one
of Cleveland’s foremost
capitalists
and was the father of its park system.
Ho was born in Albany N. Y., fifty-two
years ago and was a direct descendant of
Peter Bulkley the first
Congregational
minister of Concord, Mass., and the
of
the
first
to
Harvard Colgiver
library

Er1

Mining, Celebrities, Actors, Etc.

A

Qc.

earth,

without, fear of

contradiction, that P. P. P. is the best

Aooouiiii received

Interest

ness

0^21eodtf

January Issue

|

Are

blotches, pimples, old chronic ulcers,
totter, scald head, boils, erysipelas,

nnmi

Barn uni’s station is
at
ury.
Akurarak, at the mouth of the Yukon.
He says: “Considering the difficulties
to be surmounted, Christianity has made
wonderful progress among the Indians
1and
Esquimaus duirng ths five or six
years that the mission has been in exist-

—■——

■

P. P. P. purifies the blood, buildb up
the
weak
and
debilitated, gives
strength to weakened nerves, expels
diseases, giving the patient health and
happiness where sickness, gloomy
feelings and lassitude first prevailed.

dinavians of Minnesota are to
erect
in
modelled
Minneapolis, Is being
by
Bjelde, the Scandinavian sculptor of that
oity. It is expected that the bronze statue will bo completed in about
six
months.
B’ather Barnum, of Baltimore, who has
1been working among the Jesuit missions

BOERS AND THE BRITISH,

rage of the British press
President Cleveland’s Venezuelan

theta

Rheumatism

PECULIAR.

^

FOR THE SALE OB='

t he

*wr, why

Marvelous Cures
in Blood Poison

cousin of Abraham Lincoln, has suddenHe was
ly become a Populist leader.
made dates for 100 meetings in schoolhouses in Bourbon County.
He assumes
the commonplace oharacterisics of “Old
Abe” and drives a little bay mare, which
ho suys, he has driven three times aoross
the eontiennt, making a total of 55,000
miles.
The states of Ole Bull, whioh the Scan-

in Alawkn. for *i\7«

Correct
terrus.

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS OLD COLOSY R.R.

Original Stories. Articles

The Rochester Chamber of Commerce
dedcied to raise *100,000 by popular
Rosubscription for the University of
chester as an inducement to
President
Hill to remin at the head of the institution.
Colonel C. A. Lincoln, a poor farmer
of Cowley County, Kan.,and said to be a

something

of reform,”
a. d though we suspected that
designing
men
might endeavor to turn it to their
political advantage we have not felt so
sure of their successs as to be
ready to
declare that its fate was certain to bo
what tbo Christian Mirror asserts. We

OOLURS.

Sixty-Six fine Half-tcnc Picturers.

Makes

SBKFLFS

ONE MILLION

SECURITIES.

REDUCED
to.

PRICKLY ASH, POKE ROOT
AND POTASSIUM

AND

Exchange Street,

CHAS. S. FOBES, Brest..
W. F. MILLIKEN. V. Brest..
JAMES E. McDOWELL,
JAMES E. HEWEY,
l-RANCIS FESSENDEN,
CHAS. L. MAItSTON, Sec’y,

has

spasm

BANKING

Bwiiws

a Great Big Piece
OF HIGH GRADS TOBACCO FOR

The real bottom of thejtrouble in the
Transvaal is that every month the gold
mines there yield about $4,000,000. One
a
few tents were pitched on
years ago
a
high, grassy plain, bordered by rock
The
ridges.
city of Johannesburg, with
50,000 people, stands there now, and 70,000 other foreigners arc settled among the
gold fields, looking out for themselves
and their diggings.

thn PRESS taxes some
Portland pastors to
more near election
they
of reform which wily
vo use to the scour.-ids.—Christian Mir-

BAKnacBias.
EXCHANGE STREET.

33

flAS JUMPED

(Boston Herald.)

In a \
of our
task her.:;.-

CAPITAL

Tenn.. G’s, 194)7.
Streator, 111., Gas & Light Co., G’s,
1913.
Ottawa, 111., Gas & Coke Ch. 6’s,
1904.

Shoes

Findings, Men’s. Women’s and Children’s
hoots. Shoes and Rubbers, > Uppers, Gaiters,
Sale without
Brushes, Blacking, &e., &c., &c.
Terms cash.
reserve.
jan4dtd

in the lead

Incorporated 1824.

of

AUCTION.

and

195 MjMla St P. a Boi 1108

City Water Works Co, of Kenosha,
Wis., ft’s, 1924.
City Water Co. or East St. Louis,
111., 5’s. 1914.
City Water Co. of Chattanooga,

BOOTS and SHOOS

I^^^vtime

<12w

SECURITIES:

BANKRUPT STOCK OF
AT

PORTLAND, MAINE,

Portland, Me.

By F. 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

(Springfield Republican.)
long story of the loves, intrigues,

existing imperfect law,

—

ST.,

We Offer the Following Desirable

SALES

Salesroom 46 Exchange Street.

government
increase of the

EXCHANGE

dec30

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

The
divorces and remarriages in New York's
millionaire
set has
added to it now a
pretty chapter relating to the engagement of Mrs.
Willie K. Vanderbilt and
Belmont, both of whom have
cate without ascertaining what
other Oliver
in the divoroe courts.
That the
figured
syndicates or individuals would pay for publio can be so entertained is one of the
them, by advertisement.
Certainly the advantages in having a leisure class.
last trade the government made privateTHE REAL BOTTOM OF THE
ly with a syndicate was not so favorable
as to point to that as the best way of disTROUBLE.
posing of government bonds.
the

Casco National Bank

MASON & MERRILL,

This is a party consistency
and must not be deviated from.

on

Tlli;

-FOR SALE BY-

President any speoifio act under which
he oan procure gold to replenish the re- ADVANTAGE OF A LEISURE CLASS.
serve

a. M. PAYSflH & CO..
RANKERS,
32 Exchange St.
dec31dtf

of Leadville, Colo., 8 per cent Warrants,
Maine Central Consol. 7’s.

5s
6s
6s
6s

1908.
1905.
1901.
1930.
1915.

-FOR SALE BY-

City

HARRil&CO.,

N. W.

'1'

Fr O.

to me
an

~

BaitleAx Plug

(Albany Journal.)
The Republicans are as a unit of the

tlltJ

\

x

Its a yjweff

MUST STICK TO THIS.

of giving it

snuvvs

selected City, County
issues; also a limited amount
well
following
secured corporation

INVESTMENTS.

Write for Special Circulars.

runs

CURRENT COMMENT.

disposed

wuli

was

the Senate

favor

uuiisjuciauuki

4s
5s
5s

Cleveland St. Ry. Gold
Chicago St. Ry.
Ashland, IVis., IV. IV.
Minneapolis Gen. Klee. Gold

6.

Mr. Elkins’s resolution against the private disposal of bonds without
advertisement did not {lass the Senate though

4s

ssuss:

PRESS.

THE

4s

| _AMUSEMENTS.

City of Zanesville, Ohio, 5’s, due
“
““
“
“
4 1 -2’s,
“ “
“
Ashland, Wisconsin, 6’s
“
“
“
Cincinnati. Ohio, 5’s.
“
Town of Pittsfield. Maine, 4’s,

Astoria, Oregon, Cold 5s, (Water Works
Issue.)
Mousam Water Co.. 1st 5s,
(Kennebunk.Me.)
Portland & Rumlord Falls lty. 6’s.
Rumlord Falls Light and Water Co., 1st b’s.
Rockland, Thomaston & Camden Street Rv.
1st 6’s,
Union Electric Ry., (Saratoga, N. Y.,) 1st 6’s,
Leadville, Colorado, Water Co., Sinking
Fund 6’s.
City Water Co., (Chattanooga, Tenn.,) G’s.
Richmond Water <4 Light Co., (Richmond,
Ky.) 1st G’s.

oilier

many

of ilie

the government of the
Cape Colony, Sir Hercules Robinson, the
Special Aotlees, on first page, one-third adgovernor, being a tool of Rhodes and apditional.
at his solicitation. It is nut the
Amusements and Auction Sales. $2.00 per pointed
lirst time that a British trading company
square each week,' Tliree insertions or less,’
has added war making to its commercial
51.50 per square.
Heading Kotites in nonpanel type and business. The British East India Comeiassed wilii other paid notices, 15 ceuts per pany cut
up, though on a larger scale, in
linec'ch insertion.
India
tho same
kind of pranks that
Pure Head' / Foiices in reading matter type,
Cecil Rhodes and his company have been
£n cents per line each insertion.
guilty of in South Africa. Many, if not
Wants. To le t, For Sale and similar adverthe most of British aggressions have been
tisements, 25 cents per week in advance, for
4o words or less, no display. Displayed adver- committed in the name of trade and comThe British flag lias generally
tisements under these headlines, and all adver- merce.
isements
not paid! liu advance, Lwili be closely followed
British trade, the rows
i arged at regular rates.
her merchants and trading companies
Ill Maine State Press—$1.00 per square have kicked
up serving as valuable pielor first insertion, and fifty cents per square for
texts for occupation by British troops. Her
eaeli subsequent insertion.
sovereignty over the Indies was gained
Address all communications relating to sub
Portland in this way and so was the oontrol of the
r criptions and advertisements to
So also was the control
Publishing Co., 07 Exchange Street, Chinese ports.
of South Africa.
The nations of conPortland. Me.
New York Office:
tinental Europe which are familiar with
No. 66 Pulitzer Building, New York City,
her methods of spreading her dominion
Byron Andrew's, Manager.
naturally take very little stook in her
disavowal
of Jameson’s expedition and
make no eflort to conceal their satisfaction over the fate that befell it.
and

umn

Corapplication.
respondence and personal
interviews solicited.

MUNICIPAL

and School

government

only knowing

not

ed upon

St Leus God
6$ Boston
Ksn- City Gold 41-2s j Cambridge
5s Malden
Seville Gold
5s Tcie:o 0.,
Cleveland
M Iwaukee
5s Galvesto l

but assisted it by supplying
purpose,
the
funds for
organizing and aiming
the
The
South African
expedition.

ales.

sold.

Today Offer:—

We

was

unlimited bluster because of the Herman
monarch’s despatch of congratulation.
When the bottom facts come out it is
altogether probable that it will ap-

Advertising Kates.
first
Daily Press $1.50 per square,
Three inserw eek, 75 cents per week after.
tions or less, $1.00 per square.
Every other
day advertisements, one third less than these

lOUnty

Bonds

the

largely verbal, for if the
really opposed to it they

and

Municipal Securities our
specialty. Bond List and
l’ull
Descriptions l'urnish-

Pit I#

Q0

&

British wore
he rejoicing over its defeat
ought to
along with tho Berman emperor, and not
getting red in the face and indulging in

In

bought

Government,

■■-!

FINANCIAL.

FINANCIAL.

CARD
DR, F. AUSTIN TENNEY,
OCULIST.
Office and
Wood fords.

Residence

14

Clifton

GILBERT’S DANCING GLASS

St..

Special attention given to diseases of the
EYE and the
fitting of LENSES. Consultation
free. Will call within city lfmits of Portland
and Peering on notice by postal or
otherwise
dtt
Uec27

janleoat22

Mo

coivrivtiEJPfroirj.s*
day Evening, Jan. Glli.

Gentleman 95, Lady 93, for twelve lessons.

Assembly lliurstlay Evening.
jan3

ntf

MR.

REV.

WRIGHT’S NEW
SERMON.

following May

anil June,
confession of faith, and
ten of these were men, heads of families,
This
Reviewing His Pastorate in Portland of in middle age or past middle life.
iuorease added greatly to the
spiritual
Twenty-five Years.
church.
power and working force of the
work of 1874 was carried
Eev. Mr.
Wright preached a .New This remarkable
Year’s sermon at St. Lawrence Street on without aid. We were our own evangelists and vocalists.
church yesterday. His text was:
The years between 1874 and 1877 were
“Hitheito hath the Lord helped us.”
marked by continuous revivals and in(I. Sam. VII: 12.)
He said: Between Miznah and Shea, creasing additions
In 1879 the last dollar of the
church
the prophet-judge of Isruel set up a stone
for a memorial of God’s help. He named debt contracted in 1S73 was paid, and a
it “Kbenezer”, “the stoue of help,” and memorable service ot thanksgiving was
said “Hitherto hath the Lord
helped held by vote of the parish on October 17th
us.” Samuel’s design was not only to of that year.
The year 1883 was an aggressive one in
victory
memorialize a recent decisive
of the church. It began with
achieved over the Philistinas, but to com- the bistory
January 30th
memorate a broader and more
glorious a very important action.
past the church adopted the form of admission
truth, viz: That through ail he
Israel the which has sinoe been used in
receiving
years of his jugdeohip over
This made the Apostles’
Lord had been Israel’s help, working in new members.
of
ohurch membership.
behalf of His people, i^id guiding and Creed the basis
Thus
our church did tor itself in 1883
blessing their leader.
what the Triennial National Council’ in
our Kbenezer to
We raise here
church in the

YEAR’S

thirty united

on

The Best

1881 recommended all
Congregational
churches to do.
There has always been a large proporiton
of young people connected with the St.
Lawrence Street ohurch as
Christian

of

workers.
try, had

It has all through my
minisstrong young people’s weekly
In the spring of 1881 the young
service.
people’s Thursday evening prayer meeting became the oentre of a religious work

a century.
The review of this long period, during
towhich we have walked and worked
I trust, serve to
gether in peace, will,
our confidence
in the truth
with
that the Lord does indeed work
those who work together for Him.
It must be a cursory and rapid review.
circumstanThat it should be minutely

strengthen

a

of great interest. Inquiry meetings were
held in the large parlor of the late Dea.

H. H. Burgess’s house,and a large number of young people were led to Christ.
work
of
It In close connection with this
tial is neither possible nor desirable.
Sooiety
must neoessarily be to some extent sta- grace came the formation of the
of Christian Endeavor, which has held
tistical.
in our church
work
The
preacher here described his first ao Important place
visit to Portland just after the desolation ever since. Ours was the third society of
of the great fire of 1866, while its ruins this kind formed in the country.
In the spring of 1883, thirty more perHe then referred to
Were still smoking.
bis oall to the church on December 10, sons, mostly young confessors of
faith,
1870, and the fisrt Sabbath of his minis- were added to the ohurch.

Champion

to

the event of his formal installation
ed
over the church as its pastor, whiob octhe percurred April 19tb, 1871, and to
The installing
sonnel of the council.
to

ed to our appeals for help.
Too
much
oannot be said in commendation of this
form of aggressive churoh work.

VJU i'wuiumj
HHU, IOUU, IUC LUUrUJi UUprayer by the late Dr. J. J. Carruthers,
the moderator of the council; the charge served with elaborate services its twentyfifth anniversary. It was an occasion of
xnuis ui
x.
nuIU Liic paniur uy 1/1.
dover, then the new minister of State great interest and value. The following
6treet church; the right hand of fellow- year the ohurch published a new manual

has been commended as a model
In the work of preparing
of iis kind.
this manual the pastor was ably aided by
the late Dea. Edmund S.
Hoyt, who,
whioh

ship by the Rev. William I. Obear of the
West End churoh ; the charge to the people by the pastor of the now extinct Plymouth church. Rev. M. II.
Williams;
the pastor
of his
and the sermon of
youth, the Rev. William Carruthers then
of Cambridge, Mass., were eaoh recalled.
Especial reference was made to the
strong and impressive charge of Prof.
Hindis. “The tall, commanding figure
of this young and able preacher, which
towered upou the high pulpit
platform
above me, and his long, uplifted finger
acoompanyiug those solemn wolds which
times
he several
‘Abiel
repeated:
Holmes Wright, I charge thee;’made a
profound impression upon my heart and
I felt that 1 was indeed set apart to be

TO

MISSIONARIES

able more than two and a half fold.
We have a resident
membership
about two hundred and fifty porsnna.
as
was-the case in 1871, one-half of

and sixteen; not more than seventy-three
of this number were resident members.
The population of Mnjoy Hill
was a

floating

one.

dred and twenty-five persons.
But there are reasons why we
cannot
expect this. We arc receiving members
at an earliory age now.
Wisely we are
unfolding the youthful. This gives us a
larger field within our own doors for
churoh work, but does not as largely in-

membership

of seventy-three were active
form of churoh work.
I could
speak the names of at least twenty other
men and women who were engaged as
some

tpanhpirs

in t.hft Snnrinv SKfhnnl

our

resident members were actively connected with some form of church work,
we
should have a working force of one hun-

The Sunday school
numbered two hundred. Twelve only of the
twenty-two original members of the
ehuorb were with us in 1871. Since then
I have ministered at the funerals of them
all.
“One-half
at least of that
resident
in

of

If,

working strength. Our youngchuroh members become churoh workin
ers, hut first they come in to grow
Jesus
grace and in the knowledge of
crease our

er

or

in the pruyer-meetings, or interested
in the sooiai and charitable work of the
churob.
“St. Lawrence Street
church was a
ers

uuriNU.

Mr. Wright here defined the meaning
of the terms “Christian worker” and
small church in 1371 and by no
“ohuroh worker” and brought out dearmeans
a rich chorcb,
although its metnbrsbip ly the fact that it does not necessarily
represented more wealth than it does to- follow, because a church member is not
day; but it was a live ohucrh. Of all the personally active in prescribed lines of
membership of 1871 not more than twen- church, work he is not therefore a workty-five are residing among us today.”
ing Christian, for the whole of the india
Mr. Wright then
considered some of vidual life is
sphere for Christian
the stepping-stones of progress in the life w ork.
The iamily, the work-shop, the
and work of the church since 1871.
daily associations of business and of so-

I

Fist

the wiping out of the longon tho
original
building

was

standing debt
when, in 1872,

one thousand
dollars was
raised for this purpose.
This incubus
out of the way, the parish began in 1873
to think of enlargement. The old church
was moved to the centor of its lot, raised
up and oomniodious vestries finished beneath) this gave us work
The
work exceeded the original estimate of

Ishops.

by three thousand dollars and left
ths pari-h six thousand dollars in debt.
Supplied with better accommodations,
the oliurch sprang forward
to its work.

cost

There

great activity and zeal in the
opening months of 1874, which resulted
in a deep spiritual awakening in
the
spring of that year.
the
was

eight persons who

Among

were

thirty-

brought iuto tho

ONE HONEST MANDear Editor:

l’iea«e inform your readers
that if written to coni.-lenti, lv. Twin niaj|
a sealed letter, til
than pursued l,y
i
was permanently restored to health and
manly
vigor, alter years of suffering from Nervous
Weakness, night losses ami weak, shrunken

wiecli

jj,

parts.

exhort money rum any
one whomsoever.
1 was robbed and swindled
by the quacks until 1 nearly lost laitn in
mankind, but thank Heaven. 1 am now
well, vigorous and strong, and anxious to j
make this certain meats of cure known to
1 have

no

scheme

to

all.

Having nothing to sell
no

money.

Delray, Mich,,

Address
Box 35(1.

or

send C. O. 1>. I want
A.
HARRIS
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cial iifo may become spheres of
active
Christian effort. He then passed on to
speak of the great enlargement of the
Meld of Christian work on Munjoy Hill.
New streets of residence have
reoenily
been solidly tuiit up. Many new dwel
lings are now in prooess of erection. The
proportion of house-owers and of permanent homes is much
increased of late
Our population is
years.
rapidly growing. Our field is, iu all respects, encourWe netd to study it
aging.
seriously aud
calmly and hopefully to grasp the situaiion. and heroically to enter in as too n
as possible through the open door of our
opportunity as a ohuroh of the living
God.
Continuing, the preacher said:
“We
are no longer a small or a feeble
church
We linve a goodly membership.
We have
material enough to man tile ship Gou has
We are a force
given us to navigate.
iarge enough and, 1 trust, wise and spiritually strong enough to meet all worthy
obligations which spring out of our lieiil
and its opportunities.
“We have undertaken a great work.
the wisdom of long foresight wc
With
have secured the silo of a new
ohuroh
the enterprise
We have begun
edifice
our eyes shall behold its consumWhen
mation nano can predict. Let us remember, ‘Hitherto the Lord hath helped us.'
beloved people, let us go for‘My
ward in the way Hie Lord leads,
wit!,
united hearts, with clasped bauds, with
mutcal confidence nnd )ovo,
believing
that it wo do worthily what the
Lord
gives us to do and makes possible for u>
to do, we hall surely have thu benedlorion of His prcsenco and the
u
ufailing
grace of His help.
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NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

WHITE
516

STORE,

Congress

St.

Such merchandise as we are overstocked g we shall put on the market at about Qng -Half t’06
Retail Price. Read every item through this advertisement, and if you are in need of any article for this
season or next mentioned below, it will be a money saving purchase for you to
buy now. There are no
restrictions—for cash or credit. The whole lots, or part of lots all to be at these prices until closed. Store open
mornings until further notice, at 8.20 o’clock. Open Saturday 6venings.

COOKING.

Refining,

The

fluence of

a

Uplifting,

Prohibitory
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Saving

In-

Good Home Better than All
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Striking Serinan By Rev, Dr. Jenkins—
—“We Have U*ed

UawJondJPublic Officers

Forgotten God Made the Family”—
An Address that Will Command Wide
and

the

At

State Street churoh last

ing Rev. Dr. Jenkins addressed
ed congregation, his
subjeot

a

even-

orowd-

“Drunkenness and the Family.” In some
dgeree it was a continuance of the series
of Sunday evening addresses on the family he has teen delivering. He said that
some time ago he
common
received in

Ten Cents

to

MORE

IMPORTANT

DUTIES
in life.

Here Is taught the lesson of obe...Ij/OHIIMU

1VOUUU

iUl

VUU

citizen to learn, and here Is taught
the
beauty and the necessity of self sacrifice.
It is the sobool for instruction iu social,
and shall I not say civic vir.uos also.
A member of the Chinese
delegation
was shown
through Oxford,
England,
and was then asked his opinion of that
great sohooi. He replied, “For the teaching of the arts and sciences the schools of

on

Every

COPYRIGHT, 1888,

BY THE CURTI8 PUBLISHING

than a few generations.
Think of the why should not the ohildren be trained
torture of deformed ohildren.
Thins also in home making. Why should there
of what must be the future of a commun- not be cooking classes conducted by some
We have
ity that is to be replenished from the of our good Christian women.
ranks of the debased.
The lamiiy de- home missionaries to go about among the
mands purity first of nil. Purity of life, poor, and to get up Christmas
dinners
and the like,and wby not have borne mispurity of thought, purity of soul.
tine art of good
Let this be remembered.
The fearful sionaries to teaoh the
not have them phow how a
effect is not so much on the drunkard ns cooking? Why
room can be made attractive at a slight
on the family
of the drunkard.
Mr. co-t?
'Jenkins here read from an address deliv- Z Then women should understand
the
ered March 31, 1831, by his father, then power of a smile aud a sweet voice. Most
women have
sweet voices but if
they
a
Portland clergyman, before the Port- havn’t
tiiey should oulcivate them, and
land Assooiaiton tor the Prevention of they should smile more.
Dr. Jenkins said that he feels
deeply
Intemperance, and said he was glad to
the importune of this matter.
The all
know that what he had already said was
to
is
the
important thing
true
society
endorsed by a father he never knew. In and
pure family life. We have used law,
1831—65 years ago—Portland with a pop- and public officers, but we have
forgotfamily and
ulation of 13,000 had 170 liquor dealers, ten that God has made the
that ha will help us to have the true fam“and I don’t think we have that number
ily life, and it was in this faith that I
He read the began this series ot discourses that some
now,” said Dr. Jenkins.
concluding words of the address in which have said are without the gospel. I am
behis father said that he should ask for no not impatient under this criticism,
cause I remem her that it was a
family
legislative enactment, but only for the that received the child Jesus. I love to
influence of individual example, a wise think of that family with the wise, papublic sentiinentf, and the smile of tient Joseph, the true and loving Mary,
the brothers and sisters, and it was that
heaven, in order to ensure the success of
family that sheltered Jesus for the first
the temperance movement.
30 years of his earthly
life, and from
It is too true that the
which he went to do his appointed work.
mnHS
of
great

legislative enaotments have been in favor
of property, rather than of the family,
and much of the present law
against
drunkenness is in reality
against the
family. A drunkard is arrested and
In many
fined. Who pays the fine.
the hard working wfie who takes
money she needs for her family and gives
it to the eity or state.
He goes to jail,
and his small earnings are withdrawn
from his family. It is a question whether such a law is wise Dr

cases

SHOULD BE RETAINED.
Law does little good if it makes a poor
It serves but a very poor
purpose if it makes their struggle for
life more bitter. The two institutions on

family poorer.
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Wool Dress Fabrics.
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MUSIC AND DRAMA,

5003 yards’ of yard wide French finished
in
medium and dark colors,
medium and large figures. These hnvo
never been sold for less than 12 l-2o as a

Sateens,

25c Taffeta

23c yard.

gold

40 inch good

Sc yard. ton,

different styles,

Now comes your

6c

Figured Dimities,

Damask, about five

One lot Bleaoheii

Moires,

light

in

12 l-2c

for less than 75c yard. Clearance Price,

Percales,

In dark colors,
Sc yard.

10c Flannelettes,

46c yard.

Sc yard.

COME TO DAY.

One lot extra quality Barnsley Double
Bleached Damask, 65 inches wide. Nevsold for less than 87 1-So
been
er
has

yard.

One lot 10c quality

quality figured

10c

yard.

cardinal

Outing

61-4

yard.

Flannel,
c

Linens and White Ms
just purchased

We have

One lot 68 inoh Blenched Damask, *1.60
quality. Clearance Price,

cajesinan s

traveling

kins, at about 50o

on

large

a

lot of

Twilled

dollar.

oi isapTho only

on

sale at ridiculous prices.
Marseilles Quilts, regular

Ijot No. 1,
Crash,
3c yard. $1.75 quality,

"Shores

play

Haydn Association.
The rehearsal by the Haydn Association will take place this evening at 7.80
o’clock. The Oratorio of St. Paul will be
taken up. All members are expected to
be present.
Those intending to join the
association are urged to do so at once, in
order to secure the benefit of Mr. Kotzschmar’s training and
help make up a
chorus of at least one hundred voices.
The Silver

Crools,

This popular extravaganza will be seen
first time in Portland the last
for the
three days of the coming week, January
9, 10 and 11. The company is said to give
a

olean, olever, up-to-date performance.
girls are reported graceful and

The

shapely,

the songs new and well sung,
and the show is said to possess a number
of exceptionally good specialties, such as
the juggling of Nelsonia, the oornet playing of Messrs. Thomson and Bunelle, the
singing of Miss May Adams and the
marionettes of the Deavi s.
The performance concludes with The Silver
Crook,”
extravaganza by Pitzgerald and Kelly,
introducing all the company in new and
attractive costumes.

98c.
$2.00 quality,

18 inoh All Linen Unbleached Crash,
4 l-2c yard
there

Remember,

purchase;
to our

no

is

question

$1.89.

18 inoh Unbleached
regular 8o quality, for

quality,

Only

a

Crash,

9c

6 l-4c yard.
actual

quality,

value,

5c
A good

quality

40

250

yard.

Flannel,50c quali29c yard.

6 l*2c yard.

pairs

all

perfect

Silver Grey Blan-

kets,

We have not spaoe to mention many of
the other lots of Crashes inoluded in this

*

39c pair.

sale.

Sheetings,
6 1-2c yard.
The best made, 40 inches widn,
7c yard.
42 inch Unbleached Cotton,

'Single Blanket,

20c.

linen buyer says: “Never in the
150 11-4 White
history of my business career of twenty,
ihree years, have I known of suoh prioes at
on

these same

yard.

45 inch Unbleached Cotton.
6- 4 Unbleached

Cotton,
13c yard.

7- 4 Unbleaohed CottOD,
43 l-2c
8- 4

Unbleaohced'Cotton,

yard.

16c yard.

9-4 Unbleached Cotton,
12 l-2c yard.
9- 4 Unbleaohed

Cotton, beat,

10- 4

16c yard.

Unbleaohed^Cotton,

19c
36 Bleached

Cotton,
5c

Fruit of the

Loom,

36

yard.
yard.

inoh,
7 l-2c

yard.

Waumsutta Cotton, 36 inch,
42 inoh Fruit

Cotton,

42 inch Bleached

10 l-2c

yard.

11 l-2c

yard.

Cotton,

Sc yard.

46 inch Bleaohed Cotton,

9c yard.
The Best,

11 l-2c yard.
6- 4 Bleached C otton,
15c
7- 4 Bleached

Cotton,

15 l*2c

9- 4 Bleaohed

Cotton,

10- 4 Bleached

Cotton,

yard.
yard.

21c yard.
On account of the error of our Hosiery
Advertisement not getting into the daily
papers Friday in time to give our customers the benefit of this great
Hosiery
sale, we shall repeat the prices made^for
Monday and Tuesday.
Ladies’ All Wool

How,

The

made

yard.

20c yard.

ty.

for

tue

Ucieuohed

inch

19c.

One yard wide white

Bleaohed Linen Crash, regular

18 inch
8o

few of these.
lot extra] heavy

One
twilled Domet
Flannel, very desirable for children’s un
derwear, clearance price,

customers.
Linen twill

$4.00

$2.5 0.

no limit to any
of cash or oredit

on

edge,

samples
a

75c yard
.'iujury is to the outside Napkin, being
from handling.
soiled
We shall place
One lot Bleached Damask, measures them on sale Monday morning at a small
two yards wide, regular prices *1.50 to margin above closing out price.
*2.00 yard. Clearanoe Sale Price,
We have a small lot ot Vhite Marseilles
98c yard. Spreads, which are slightly soiled, and
inoh

yard.

8 l-2-i yard.
61-4<:

Imported Double Bleached Damask, 66
inohes wide, *1.89 quality, in three styles.
Cle arance Sale Price,
09c yard

soiled

7 I-2c

Crinkley Seersuck-

31c yard.

18

5 l»2c

slightly

quality,

ers,

price,

Clearance

yard.

yard.

Unbleaoiied Cot-

£

Same

Sc

dollars for 50o.

quality

and dark

colorings,

Genuine Imported Irish Linen Damask,
never has been retailed
50 inches wide,

Acres,

Acres,” the beautiful pastoral
that made such a pronounced
hit
here last season, Is underlined for
production at the Portland theatre on Monday and Tuesday evenings next.
The
scenes of this comedy are laid in the village of Berry, near Bar Harbor,
Maine,
and the author, James A. Herne, lived
there during two summers, making a
study of the characters he has mudej so
popular throughout the country. A wellknown society leader in New Yorx
who
has been to a Derformnnoe of "Cnmilln
said:
‘1 cried and was miserable al I the
time.” She saw ‘‘Shore Acres” and said:
“I oried and was happy all the time.”

COTTONS
in all widths at

Wholesale Prices.
Yard wide Unbleached Cotton,
bargain.
Monday morning, Jauuary
4c yard.
we shall place them
on sule at the
Yard wide Unblcaohed Cotton,
700 yards genuine\Turkey Bed Damask. 6th,
unheard
of
price,
5c yard.
Ihis is the B9o quality at
« 14c yard, uiHtl sold.
5
21c yard.
bales of the best yard wide UnOne lot 15c quality orinkley crepon in bleached Cotton made in America.
This
One lot All Linen Cream Damask, act- autumn and summer colorings, clearance is quite strong talk, but the brand proves
the statement
price.
By the piece, bale or
ual value 87o. Clearance price,
Sc yard, yurd, no difference in price,
19c yard.

will go
Shore

Bleached and Dnhleaehed

Blankets, $3.00 quality

$1.25 pair.

qualities.”

finished seams,
12 1 -2c pair.

Also Men’s—Men’s Camels Hair Hose,
7c pair.
&c., &o., &o.

One of the departments which is heavily stocked, on account of the warm season, is the worsted departInfants’ Worsted Sacques, Bootees, Mittens, Caps, Ladies’ Skirts, Hoods and Facinators. We hav.e
ment.
almost divided the price on this line of goods, in order to reduce the stock.
Children’s Tam O’Shanter Caps, 19c. 50c quality, 29c. One lot 18 inch Couch Pillows, 19c each.
Muslin Underwear. We have just purchased
dren’s Muslin Underwear, just slightly soiled, no injury
this Department at a Great Reduction in Prices.

a

line of Traveling Men’s
We shall
fabrics.

to the

All the Remnants from the Dress Goods Stock, will be

on

sale

today

Samples of
place these

Ladies’ and Chilon the counter in

at Remnant Prices.

Kellar.
On the 14th inst., Kellar, the great mawill appear in the Stockbridge
gician,
course at
He has invented
City Hall.
and produced a great number of acts requiring tlie utmost dedlicaoy and touoh
in their handling.
His pa aphernalia
is exoeedinlv extensive. Be sure and
get
seats at Stock bridge’s.

lin
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Oneof the Greatest Sacrifices WASHABLE DRESS FABRICS
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The Curtis Publishing Company, Philadelphia

which society rests, the family and the
that fill the rivers that give the
waters
rights.of property, and the one should
of life to the Countrynot ba neglected und the other protected.
Drunkenness leads to poverty
in the Then
we should not
forget that one
In Massa- cause of drunkenness is a
family. This is sadly true.
A
poor home.
chusetts, and I suppose the same rule tired man goes to his home at night and
holds good iu Maine, nine-tenths of the
linds
it cheerloss and oompanionless.
applications made for charity are beoause
of drunkenness. And when it does not He heeds something more than that and
oome to this strait it leads directly to bithe too often seeks it where liquor is to
ter want.
The wife and the children of
be found. Homes must bo made better.
the drunkard sutler and are silent.
An
income is essoential to the maintenance An English judge said that many a diof the family life,and when that is withvorce was raised by the fact that the wife
drawn, the wife goes one way looking for didn’t know how to make a home. This
out
work, and the children must go
drunkenness also.
Did you
themselves on the same errand.
Drunk- is true of
enness is the enemy of the family because ever stop to think that thore is a direot
it withdraws from the family the income iniluenoe between food and
or
crime,
that is nocessury for its very existence.
focd is a preventative of crime.
But the most terrible effect of drunk- that good
enness on the family life comes through A gentleman who investigated the cause
the
of the Chicago rioters, said he no longer
IRRESISTABLE LAW OF HEREDI- wondered at their violence or that
they
were disposed to be anarchists when he
TY.
saw whaf- was provided for them for dinA French doctor who was investigating
ner.
Dr. Jenkins said that in a particuthe effects of drunkenness examined 150
lar oase he himself had occasion to
see
children between the nge of 10
and 1,
the good effect of a ooflee house where
and said that the examination confirmed
roll could
a hot oup of coffee and a
be
him in his previously formed
convicIt plainly rebad for almost nothing.
tions, because he found on their faoes the
duced the amount of drunkenness.
The
three fold and unmistakable marks of
wile of a man who was addicted to driuk
intellectual
and
moral
physical,
degenerinstead of throwing him over, made it a
no
ncy. If all parents were drunken,
to have a good breafkast ready for
point
community, no nation could exist more
him in the morning, and a hot oup of
coffee for him when ho came home late
at night, and iu the end saved him to

Si
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It would give him great
pleasure to do
at some point In the series of Sunday
evening addresses he was then delivering.
He said that it was impossible for any
so

LARGER AND

Edna Lyall.”

The author of We
By
Two” and “ Donovan tells how she became an author and what led to the writing of her famous books. In the January

with other Portland clergymen a request
to preach a sermon during the winter on
intemperance, and that he replied that

one

I

being,
“

Monday, January 6th,

1

My Early
Literary Influences

Attention.

during his long connection with us, was
a Sunday school teacher of eminent abilEngland are superior to those of my own
ity, and a wise counsellor and practical
country,but for the teachings of morality
worker in all church enterprises.
and good
citizenship the schools of
The last decade of our church life has
China are better than those of England.”
been me e fruitful in conversions than And
it is a melancholy truth that he
any previous one. From 1885 to 1896 we was right. As schools go among us, if the
have added one hundred and
sixty-nine child is to be taught social morality anywhere,it must be done in the family.
members to our ohuroh.
Then the family is the creator of much
Dividing the twenty-five years of this social beauty. Family life has been the
pastorate into periods of five years each, favorite study of painters of ull ages. The
home, the father and mother, the brothwe may make the
following statistical ers
and sisters.
The ancient
painters
exhibit of our growth :
were fond of representing the Holy FamFrom 1871 to 1876, soventy-seven were ily, but in most cases the special charm
was not the “holy” but the family. And
kdned to the church.
your minister.”
From 1876 to 1881, thirty-seven were we are to remember that this institution
Mr. Wright next referred to the person- added to the church.
of the family is to be protected as well
nel of the churoh in 1871. “I found myFrom 1881 to 1886, sixty-one were add- as perpetuated. Drunkenness iu its effeot
the
church.
to
on family life Is shown in three ways.
self,” he said, “surrounded by an earnest ed
From 1886 to 1891, seventy-one
were
and spiritual brotherhood
IT CAUSES
Strong and added to the church.
DIVORCE.
able men, wise and devoted women were
From 1891 to 1896, ninety-eight were
The great increase of divorce is lamentto
the
church.
added
mv helpers.
They carried this church on
most
instances
ably evident, and in
their hearts and distinguished
themMaking the total additions to the drunkenness is the real cause.
Want of
selves by their constancy and
fidelity. churoh membership three hupdred and support or desertion may be alleged, but
of
whioh
number
two
were
imbued
with
hundrod
the
evandeeply
forty-four,
They
in most instances the real and primary
gelistic spirit and there were among and fitiy-soven were received on confes- cause is drunkenness. Of divorce, it is
them men and women of spiritual power. sion of faith.
enough to say that it ruins the family.
were the leaders and their young
Our present membership is three hun- Out from
They
good families eoine good citithis
makes our zens.
pastor was ably and strongly supported dred and three, and
Destroy one family and you destroy
a
counsels
and
in
their
considerlabors.
quarter century
by
growth
many. It is the drying up of the springs
“In 1871 the churoh was thirteen years
old. It had a membership of one hundred

NEW

Fight Intem-

give mueh study to family life
without coming to see to what a degree
it is threatened by drunkenness.
Tlio
family is the fundamental
institution,
and both state and church depenu upon
it. Poor families produoe poor states and
poor churches, and well
guarded and
properly trained families produce good
The same year began the out-door ser- and well ordered states and churohes.
vices on Sunday afternoons, which have The family 1s an educational institution
been successfully oontinued ever sinoe, of the greatest value. It is the one
place
and which have been ably aided by
the among us where there is, or at
least
city pastors who havo willingly respond- ehould be training of children for

Some reministry, January 1st, 1871.
the
cences of bis first acquaintance with
first impressions of the St. Lawrence
Street people was given. He next allud-

|

ADVERTISEMENTS.

perance.

be,

today

In the eyes of this people, a memorial of
wlieh
the divine goodness and help
and pastor,
to
enabled us, as people
of
dwell together in the blessed bonds
Christian love and service for a quaiter

NEW

“A WELL ORDERED HOME”

to-morrow

If
*

morning.

Don’t,

vry

however, pour the cold milk §£

the hot porridge—it will
sodden it and make it neither
hot nor cold.
Dip a spoon- JtS
ful of hot H-O into a bowl of §j§
cold milk, and you have a
on

_S|2

sisreIish!

One may be
even in oatmeal!

an

epicure

gjg

looking

the heme as the
true center of effective reform, and they
are not going to storm legislatures much
more, unless it be for the enaotmeut of
laws for the

The workmen are removing the furniture from the Park theatro. The enterprise didn’t pay.

PROTECTION OF THE FAMJLY.
Some day oivio officers will see that it
is their duty to look after the endangered
amily as well as endangered property,

MARRIAGE5.

movement

are

at

and

for this I lift up my voice. I do not
know how this is to be done, but I do
feel that this is an important matter,
jlen and women should be trained
fo r
family life. I bold It to bo the duty of
women to do the
God given
work of
home making, and if other
influences
seem to stand in the way or to tall them
in another direction I feel
that they
hould be removed. I believe that
God
oieated men and women, and that
lie
plated the solitary in families.
When
human nature in normal, men love toeir
homes hotter than they do any
other
place or passion. A well ordered home is
he hen champion to send up to
fight
against this Goliah of intemperance.
Why should not men and women who
are unfitted to make a home,bo prohibited to marry especially if they are drunkards. That is the prohibitory law
IN WHICH I

BELIEVE

If we 1 ave schools for manual

training

In Boston. .Tan. 3, by Rev. Dr. TV. E. Barton
ot the Shawmut Congregational Church. Grant
Dufr- sue ana Anna Pennington Weston.
In Tenants Harbor, Dec. 24. Aaron W. Mont
and Miss Hattie A. McNeil, both of St.
George
Waterville, Dec. 24, Henry Vaughn and
Miss Elsie Allen.
In Harrington, Dec. 25, A. J. Merritt of Columbia and Mrs. tannie E. Sawyer ot Addison
111 Vinalhaven, Dec. 21, Farker W. Wads
worth oi Camden and Miss Lucy 1.. Sweirs of

,:i1

Vinalhaven.
In Liucolnville. Dee. 24. Win, J. Thayer of
Rockport and Miss Addie F. Rankin of Lincolnville.
In North Haven. Deo. 24, James N. Beverage
b
and Lottie G. Thayer.
III Bar Harbor. Dee. 24, Krne-t Johnson and

Kate Crabtree.
In Greene. Dee. 25. Clifton D. Bishop of East
Livermore and Miss Ella Smith of Greene.
In Gardiner, Dec. 25, Geo. W. Cuttsand Miss
Grace Jewatt.
In Aubern, Dec. 25, Edwin I.. Jones and Miss
Julia R. Rose.

D

EAT Hi.

In this city, Jan. 6, H nry Dyer, aged 88 yrs.
[Funeral Tuesday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock,
No. 14 Locust street.

irom

/
Ill this city. Jan. 5. John Richard, son of
Lewis A. and Jessie Barker, aged 11 months.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.[
lu tins city, Jan. 4, Susan Kennedy, aged 64

6[Funeral

this Monday afternoon at 2.30 o’olk.
of her sister. Mrs. Freil, 282

from the residence
Fore street.
In this city, Jan.

X3XT DRAPESRIES ?

3, Patrick Riley.

In Denver, Col.. Jan. 4, Carroll Franois.youngest son of John T. and Annie E. Eustis. aged 20

years 11 months 24 days.
In Lincolnvllle, Dec. 25, Ephraim M, Miller,
aged 64 years 2 months.
In Brewer, Dec. 27. Frank M.. Jr., infnnt son
of Frank M. and Cora E. Wadleigh, aged 15
months.
lu Fast Hampden. Dec. 27, M ry Madeline,
only child of John and Hannah Foley, aged 11
mouths 14 days.
In stetson, Dec, 26, Fred A. Damon, aged 58
years 15 nays.
;
In Bangor, Dec. 27. D. M, Howard, aged 79 !
years 9 months.
In Union. Dec. 24
Lucy Joy, daughter of
George E. and Marcia Robbins, aged 9 months |
In Seal Harbor, South Thomaston, Dec. 24, :
Clifford H.. son of Thomas E. and Mabel Walrlron Wi '*v. aa<*d 8 years.

XT* so
We just want to remind you that we not only carry an immense stock of High
Grade Laces and Portieres, but we carry also a line assortment of the Medium and
Cheaper Grades.

WE
at

Lace;Draperies
$1.50 per pair.

$1.00

per pair. Ruffled Muslins suitable for chamber use at
Portieres in Chenille at $2.50 per pair.
Imperial Tapes tr

Curtains, exclusive patterns, at $4 50 per pair. Muslins.Yets, Laces and Porte -ic
Stuffs by the yard in all the different grades. Also a complete line ot Upholstery
j Fabrics.
You cannot know what there is in honest values in the market until v
have seen onr line.

|

In Warren. D-c. 24, John Skinner, aged 65
years.
In Rock nd, Etta C., wife of Mark L, Ilills,
aged 26 ye rs 4 months.
In Bro » Jin. Dec. 26. Abide Frances Mitchell.,
ged 14 years 7 mouths.

\mhi
1 fell
vf AL Tpo
»

tatiG

Reliab!8 Hfias8 Furnislkand Manufacturers.
HPIFUSHS ST.

ftflRFV
Oil
(lUfSiihi
£
^jUa^

21
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“lse in Town

Honey.”

And Is

1

LETTER,

Pancake

j

j
tj

Flour.
A combination of the

great staffs 2

of life WHEAT. CORN and

c

|

R1CE.|

A grocer
|5 colored

who offers you any others
package than Red when you?
bask for the Genuine Aunt Jemima is?
£ trying to deceive you, and if he deceives J
£ you in this matter he may in your ac- *'
j. ounts. Remember the Red package. *
6
Beware of counterfeits.
y
Q
p
P
y

0
r

0

HERE’S OUR GUARANTEE.
Buy a package of Genuine Aunt Jemima’s SelfHiring Pau«eke Flour, and if you d.o not find It
makes the bast cakes you ever ate, return the
empty box to your grocer, leave your name, and
the grocer will refund the money and charge
it to us.
Scientifically Prepared and
^
Manufactured only by

> T. DaVIS HILL

GO., St. Joseph, Ho. \

CO?i0£K30C300G0GGC3C3GG000G0C30030000G0l.

What
Blaine
Said About
the Election

of 1884
“I feel quite serene over the result.
As the Lord sent upon us an ass in
the shape of a
storm to lessen

preacher,

1 am

to

cur

disposed

and

a

rain-

vote in New

York,

feel resigned to the
dispensation of defeat, which flowed
directly from these agencies.
Extract of an unpublished letter
of Blaine
an article

Halstead in
Halstead in

Murat

to

by

McClure’s
For January
in which is told how Blaine urged
that General Sherman and Robert
T. Lincoln be made the candidates
on the
Republican ticket, with
letters of Blaine, Sherman and
of

others,

extraordinary interest,

and much new material, from interviews Halstead had with Mr.
Blaine.
10 Cents

a

$1.00

Copy.

a

Year

The December number free to
new subscribers beginning with

January.

Ask for it when

S. S.

Under Arrest In Consequence.

The

——--

'jjered from

6

of the worst kind

boy,

and I

catarrh

ever

never

since

hoped

for cure, but Ely*a Cream
seem* to do even that.

Balm

M any

qtsed

Brunswlok, who Alleged that Watson
opened, read and destroyed a letter addressed to Theriault.
Deputy Hartnett
investigated the case and found that
W atson, who has been at work in Deeri ug for some time, went to the pose office
at North Deering, and at the request of
Theriault asked for aud received a letter
addressed to Theriault. Watson admitted getting the letter but stoutly asserted
that while It was addressed to Theriault
it was intended for Watson. He made no
satisfactory explanation of this peculiar

acquaintances

it ilith

have

excellent

re-

Notice.

Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland County,
State of Maine, Cumberland ss., Dec. 28th,

A. D. 1895.
Is to give notice that on the 28th day of
JL
December A. D. 1895, a warrant in Insolvency was issued out of the Court of Insolvency lor said County of Cumberland, against
the estate of

rfiHIS

exchange Street
makers of things Unique and
Attractive sit Books Booklets
Announcements Programs
971*2

etc.* by original typographic

effects.
•It costs more than handbill
Priming, but it pays.* Some
people have found it out. * «
Siave yen?

MUCKLLANEOUS.

Business

j

miscellaneous.

Commission

President’s

Suggestions

Justice Brewer Will Be the

Washington,

the Shaw

to

Them

Chslrman,

January 4.—Four

mem-

bers of the commission appointed by the
President to determine the true divisional line between the territory of the republic of Venezuela and that of Britisu Guiana, assembled at the State Department
at 11 this morning for a discussion of the
great work before them. The absentee
was Mr. Andrew D. White of New York,
who
will be in Washington next Tues-

day.
The four commissioners remained with

was

usual Annual
Overcoats, Ulsters,

■
*

"

enjoyed.

37, for tbe following oauses: Drunk,
23; evading fare, 1; pulling false fire
alarms, 2; search and seizure, 1; sale
keeping, 2; obstructing track of a street
railway corporation, 1; selling olgarsttes
to a minor, 1; resisting officer, 1.
Tbe l’i obate

Mr. E. C.

Office.

Reynolds, register

of prohas just
wbloh be

bate for Cumberland county,
completed bis annual report,
will forward to tbs secretary of state at
The
Augusta today.
report shows

that during the year 1896
the court has
taken action in 16a insolvency cases. Of
these, 104 were new cases—against 68
new oases In 1894.
Of the 104 cases 66
were
in Portland, 6 of South Portland,
5 of Westbrook, 8 of Deerlng. There were
settled in composition 4; number of dividends paid, 9; largest divivdend
paid

(4,201.58;

ary in the year of our Lord,one thousand
eight hundred and ninety-six, and of the
of the United States of
independence

granted,

a

Referee.

our

store will ha closed every

amount and value of tbe timber
nut
from the land before Morrill bought It.

Hatoh

claims (6,000 but Morrill says It
wag not as muoh as this.
Seldom and
Obase appear for the defendant and J.
A. Locke and A. F. Moulton for the

plaintiff.
Battery System for City Building

Saturday

afternoon a meeting of the
committee on eleotrical appliances was
held in the Mayor’s offloe, and it was
unanimously Toted to substitute storage
batteries for tbe old gravity or blue vitoattsries.as applied to the fire alarm
and police systems.
These batteries are
good at the least, for a long term of years,
and will do away with a great expense to
the eity in labor and materials thst prerlol

was

stand and made oath that the beer
for bis personal use. At the close of

the hearing Wyer, was

discharged.

CLOTHING

STANDARD

standing
jurist is understood to
have been the real reason why he was the
choice cf his colleagues.
President Brewer proceeded to administer the oath of offioe to tbe other commisa

j

of the Loyal
The annual
meeting
Women of American Liberty was held at
48

Winter

Satnrday afternoon.
In the
Mrs. Geo. D. Lindsay presided.
Mrs. Baker,
absence of the secretary,
Mrs. Osgood was chosen secretary
pro
street

The following officers were elected :
President—Mrs. Geo. F. French.
S.
OsFirst Vice President—Mrs. K.

tern.

good.

Second Vice President—Miss Ernestine

L. Libby.
Seereterr-T"»Aaoroi-—Mrs. Thomas
T>

E.

One Potter-Bradley Atlas
such as
offered by the Press in parts last year,
bound in substantial bindings, for $0.00.
Can ba seen at the PRESS OFFICE.
Has never been used.
dec20tf

CO.,

Forty words
one

LOST AND FOUND.
TO LET.
half

Forty

GRAND ANNUAL

words inserted under this hssii
weoh |or 'i*> i-sntii ca«h in advanes.

Ilf ONEY TO LOAN—On

first

and

second

stocks, bonds
x,~1 mortgages, on real estate,
policies or any good securis
discounted
at
low
rate
of Interest.
ye?>
JS®!*
I. i

and 1 fe insurance

BLTLKR,

48

REMNANT AND CLEARING ^team:^possession

Exchange

TO RENT—Now
STORE
& Guptill on

Exchange

street.

jan3 4

occupied by Morse

steeet: heated by
given Feb. 1, 1896. J. P.

HPO l.ET—A lower

tenement of six rooms and
hot and cold water, all modvery pleasan‘y located in
neighborhood. Inquire at 311 SPRING
STREET.
2-1
a

TUESDAY, WENESDAY AND THURSDAY,
January 7, 8.

bath

room,

improvements,

ern
a good,

XJi> Sale,
9.

Grocery store, good location,
|B O LET—Corner
always a large cash trade. Apply to M. H.
Foster, at dye House, 13 PREBLE STREET.
'1-3

_

LET—A nice modern house with urnace,
bath, etc., central at Woodfords. Of her
houses and rooms in Portland and suburbs,
good oueB; come in and see about them. 413
Congress St., WATSON.l_i

TO

LET—At No. 812
TO and
convenient up

Congress St., pleasant
stairs rent of seven
and bath room. Immediate possession
given. Price $20 per month. Inquire of A. c.
LIBBY, 42 1-2 Exchange street
1-1
rooms

Cove. Today the ice will be safe for all
and the surface is pnrfeot.
The topic for the week of prayer at tht
Congregational ohuroh are as follows:
confession of sin, and praise
Monday,

TO

TO

do solemnly swear that I will support the Constitution of the United
States against all enemies, foreign and
domestio; that I will bear true faith and
allegiance to tbe same; that I will take
this
obligation freely, without mental
reservation or
purpose of evasion, and
that I will well and faithfully discharge
tbe duties of the office of member of the
commission to
investigate^ and report
upon the location of the true divisional
line between the territory of the repuband that of British
lic of Venezuela
Guiana.

(Signature)
<>_>i

J. Walter Blanford, private secretary of
the Secretary of State, was desigated for
the present temporary session.
On motion of Mr. Coudert the matter
of the seleotion of quarters for the comto President Brewer
miision was left
and Commissioner Alvey. Commissioner
Gilman moved that an inquiry be made

characteristics of the oountry in question
and whether it could be reproduced in
convenient form foe the nee of the commission. This was secouded by Commissioner Alvey and adopted and the ocmmissioner authorized Commissioner Gilman to make suoh inquiry.
This concluded all business for the pres
ent

motion of Com
the commissiou ad-

consideration, and

missiorer
to

journed

on

Coudert,
Saturday next,

meet

at 10.30,
unless the President of the commission
chose to select another date. In the diplomatic room of the department of state.
It was 13.30 when the adjournment took
place, and the commission had been in
session just one hour.
The four commissioners went back to
Seoretary Olney’s office, and after telling
him wliat they had done, walkod over to
the White House to pay their respects to

pattern.

$2.70

J. M. DYER &
jsn*

E. of Warren church have boen electC.
ed for the ensuing term: President, Wm.
G. Mann; vice president, Miss Addle .I.
Brown; recording secretary, Miss Bird
S. E.
Albee; corresponding secretary,
Cord well; treasurer, K. F. Graham.

Now

ice carnival. Delays are
dangerous. But a short period of good
skating can be hopod for at this time of
year.

Mr. C. F. Knigbt has aooepted a position at Wilson Chute’s grocery store.
The Y. P. S. C. E. of Warren churoh
have issued the first number of a monthly sheet entitled. “The
Endwavorer.”
The editorial siaff is as follows:
Frank
Swan, editor Annie C. Holmes,
Edith
A. Bragdon, assistant editors,
Eugene
business
Smith,
manager.

The regular monthly meeting of
the
Diet Mission was held Saturday afternoon at the Fraternity house,
Spring

street, with a good attendance.
There
are now twenty-eight patients on the list.
The next two weeks will be in oharga of
Wllliston church, and the ladies of High
street will serve the following fortnight.

elected:
President—Wm. W. Brown.
Vice President—Jas. W. Parker.
Treasurer—Thos. Edwards.
Assistant
Treasurer
Herbert
Brown.

Co., Pa., say:

“It has cured people that
could do nothing for. We

physicians
persuaded them

our

bottle of Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy, and they now
reoommend it with the rest of us. ’’
26
to try

a

and 60 cent bottles for sale

by Landers
Portland, and

& Babbidge, Druggists
C. B. Woodman, Westbrook.

exhaustion,

1;

inanivalvular disease of the heart, 1;
tion, 1| olrrhosla of liver, 1;
paehyraeningltis, 1| paralysis, li phthisis, 8;

pneumonia, 1,senility, 8; tuberculosis, 1;
typhoid fever, 1 i whooping cough, 1.
If you want to be on the safe side, stick
the old reliable, Dr. Rnll’e Couch
It is sold by dealers everywhere
Syrup.

to

square a pocketbook
sum of money.
the
by proving property and
this
ad.
ing for
Address. W. 8.
LEN, 220 S.aie St, Augusta, Me,
a

have

28, 1896,
FOUND—Dec.
and Pride's. Bridge,

between Duck Pond
pair of Glasses;
any person
proving property and payiug
ch rges. can have the same by ealllng at C. wT
HALL, Windham. Me.
4-1
a

the street near post office,
a
Owner can have
by calling at this office, proving property and paying for advertisement.
31-1

F^OITND—On
small Bilver watch.

same

WANTED—WALK

HELP.

Forty words Inserted

under thle head
week fer 25 cents, cash la advance.

one

VXT'ANTED—An energetic

man of good addross to take orders, deliver and colwork and the right man
can
earn from *12 to *15 a week.
Only a hustler
need
to GATELY & O’GORMAN, No.
47 Middle street, Portland, Me.
31-1

s' v
lect.

Steady

apply
W

ANTED—slTDA tlUXt

Ferty words

Inserted
ander this head
week for 25 cents, cash la advance.

one

"WANTED—A middle aged lady weald like a
situation to care for Invalid, or housekeeper for widower’ Apply for one week at
1 STETSON PLACE. Portland, Me.
2-1

WANTED-By a yonng lady, companion; to
M
anfelderly lady or Invalid or situation In
private family. Best of references For
Information enquire at this office.
4-1
small

■WANTED—A situation
w

widower's

a

family,

Housekeeper in

as
or to care

for

In-

an

valid lady. Inquire of MISS GAGE, Invalids
Home, Woodfords. Me.
g_l
"W"ANTED—A place in a family for a Danish
”
girl to do general housework. She has
OaH at the Danish
Mioister’s house. 64 Warren street.
4-1

newly arrived from Europe.
WANTED—By
"

a

young

man*chance

clerk

as

: Hotel or some similar work; moderBOX 254, Lisbon Falls. M-.
4-1
competent New Brunswick
ANTED—By
YV
*
girl, position in private family or table
work In hotel ;a young woman wishes
working
a housekeeper’s
position in widower's
family; 26 competent girls waiting for work
in hotels or private families, at mr
office.
399| Congress street. MRS. PALMER.
30-1
m

ate Wages,

MlSCEIXANgOUS.
A QUESTION—To tho lady of tho house.
what N the use ol bothenag with poor
lights to save 10c a month.
Pratt’s Astral Oil
cost a trifle more. Tell your husband to smoke
one cigar a month less and
give you the money
to pay the different between an oil
you can’t
burn and a
oil.
NEAL
D. WINSLOW.
perfect
Oil Dealer, 90 Preble street.
Tel. connection.

___2

1

WHO DRINK--COMMKNCB 189«
RIGHT--Be
cured of
your DRINK

dtf

LADIES'

Jackets, Gapes
our

WANTED.
Forty

and Furs.

Commencing Thursday, Dec. 12th,

we

one

vordii
inserted under this hssd
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

TXT ANTED—Board for a young man of twenty
* *
in a family where there are young people.
Address with price and full particulars, B. if.,
care P. Q. Box 1U35. Portland.
6-1

offe

entire stock of

ANTED—L'dies an 1 gents to canvass for
a new book.,.lie t, a
every family really
needs; 100 sold m one week by a new agent.
E. F. B., Portland Daily
tely,
Addrep-jTiunedt
Procc
fflc P-Mq,,,) sfp
6-1

Ladies’ Garments.
Seal, Mink, Persian Lamb, Astraehan
Electric Seal, Montignacs, Chinchillas,
Beavers, Kerseys, Cheviots, Ac., at
greatly reduced prices, and in many
in

^er week to men and women
1a
in an unoccupied places in
fu
tt o
the U. S. and Canada. We do not ask one cent
of capitol. For particulars address BilOWN
BROTHERS. Portland, Maine.4-1
"WANTED—In Portland and vicinity, a good
wide awake agent for the $50 Hartford
Typewriter, the comi g business machine;
good inducements, exclusive
errltorv. For
terms, etc., see MR. J. a. WHITING,Room 66
Preble House.
1.1

at

LESS THAN COST.
We make this offer thus early in the
in order to ensure the sale of these
goods during the Holiday season.
season

QTORAGE
WANTED—Having built new
Store House will store
your carriages or
sleighs at 50c per month ; carriages called lor
free by sending postal. E. F.
ELLS, 119 Oxford street.

7ITONEY TO LOAN on first and second
11M- mo tgages on Iteal
estate, good commercial paper, stocks, bonds, personal property
or any good collateral securities at the lowest
market rates. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY & Co.,
42 1-2 Exchange
decir»-4

street._

BuiTL.^ic-AjU mHJoE—lius
f|l*iE
JL nawlv fitted u]» and under new

lif R.

SAMUEL

1TA

ANTED--At 16G Lincoln street, washing
\\ to do- Postal cards vpromptly* attended to.

to 10O

now

prepared to

MIDDLE

STREET.lepAdf

\V AN’i ED—To buy

from $1000 to 115,000
worth of c ast off rlothinir.
I
pay the
highest cash prices
for
ladiee’ dresses,
and ohildren’a clothing and gent's
gents
winter overcoat*.
Cell or address Je ter
or postal to fcj.DE GROOT, 76 Middle street.
M

BUSINESS ANNOUNCEMENTS.
MONTHLY GUARANTEED. Manufacturing concern wants representPortland (or any city not taken). Must
have fewjhundren dollars cash to pay for goods
on deliverv after orders are secured.
F. K.
4-1
VAIL. Morse Building, New York.

^OAA

?p£(\Jvr

ative in

FIRST CLASS
3E»

TI,rANTED--A

second hand

™to 55 horse power.
J7tt
BAILEl, West

portable engine,
Address

F.

o9ii Congress street, one door above shaw%
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
» ml
can
tl.ereioie give bottom prices;
trunks repHirF'ii.
l\!-v
v<*ti ov**niti■- s.

ST BBSS.

*

in either
hr orer-exertion, Yonthfnl Error*, or
Excessive Dee of Tobacoo, Opine or Liquor,
vrhieh leads to Uise.y, Coneumr -ton, Insanity
DR. CEO. W.
and Dentil. By Bail, It a box; six for $S; with
written (manatee to euro or refund money. Physician anil Surgeon, has reSample eaqkege, containing firs day*' treatment, moved his office from 2:t9 Cumwith full inetruotions, U oents. On* sample berland to 472
Congress street,
only aold to each pereon by mail.
over Loring, Short &■ Harmon.
gold by J. H. Hammond, eorner Free ana
to
9 a. m„ 2 to 4
8
Office
hoics
Center St«.: L. C. Fowler, oorner Congress and
Lafayette Sts and H. F. S. Goold, 681 Con- and 7 toSp.m. Sundays 12 to 2.
gress St., Fextland, Me.
Telenhono

Removal.

WAY,

-A.

Very Fancy

W. P.

Will

per

HASTINGS.’
SPARROW &

CO.,

taken offices in BO YD BLOCK, Corner

nf Middle &

Exchange Streets. Up one
Sight. Telephone connection.
dec31dtf

A. E. MOORE

month:

Evening classes will be formed if applications are sufficient.
For furth.-r information as to the school, and
as to railroad fares for pupils living out
f the
city, apply by letter or in person to AI.GER V.
"f
to
Portland
Society
CURRIER, Hallowed,
of Art, School of Drawing and Painting, No. 6
D.erlne Plane. Portland. Me.
daelBdtf

—

insuraktob,

Commences Jail. 6,1896—for5 months.
Classen

Plain at

REMOVAL..

have

$40 the season.
FREE SKETCH CLASS,

S

A. NT S
or

—A'i

ALGER V. CURRIER, Instructor,

Term.—Day

O

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.

School of Drawing and Painting, WARREN
(Pupil of Boulanger. Lefebove. Ben). Constant
and Carolus Duran; Member Paris Association of American Artists,)

INT

O H G

R.

Brownfield, Me.30-1
WANTED-AH persons in warn of trunks
and b«K8 to call on E. D. KEkNULDS,
ro

STEPHEN BERRY,
BOOK BSD JOB PRINTER,

I

FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO

31_!

Drain*;

LEVY is

buy cast off clothing of all descriptions for
highest, cash prices. Address letters or postal

sampfe

YY -^JTED—A

jfe.

n

l_t

either sex, to sell CoHat Holders.
Every lady
buys a pair. Send 25 cent for
pair
and terms to
Box
16, SUMNER, Oxford
County, Maine.
dpo.n-a
small place within one to
\ five n^iles of Portland, with from one
to five acres of land. Good
buildings. State
pnce. Cash down. Address Box 34,
Cumberland Centre, Me.
31-1

si PLOW

ue

man-

agement im now
furopened, elegantly
nished ioum«, steam hear, can and use of
hath, central location.
Kor terms enquire
at the house. No. 221
Cumberland street.
7-4

ANED--Agents,
V\r
f ▼
lumiban

HASKELL&JONES,

The Death Rate.

Railroad aooident, 1;

Congress
FOUND—On
small
containing

owner can

YE

de»5

-r—~ I!V-

dealt

There were 16 deaths in the oity during
the week ending Saturday noon. The
deaths were from the following causes:

or

January 1st. the store HO!
costs onlv $1.00pacakge; will prove
occupied by T. B. MOSHER, HABIT;
worth hundreds of dollars first year; mailed
39 Exchange St.
Inquire of on receipt of price. Address C. E. BEAN,
23
Henry Deering, 39 Exchange St. Agent, Prospect street, Portland. 31-1

MARK DOWN SALE

K. O. Robbins.
Deering -E. Vinton Earle to Mary Lizzie Farnsworth.

There is good reason for the popularity
of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. Davis
& Buzard, of West Monterey, Clarion

on

now

In this

J.

a

No.291 Spring St. Finder leate at 219
SPRING STREET, and receive auitable reward.
2-1

a'd

un-

TO BE LET,
About

monument Sq

Real Estate Transfers.

ana

T‘)

GRAND

of watch chain,
Pine
LOST—One
Spring treet. between Kotzsclimar Hall

tf
pleasant iumisnea
rooms, steam heat and

l—a iew

LET—Pleasant furnished rooms with
furnace heat and use of bath room at
457 Cumberland street.
26-4

\

cases
Diet Mission.

*

dSt

X furnished
gas. at
No. 2 Gray street.nov 19-4

has
firm ot

for the

CO.,

dec7

oity

oity

*

Rooms in Mechnic Building
.recently occupied by Dr. O’Neil.
Apply to
GEO. A. HARMON, Sec.
514 Congress St.
r ■ iu

ponding secretary of the Main branch of
Woman’s Board, will speak to the
ladles on mitsiciary work.
The following officers of the Y. P. S.

with the
Co. of Bangor.
The thermometer registered in this
yesterday 8 degrees above.

for a Dress Pattern

TO LET.

the

accepted a position
Bragg, Cummings *

130

for

with
Mrs. Geo. H. baymond on Main
street
at 3.30 o’clook today. At 1 o’clock a busis held.
ness meeting will
At the
ladles’ Missionary Society
meeting in the vestry parlors of the Congregational churoh Thursday afternoon
at 3 o'clock.
Miss Carter, the corres-

Mr. F. C. Wentworth of this

e

Inserted under this heed
week for 28 cents, ensh In advance.

lit ANTED—A Protestant gtrl
for general
”
noustwork.
Apply at 336 Brackett
street.
17-2

_

«»ne

1

registration to continue its session
revision throughout today.
The King’s Daughters will meet

dee27-tf

FOR SALE.

at 6 o’clock

I

4

Dlack Novelty Dress Goods

as

Stroudwater.

HAWES,

255 Middle Street.

Dress

—

Loyal Women of American Liberty.

FOR

WANTED—FEMALE HELP.

The following transfers of real estate
county have been recorded la
the Registry of Deeds:
Gray—F. N. Douglass to Emery Os
They spent about good.
Sheriffs iirith and Plummer found live President Cleveland.
bottles of beer in the shop and arreitad 16 minutes with Mr. Cleveland and then
Baldwin—Mark R. Coolbroth and GidCarroll W. Morrill appeared as went to lunch.
eon M. Tucker to Daniel Sanborn.
Wyer.
for
the respondent who
the attorney
Raymond—Allen H. Jordan,Lydia JorBerlin Mills Company.
olaimed that the beer was for his own use
dan and Eliza J. Jordan to Matthew C.
At the annual meeting of the
Berlin Morrill.
and not for sale. The sheriffs testified
Mr. Wyer took Mills company the following officers were
to the feat of the seizure.
Portland—Edwin E. Searles to Frederic
the

evening

SALE OR TO LET-The Homestead
of the late Thomas Qulnby, near Stroudwater In Deerlng.
Four acres of
land
with
street cars;
lo
good house. On line of
minutes from Union station; perfect drainlocation
as
age; Sebago water. As fine a
Here is in
Deerlng. Apply to ANDREW

except Saturday.

French Colored Novelty Dress Goods $2.80 for

“I

A referee case was in progress Saturday
in the Superior oourt chambers. Tbe referees were Franklin O. Payeon,
Esq.,
of Portland, H. G. Thayer
of Danville,
and Charles Rankin of East Hiram. Ths
plaintiff in the ease is Eresman Hatch
and tbe defendant is Matthew
Morrill.

p’

TO

and then Commissioner Alvey
acted in a like capacity for the president.
The form of oath was as follows:

Before

New Uprights and
low for cash, or
New Uprights, $166
aasy terms payment.
warranted.
Fine tone squares, elegant cases
from $65. to $126, Call and see them J
WHEELWRIGHT. 648 1-2 Congress street'
Cor. of Oak.
4-1

are

Until further notice

I

SALE—Pianos.
FORSquares;
good bargains,

All the Remnants and Odd Lots In each department at half
LET-—The lower part of house No. 778
Congress street. For further particuprice and less. All kinds of goods are included in this sale.
lars enquire at the house.
M. MORRILL.
The grandest opportunity of the year to get the best goods
31-1
America the i20th.
at cut prices. The sale of sales which breaks all records on low
LET—Furnished roctais with steam heat
GROVER CLEVELAND.
prices and puts the whole city and suburbs in a buying mood
and use of bath room, 113
Free street,
for temporal and spritual mercies; Tuescomer of Oak.
the
suit
all.
because
31-1
prices
the
President—Richard
“By
Olney, day, praise for increasing fellowship
Secretary of State.”
LET—Fumised rooms,
at
63
Cedar
among believers, prayer for the presenoe
street for light housekeeping.
Inquire
Upon assembling in tbe diplomatic and power of the Holy Spirit ; Wednesat 166 Lincoln street.
31-1
room
the commissioners Immediately
day, praise for revival of olvio patriotism,
LET—No 2 St. Lawrence PL, lower rent
proceeded to the selection of a presiding piayei| for all in authority; Thursday,
6 rooms, pleasant and sunny, good reofficer, who will hereafter be designated praise for missionary progress, prayer for
pair Sebago, inside water closet, price $10.
As was expected. Justice all missionaries and tbelr work ; Friday,
as president.
Apply 9 Oxford St.
_31-1
Brewer was chosen unanimously.
The Cnrlstian Endeavor meeting. “Ths peril
house No. 11 Henry street,.
r|30LET—Brick
A
near Deering street; has 9 rooms, furnace
faot that he was named first on the list and the power of ambition.”
heat, hot and cold water, and all modern concommission announced by the
of the
There have been so many ohanges
in
veniences, just 10 minutes walk from postoffice,
possession given Dec. 1. Apply at house or to
President,
was the basis for this ex- the residences of voters in this city
the
GEO. F. WEST, 191 Middle street.
20-tf
pectation, blit Justice Brewer’s high past year, it is necetary for the board of

smallest divided paid, (186.56;
largest per cent paid, 50; smallest per
sioners.
cent paid, 6.16;
number of
discharges
28.

Reefers,

Boys'GlotJng

Suits, Trousors,

he*
week for 28 cent., ea.h in advance.

I30K

engaged daily in marking down all tire odds and
ends and can' assure our many patrons and the public the
best value they ever saw in Good Reliable Clothing.
SPECIAL: We shall quote the lowest, absolutely tin lowest
prices. We make no mistake upon this point.
We

SALE.

SALE—Second hand machinery: duph-g
pumps, evaporators, bolters heaters, gates,
valves, wrought iron pipe and wire rope, for
sale at. a bargain. Address PORTLAND AM
MUNI ATE CO., room 8, 191 Middle street,
Portland, Me.
jan 2-4

IS NOW IN PROGRESS.

After the final number Prof. Shaw and
his instructors were called to the front
and each presented with a beuutiul gift.
The
souvenir programme of the
event
wax ail original one and very fitting.
Il
represented the Journal entries with a
corresponding Day Book explanation, the
time
money columns representing the
to be
each number wax supposed
rendered. The order of dances represented
a balanoe sheet with
inventories at the
bottom in the form of an acrostic S. B.
C.
Fine half tone cuts deoorated
the
ol
outside, the front being a fine piece
pen work by Mr. Jenkins, the instrue tor
of penmanship at the college.
The general committee through whose
efforts
the affair was
made
such a
w hite.
success, consisted of Mary A.
Lvle S. Meatier, Alice
M. Meaher and
H atch
Harry M. Harmon, with W. H.
committee on programme.

vuu

Sale of

Our

B

----

was

FOR

Forty word. Inserted under this
one

evening. There was a large attendance
of young ladles and gentlemen, the rooms
were prettily decorated and a jolly
good
time

miscellaneous.

Business

brated their eleventh annual reunion at
the college on Congress street
Saturday

Begun to IVork.
The

students of

Has College of Portland and Augusta cele-

___

JAMES QUINN and THOMAS B. MERRILL,
individually and as copartners under partnership name of Quinn & Co., of Portland,
to
be
Debtors on
Insolvent
adjudged
of
said
which vails under the old system. The
petition
saving
Debtors,
petition was filed on the’ 28th day of Decem- will be f 160 a year, at least, on material
A.
to
ber,
D... 1895,
which date interest on
alone. The system will be put in by .the
claims is to be computed.
That the payment oi any debts to or by said Gamewell Fite Alarm nnd Police SerDebtors, and the transfer and delivery of any
vice Co., and will be
guaranteed satisproperty bv them are lorbidden by lav/.
That a meeting of the creditors of said
in every respect both as to cheapfactory
to
one
or
Debtors, prove their debts and choose
ness and efficiency.
more assignees of their estate, will be held,.,
a Court of Insolvency to be holden at Probate
Court Room, in said Portland, in said County of
The Respondent Discharged.
Cumberland, on the 20th day of January. A.
D., 1896, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon.
Isaac Wyer, an ex-polloeman, was beunder
Given
my hand the date first above fore
Judge Robinson In the munioipal
written.
C. L. BUCKNAM.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of court, Saturday, charged with selling
Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.
Wyer keeps a lunch room and
liquor.
decS0&jan6
fruit stand on Portland pier. Deputy

Cl>« Cbmtoa Print

bhaw'i

VJ.

A Mew

Messenger’s

of

Seoretary Olney for half an hour discussing routine business pertaining to their
organization. Mr. Olney will not participate in any way in the work of the corn
and when the commissioners
mission,
from the same section of New Bruswick; emerged from his office into the
diploand that Watson is not acquainted with a matic
reception room, he remained beThe Dolly Inquest.
bis
member
of
single
Watson hind.
family.
was
turned over to Officer Haskell
of
At
8.30
a.
m.,
Saturday, the coroner’s
Each member of the tribunal, with the
Deering. The cose will be reported to the exception of Prof. White, received his jury impanelled by Coroner Perry—whose
United States authorities.
published—assembled
forma] certificate from the President to- names have been
True, and the
day. The form of this credential is pe- with County Attorney
A S-ERIOUS MATTER.
culiar and extremely explioit, urging the Coroner in the County Attorney’s room.
commissioners to proceed without delay, Eleven witnesses were examined, whost
Sleeper riaced on Maine Central Track.
pointing out rules heir for government, names, for certain reasons, are withheld,
and the inquest then adjourned to Janami noting that the report must be made
A case of what was perhaps an
attempt
uary 13th.
to the President, The form of the credento wreok n Maine Central train was reIt tial is as follows:
ported In the city Saturday night.
Mrs, Laura Ormlston Chant,
“To the Hon. David J. Brewer:
happened on the night previous, when
A
Saturday
telegram was received
“You are hereby appointed a member
the train men
od
an
inward bound
from Mrs. Laura Ormlston Chant aooept,of the
commission to investigate and
freight noticed on the outward track, u
itig an engagement to speak at the anthe true location of the
a carve near Cobb’s lane,
upon
several miles report
nual meeting of the Maine Woman Sufbey nd Westbrook Junotion, a sleeper divisional line between the territory of frage Association which will be held in
lying across the rail. Tho matter was of the republio of Venezuela aud that ol this city next Friday, January 10.
course
reported at the junotion and the British Guiana.
“It is expected that the commission
From the manner in
sleeper removed.
WESTBROOK.
which it lay upon the rail, it made the will avail itself of all possible source*
sectionmen
auspicious that an attempt of information, will apply to the matter
hnd been made to wreok a train.
The all pertinent rules of muniolpal and inMiss Edwina M. Richardson has resleeper was in euoh a position that bad a ternational law,and will make a report to
President of their conclusions, to- turned home from an extended tour in
train struck it, the locomotive and care the
the South with the Ceoilian Quartette
might have been thrown from the iron. gether with the evidence and document
of Portland. After a short stay
The railroad men thought that the Bleep- submitted by them, with as little delai company
the quarin this city she will go with
er was placed on tho track after the east as is oompatibln with the thorough and
tette or |a trip through the
prlncipa,
bound Pullman had gone by, the would- impartial consideration of the subject ti
towns ot Few Hampshire.
be-wreckers, if such they were, mistak- be dealt with.
uuuuvi
1UO lOgUJOil uisoiuujj
“In testimony whereof I have caused
ing the time when the Pullman was due
»l. Il.it nnl.,1
these letters to be patent and the seal ot will he held this evening.
A few venturesome skaters were seen
the United States to be
hereunto fixed.
11
_i_j
List Week's Arrests.
on
the Presum psoot yesterday, but the
L.'
confined their skating to King’s
The number of arrests for the
week Washington on the fourth day of Janu- careful

Hatoh sold Morrill 1600 acres of woodland
In Gray and Raymond.
Previous to selling the land, Morrill bad been allowed
CATARRH
to out timber from it by
Hatch, who
XI/Y’S CREAM liiALM Opens and cleanses then owned It. Ths
dispute is about tbe
the Nasal Passages. Allays Pain and Inflamma-

A particle is applied Into each nostril and is
Price 50 cents at Druggists or by
agreeable.
mail,
ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warren St.. New York
M.W&Ffnrm

Venezuelan

of sending a letter.
“There was no
he said, and refused
to
money In It,
state whom it was from or what it
was
about. Theriault pronounced the story
absurd.
He said be and Watson are not

sults.—Oscar Ostrum, 45
Tlrarren
Ave., Chicago
III.

tion, Heals the Sores, Protects the Membrane
from cold*, Restores the Senses of Taste and
Smell. The Balm is quickly absorbed and
gives relief at onee.

The

way

McClure, Limited, New York

b

a

subscribing.

Students

College.

Saturday evening Patrolman Frank
Merrill arrested James S. Watson, a New
BruueWick man,
and took him to the
station.
The arrest was made at the requcat of Henry Theriault, also of New

:

Reunion of

LABORS COMMEACEI).

Will receive pupils in crayon portraiture
from life and the flat; also in academic
drawing from cast, still-life and the living
model.

Studio, 84 First Nat’l Bank Building,
dec 28

PORTLAND, ME.
codlmo*

'S

Michigan delaine.19
Ohio No 1 combing.22
Michigan No 1 combing.21
Fine unwashed & unmerchantable. 13
Unwashed combing.is

Quotations of Staple Products

in Hie

Western super and

Money Market.
(By Telegraph.)
VKW YORK. Jan. 4.
Money ton call is 4@5 per cent. Prime mercantile paper was quoted at 7T9 per c»’iir.
Sterling Exchange was steady, with actual
business in bankers bills at 4 87% #4 88 tor
60-nay bills and 4 89" 4 89V4 lor demand;
posted rates at 4 88 l/fe@4 90. ( ommereia! hills
Government Bonds
60-davs at 4 86% a 4 87.
steady, Kailroas weak.
Bar silver 66%.
vox lean dollars 62%.
Silver at the Board was neglected.
At London to-day oar silver was quoted
30Vtd p oz and good.
and

Corrected
Bankers and
inkers, 188 Middle street.
ST 00 Ky8.
Par Value. Bid Asked
Description.
anal National Bank.100
nj Us
Casco National Bank.100
ss
100
1 umberland
National Bank.. 40
ss
38
93
Chapman National Bank.100
100
First National Bank.loo
9s
100
Merchants’National Bank.. 76
110
112
National Traders’ Bank.... loo
[93
i,i0

••

PORTLAND. Jan. 4, 18 >5.

following are to-day’s wholesale prices
visions, Groceries, etc.:

Superfine

&*
tow arades.2 9033 10
Wneat bakers.cl and st3 40@350
Latent hnrue
3 90 £4 10
Wneat..
Riicb. str’eiu
3 7633 86
roller..
clear do.. .3 60&3 Go!
.-t Louis St’Ki
3 8533 95
roller...
clear do. .3 60t&3 65
Wnt'i wheat
40034 2u
patents.
Fish.
oii—L a r ee
Sliore_4 75®6 26
onial! do. .2 60®3 26
l ollock_2 25a3 25
Haddock... 1 50®2 o
I sake.1 60®2 00
Uerrlne. box
Scaled....
9® ISt
Mackerel, bi
Extra Is 00 00®$r<
Snore is S22 00®$2.
SUwre 2S 519 00 « $21
Mea.a s.SO 000®$ oi
Produce

prim:

..

Wheat.

Grain
60-lbs.

of

@75

26@2S

car iota

bag lots
$Ojl. 2
Cotton Stseccar lots.00 00@22 60
bag lots 0000(0.24 uu
backed Br'r
car lots. 14 00 a15
bag lots. .§18217
17
Middlings.. $ 1
bag ots. .S17&19
Cofiee.

uO
oo
oo
00

Shipments—Flour 8,20

bush;

bbls:

*

wlua 26 20

83,000 bush; oats 46.900 push;, ye

corn

bush.

—

DETROIT—Wheat—No2 Red at66%c; May
asked; Nc 1 White at 67c. Corn—No 2 at
White 21%.
27% c. uats—No
66*4

Grain Quotation J*
H 1GCAO BOARD OF TR.\

n.

Friday’s quotation?.
WHEAT

Dec.

May. ;
583/4
59Vi |

Opening.66V*
v

losing

06V3

............

25%

28

FORK.

Jan.

Opening.
Closing.
Saturday’s quotations.

8.92
8.92

W n EAT.

May.

Dec.

Opening.67%
(
losing.57V4

GO
60

110

Lewiston 4s. 1913.

(• > j:v

104

T>ec.
"2

108
isf
106
108
102
101
108
yis
102

27V8

Closing..26 Va

i.ewiston 6s, 1901.

101

May.

Dec.
pemng.

""""S.

.Vay
£8J/g
28Vi

Closing.25=54

Pork.
Jan.
9.46

pening.
■osiug.

9>a7

LARD.

July.

r,

Sept.

Closing.....

Print Cloth

Market.
FAT LRIVER, Mass. Jail. 4. 1894.—The’following is the print cloth statement lor the week:
Pieces.

< on

on

•1 y

xiaruet*

Telegranh.'

JANUARY, 3. 18 86.
N FW YORK—The Cotton market 10-drtv w:v
Production.210 000 aiiiet, unchanged; sales
r* =26
bales; middling
Deliveries.14
3^000
Molasses.
j lanus 8 5-16c; middling gull' 8 9-10c.
Porto Rico.27233 MOCk.354.000
N KW ORLEANS—The Cotou market
Bales...26b
000
to-day
P»arbatioe3.25@28
was easier; middling 7 io-lOc.
Fancy.302.36 Spots. 15,000
Pio,roasted22 @24Va
Java do.28,0.31

Futures.,
37,009
The market is quiet at 3c for 64x64s.

Tea.

Amoys.17@2o
Congous.14250
fapan.18236
6Vs

Cape;Cran'brs$10®$i i Ex-quality, fine
Maine,
granulated

5 3-16

Gloucester Fish VIIllici
COR THE Wi.FK

New York
Extra L\
4:i/4
Pea Keans, 150*1 H
Provisions.
Foreign au 1B»®1 on
Yellow Eves.] <i5ecl 75
Cat Pea-l 10*1 75 PorkI ist] Potat's. butto® 0
clear.. 12 50(212 75
sneers, Vineland h 00 backs... i 1 6021 27 5
do Jersev— (*4 75
light. 1L 502.11 75

y oo
Native,bill.@1 50 Beef—light..
ftp Chicken*... I4!iti6 heavy.
10 50
Turkevs, Wes. i4®i5c BmestsVflbS 5 75Se
N'ortb. turkeys 15 in Lara.tcs an.:
Geese.13u:15 V2 bbl.uure.63/s@6%
FowlsJ0i^l2c docom’iuL SViio/
Apple..
paiis.compd 6V4 @6%
Fancy. 3 <>0@3 50 pails, pure 7V4@7:>-4.
Fair to good 2 2f a.2 60
9 V* @9 V2
pure If
Baldwins.. i2 75@3 o Hams
a OVa
Evap « lb.64* 9c
aocov'ra
@lo
..

Oil.

Maori.£
Kerosene120 ts
11
3 50®4 50
Messina
Ligoma.111/2
Malaga— 3 00®3 60 Centennial.11V*
Oran tree.
Pratt’s Asuai ..13V2
4 60<&5 00 Pevoe’s brilliaut
Jamaica
13Va
In hall bb(s 1c extra
Eggs.
Nearpy.
@7.
Raising.
Easteruext..
2< ©oo Muscatel.60 lb bxs3(§uJ
Fresh Western... ©2. Loudon lay’l l *2(&2 25

J

in

a

v«obibk—Tnc

■

market

ur.f<m

to-day

to-day

1805

i!..»trmc.—-Tne
or.ron market to-day was
Last sales of Bank halibut 14 and 11c p
steady; mRuling 7 15-16;.
tb lor white gray.
Last sales of Georges Cod from vessel $3 Vi
for large and $2 tor medium; Bank at $2V4(o/>
E uropean XL :vri;e; s.
1 Vi.
Bay Mackerel in small slock: bioate s $2'@
•By Teietrrat»n.,
$-8 is at fc2Hg.§22; us, $ib(o:2i); no 3 s iu the
LONDON, Jan. 4
1896.—Consols 106d for
market.
money ana lOti 1-lRd for the account.
Last sales of Easter Shore bloater Mackerel
LIVERPOOL. Jan. 4. 1896.—Cotton market
nt.>3i p-bbl; Blo.k Island $20 00 lor
average easier; American middliug 4 Jl-ltsd; estimatSks; tinkers 13 oo.
ed sales JO.OdO bales,
speculation anu ex
00
Wequote prime new Georges Codfish
a;a 'b lor large ana 3 75,a$4 25 for small iBank port lOOO bales.
$3 75£$43/2 lor large and 2V2 a$2% lor small;
dry Bank at $4 and $2% : Shore 6 50 ami $3 4>
OCEAN TE A UKil >8 -*VE >H
s r
for large ana tor small. Newfoundland do 0.
FROM
*rm
We quote curea cusk at $ <;v, [a$4 p qtl; hake
$ Vi; haddock—a$i 75; heavy saltedlpollock Saale.New York.. Bremenl.Jan 7
ib utl; and English cured do $3.a3V4. Sf Paul.New York. .So’ampton ..Jan 8
Britanic.New York.. Liveruooi ...Jan 8
Best bandline boneless Geo. es codec Tor meBerlin.New Vork
Jan 8
dium to 7»/4 c large. middles 8 u,\t $9; boneiess Normania-New York...Antwerp
Geno
Inn 8
Shore do 5@7c; Grand Bair. do 6a'tiV'»c cusk. Seneca.New Y'ork. .Havana
Jan 8
5-/4 iqiO 1/2C: haddock ;•;%; nice at 3(54V2 ; Schie.iam.New York. Rotterdam
.jau 9
Ivucy brands of entirely boned cod 11 to lCc. Nunhdian
.Portland
Liverpool .Jail 9
P lb; Smoked Halibut, straight strips at 10c Finance.New York. .Colon
Jan 10
P ib.; extra thick ’’JVu miedium 9c; smallGVsc; Manitoba .New Y'ork. .Montevideo Jan ll
chunks 13 (512c.
Alene.New York. .Jamaica
.Jan 11
moked salme'n 18c >■ lb;Medium herring 32c
Beliam;a. New York. .PernambueoJaii ll
bo
timks ?.*. 9c: lengthwise Sc;No is at s'c; Tjomo.New York. .Dementia. .Jan n
Bloatrers y. i 25. slime do at 1 10: canned Ethiopia.New York. .Glasgow
Jan n
1 rout $1 5»j fresh halibn.
•.:(>: salmon 1 30; Mobile.New York. London
Jan > 1
lobtsers 1 90 clams 95c. American s-irdines, Maasdam
New York. .Rotterdam
Jan ll
er
oils, §2 j&o; half oils, *0 50; three-ouar- Etruria.New York. Liverpool
quar
Janll
ter mustards. $2%,'spiced. $3.
Phoenicia.New' Y'ork.. Hamburg ...Jan 1^
"m ma hetrnig $4 50 b‘>!. Nova
Large New
Hubert.■New York. .Para
Jan 13
Scotia large split .*6 00; medium
:large round Eins.New York. .Bremen
Jan 14
s’.ore and choice lay. r packeo do scarce; Extra Venezuela
Y'ork. .Laguayra
Jan
14
.*New
lame Labrador S < 0.
Paris..New York. .So’anipioh ..Jan To
Pickled codfish $ t a 4 50; haddock 3 25: kali
Majestic.New York., Liverpool... Jan 1.5
but heads $3 s-una $10: t agues and so uids Werra.. New York.
an 1 r>
Westernlaiul .New \rork. .Antwerp
.Jan 15
Newfoundland cod oil 28c
gal ;stroi:g oil at Santiago.New York. .Cienfuegos..Jau id
25c :blacktisii do 40c; menhaden do, northern Persia.New Y'ork.
.Ham urg ..'an 18
ured 2 c.
Zaandam .New York. .Amsterdam Jan 18
Massachusetts..New York. London
.Jan 18
Labrador.Portland
Liverpool
.Jau 18
Boston Prortnce Market.
Aurania.New York. Liverpool .Jan 18
BOSTON. Jan. 4. 1898.—The following are Ptolemy.New York. .PernambueoJaii 18
Bretagne.New York. .Havre.Jan 18
o-aav's‘.-uotariciita v»r Provisions. Froauce.ete.
Alter.New York. .Bremen
.Ja 21
FLOUR.
....

50
00
26
oo
00

..

...

(

..

.Genoa.j
..

Boston mock

\iarises.

The lollowing were to-day's quotation *!
stocks in Boston:
Mexican Central 4s. 65Vi
Atchison. Topeka & otanta Fe h..
141/4
Boston lit Maine It..

pfa..

Maine | cenirrl. ..335
New VorKana- .\ew Jinslana
Union Pacific.
4
American
.3 98
A
merman Sugar.! common.i<> y2
Sugar, nfd. 27
Mass., pld..
common..

it.*
Beil.1! *.

Mexican f’entral.9
Pepperell Manu’fg Co.349%
Continental Mills.*. 25
Prank lin Co., Lewiston.
12314
ortlancl, Saco & Portsmouth It... 147
New fork

Quotations on Stocks ami Bonds.
(By Telegraph.)
The roilowmg are to-day’s losing quotations

/olBouds:
New

Jan, 4.
Jan. 3.
4’s reg.(«luo
New 4’s; coup.*5109
ttiou
United Slates 2a reg. 96
6
Central Pacific ists.uo
1,9
I teuver ^
(i. 1st.ilo
no
Erie 2ds. c>6
66
K-tiisas Pacific Console. 7004
70*4
w

Oregon Nav.
,». 102
Kansas Pacific ist.s.
Northern Pacific cons 5s....
ciosi
quotations 01 stocks

Atciiiaon.13%

mtttis
xpress.».....145
American Express.li.2
B^ fcn & Maine.
* entra. racinc.
14
C es. <sumo.. 14%
Qnicaco & Alton.156
C.ucago 6; Alton preierrea —170
Chicago. Burlington >.■: Quincy 75ya
Delaware & Hudson Canal Co. 122
i-eiawitre,Lackawana «fc, Westl.«9
l eaver «.v Kio Grande. 12
Erie. 14
preferred
no
23Va
Illinois Central. 91
Lake Eric & West. 18
Lake Shore.139Vi
uuis

\;;sn.

...

^074

Minn »■& St. L.
Minn, si sc. Louis, pf.
Missouri Pacific.
New Jer9ev Central.

9
94
17
77
24%
97

Nerthen Pacific common....
U6
no
preierred....

11%

MichisanCentraipf.

3%

Northwestern. 97%
Northwestern
uia.142
New York Cen'.rai. 95%
New

York.Chieago &<St.

Louis 11
do 1st ptc. ♦ 0
New York & N E..‘.. 66
Ohio & Miss
Ola Colon*.
176
Out. & Western. 12%
Pacific Mail. 25%
**

Pulman Palace.i65
Re acme..
37/8
Rock Island .|. 65%
St.Paul
Omaha..
33%
do prfil......118
R1 Paul. Minn. & Maun.lit)

Sugar,common.10is/a

Texas Pacific—.
7%
Union Pacific, new. 4
L. S. Express..
40
V\ abash....
c.s/g
*JO prfd. 156/8
Western Union. *>3%
Iticninona & West Point.
no pil'd.
..

..

3 00(»$3 75.
Spring pat. W is.. 3 50a3 ('>6.
.-Tiring, clear an straight, 2 75@3 35.
Winter patents, 3 76.<r.3 90.
Winter, clear and straight, 3 o@3 75.
Ada 25c to the above for the jobbing rates.
MEATS.
Pork, long and short rut,
barrel. 12 25.
Pork, light and livy -ncivs $11 2&$12 25.
2 50.
Pork, lea: leua
Tongues pork, $15 5(»: do beef $19 p' bbL
no ail 50.
Beef, cornea.
Shoulders, corned ard iresk 6Vac.

yj
24

23%
9-j
19

14lVa
aox/2

9

95%
17
77
26

100V2
8%
12

99%
145
y«Va
11
60
45
176
13
26
165
4

66Va
34%
118
no

102%

8'
4

40

0^
16%

MINIATURE ALMANAC
Sup rises
.7 14! fi
1 **1 wattr
Sun set*. 4 27
Moon

rises

....

11

••

10c.

Eggs, hennery choice. 304: East 23425.
Mich, choice. 22423c.
Western fresh 21422i:.

Eggs.

Beans, pea, l 3f>.ul oOjmediums, 1 3541 40.
Leans, yei. eves, 1 50® a 60;red kid.l 3041 35.
Beans foreign, 1 2541 35.

Potatoes,Aroostook Co. Hebrons 83435c bush.
Potatoes. N H Hebrons 33®36.
do
Bose.
Apples, cho»ec
bbl, $3 0043 60.
Apples, Baldwins at $2 25 42 75.
llay. New York and Can, fancy. $19 00419 60
hair t° good $-17 00,®$l8c ilower
grades $13
(ft$10.
Straw, rve, $174$18; oat, $94$10
C'hicasro

l-Ave

Stock

Market.
tBy Telegraou
CHICAGO, Jan. 4, 1896,-The Cattle market rece.pts nOti; strong; extra steers at 3 2 a
4 2»;stockers an
feeders 2 75®3 75- rows and
hulls at 1
50;ealvesat300-S6 75.Texans
3 004)4 10.

Hogs—Receipts 17,000; Arm and Be hlLdterheavy pacKing and shipping lots 3 f>5u,3 82Vq :

common to

choice mixed 3

j

....

|

days..

3 00
3 30
y 13

n'eyts

I'OKX OF POKTLAND.

SATURDAY, Jan

S ;usage meat.

a

of

JAN. 6.

4.

A rrl ved.

Fork, salt 6c.
Briskets, salt G.

9

4olLengUi

m ari:ni<;

Shoulders. si..oken, 7V2.
Hams, targe ana small, 9V2 530c.
Bacon, 9c.

Sausages. 7Vic.
6V2C.
Lard. tcs,6y4c; pans, at 63/i@7*4e; If. in pails.
83/4 'I
V4.
Beef steers. 6.0 7V4.
Beef, fresh, liinds «®ni/2C; fores, 455c
Lambs,
spring, 8laloc p It,
3 02
.>v4
ib;
fHogs. dre.-se..
10444 Turkeys, Northern, choice. —c. country, 4Vic.
32
Turkeys, Western 12 a 14.
Chickens, Northern, choice, —3.
3434 Fowls, Northern, 13aloe.
Fowls. Western. ICaOlOc.
3.45
Clnckeiw. Western 1^414,
U2
17iys
PROD DC'E.
U'StrK ■PM
i4y„
Butter, cream, choice, 26c.
16
Blitter, lair to good, 24 a.26c.
153
Butter. North choice, 20(42 i.
370
76y. Butter, unit, crm, 2u®21e.
123*/* Ladle packed 10 417.
Cheese. Northern, new do 10410V2 Wst ch’ce

136

Maine Central R.

Mexican central.

..

Sspring patents. Mi .in.,

66,0,3 82V.

choice

Sell Mary Steele, (ireeus Landing for Boston,

jib

blown away.

Returned
Sell Lulu, French. Mlllhrl'-ee
Boston. When off Richmond Island, parted
bobstay and carried away jumper.
Put back
for repairs.
Saw a three masted schr cany
—

for

away her ioretopmast at same time.
Also returned, sell Adeline. St John,
New York, with loss of foretopmast.

Domestic Ports.

NEW YORK -Ar 3d, sells Edward P Avery.
Hawkins, Savannah, Manson. Orapo. Amboy
for Portland; Chas H Trickey. Kelley, Dover
tor Philadeipbl
Ar 4th, steamer Grecian, fm London via Portland; Saginaw, St Domingo; sell Grace Davis.
Dodge. Manzauilla 17 days.
Cld 4th. sclis Everett I White, Look. Port Antonio. Ja; Hortensia, Cole. Boston.
Sid 2d, ship Geo R Skolfield, Yokohama; bark
Evie Beed, for Buenos Ayres; sch J A Stubbs,
for Brunswick.
BOSTON—Ar 3d, schs W B Herrick. Kelley,
Philadelphia; Geo Nevlnger. Phillips. Raritan;
May Williams, Beed, Philadelphia; R T Rundlett, Fountain. Norfolk; George H Mills, Bunt,
Baltimore: Jas R Talbot. Averill, New York;
John Booth, Emmons. Phi ladelpliia.
Ski 3d, sch Win T Donnell, lor Philadelphia.
Ar 4th. ship Great Admiral, Powell. Manila.
Cld 4th. sch Gertrude Brown, Simpson, Portland, to load for New York.
Also cld, brig Sullivan. Allen. St Vincent.
sid 4th. schs Mary E it g Dow, lor Norfolk;
Isaac T Campbell, for Charleston; Ella L Davenport. and Puritan, for coal port.
ASHEPOO. SC—Cld 3d, sch Ralph M Hayward. Baxter. Baltimore,
BRUNSWICK—Ar 3d, sch Gertrude A Bartlet. Sproul, Santa Cruz.
Ar 4th. sch D J Sawyer, Kelley, New York.
BABTIMORE-Ar 3d. barque Jas W Elwell,
Goodman. Port Tampa.
BATH —Sid 2J. schs Alice Archer, Gibbs, for
Satilla River; Annie F Kimball. Kimball,Phipsburg, to load for New York.
CH ARBESTON—Sid 4th, sch
Timothy Field,
Smith Porto Rico.
DaRIEN—Cld 4th. sch Myra B Weaver.Weaver. New York.
FERNANDINA—Sid 3d, sch Fostina, Phil
brook. Satilla River.
sch J B Look. Hodgkins. Laguayra.
FALL RIVER—Ar 4th, sch Julia A Warr,
Dhaneston; Viator. Baltimore.
vt^ GHBAND LIGHT—Passed 3d. sch John
*

from

NB, for

Cleared.

Steamship Cottage CityNew York Bennett.
J B Coyie.
Soli Rosa Mueller, Littlejohn. Ponce, PR—J H

Philadelphia

New York.
nr

tv n

cross Bostoft for Rockport;
York for Calais,
Ar4tli, sen JohnF

XT/-,..

Gus, New

Annie

Randall, Crocker, Philadelphia.
BAN FRANCISCO—Sid 4th, ship \V B Babcock. Graham. Honolulu.
SAVANNAH-CM 4th, sell M Luella Wood,
SpanM

ng. Baltimore.

SATILLA RIVER—Ar. 1st. sch Robt G Dun,
Harr, Portland via Savannah.
SCOTLAND, VA—Sld 3d, sch Winuegance,
Manson. Now Haven.
SALEMVAr 3d, sells Abbie S Walker, Dobbin, Port .John on; Myra. W Spear, Lewis, Norfolk for Beverly.
VINEYARD HAVEN—-Ar 2d, sell Annie M
Alien; Port Johnson for Boston.
sld 3d, sells Rabhoni. Break of Dav. Carrie C
Miles, Westei loo. Annie Gus. Wide Awake, E R
Baird, and Fill email.
WILMINGTON NO-CIrt 31st, sell AMiue,
Lambert. Aquadilla.
Ar 3d. sells *W K Campbell, Strout. NYork;
Fred B Belano Sawyer, do.
Ar 3d. sells O M Marrett. Elizabethport for
Rockland; Mattie .) Alles. Thomaston for New
York: John T Wiliiams, Rockport for Oyster
B'?y; Carrie I, Dix. Greens Landing for Providence; Henry Sutton, Portland for Philadelphia
Ar 4til. brig Ha. net B Hussey, Charledon lor
Weymouth.
At

1‘oreiirn Ports.
Nov 27, ship Emily F
Mr New York 20 days.

Shanghai

Whitney

Pendleton.
Ar at. Sydney. NSW, barque Obed Baxter.Colby, Adelaide, to lout for Boston; Dec 26, snip
Sea King, Pierce, Tacajpa.
Sid fm Valparaiso Nov 30. ship Indepeiilience
Barstow. t .iiiao, to load for United States.
Ar at Montevideo Dec 23, sell Nimbus,Young.
Boston.
At Rio Janeiro Dec Sfh, barque S R Rearse,
Rose,, from Now York; Thos J Stewart, Blake,
New York.
At St Marc Dec 24, sch John J Marsh, Drink
water. Mg.
At Demerara Dee 12. brig Ilavillah. Richardson. from Point-a-Pitre, ar 2d. for New Yoik.
Sid fm Macorris Dec 14. sch Nimrod. Green.
Si Domingo City, to load at Ocmi for New York.
At Monte Christ! Dec 28th. sch F T Diisko.
Bunker, from New York.
Ar at Barbados Dec 20, sell James B Jordan,
Kempel. Las Palmas, (and sld 24th for Deine
ntra); 22d. btig Daisy. Dickinson. Lisbon: 23d.
Almeda Willey. Warren, Portland; 31st, Arthur C Wade, Sherman. Rio Janeiro, (and sld
for Demerara. to load for New York).
Shi fm Fort Spain Dec ti, barque C P Dix<»n,

Gilkey, Washington;
New Orleans.

18th, Arlington, Griggs.

At Po»t Spain De
12th. sch John B Coyle.
Le'gliton. from Portland, ar 1 th.
Ar at Point-a-Pitre Dec 9th. sell A R Keene,
Keene, New York.
bid fm Porto Rico Dec 19 sell Uranus, Norwood, Black River, to load for Chester.
Sld fm Turks Island Dec 21sr. schs N E Symonds. Peterson. Belfast; 27th, barque Alice,
Dodge. Portland.
Arat St John, NB, 3d inst, sch Clifford I
White. Falkinirham. Jouesport.
Old 3d, sch Hattie E King. Collins, New York.

STICKS TO

The annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Chapman National Bank of Portland, Me.,
will be held at its Bauking Rooms on Tuesday
the 14th day of January, 1890. at 10 o’clock
in., for the election of Directors for the

a.

We have everything pertaining to
goods. Also a large stock of

Optica

Christmas Goods,

including

Silverware, Jewelerv,
Watches.
Clocks, in all styles from the elegant Marble
and Onyx to the Nickel Alarm. 1 also have an
endless variety oi novelties in Silver, including
Manicure Sets, Paper Cutters. Match Boxes,
Menthol in silver cases, Coat Plaster in Case,
Pin Cushions, Emery Bags, Razor Hone in silver case, Thimbles in Solid
Silver.
Aluminum

all sizes at 5c each at

E. S.

PEIBEXTER

561

Congress St.

Portland,

Maine.

decll

"probate

notices.

juhn
Final

Lombard, late oi Harrison, deceased.
account presented for allowance by
Freeman H. Pike, Administrator.
MARY A. MOULTON, late of Standish, deceased. First and final account and private
claim, presetted lor allowance by Daniel
Moulton, administrator.
LIBBY SKILL IN. late of Standish, deceased.
Petition that Frank M. Skiliin be appointed
Administrator bresented by said Frank M.
Skiliin, nephew oi said deceased.
A>N M. REED, la.e of Portland, deceased.
First and ftnal account presenter lor allowance by J lm H. Fogg, -v dminisirator, c. t. a.
ALBERT S. GREEN of Portland, apersonof
Vinsonii 1 mind.
Fourth account presented
for allowance by John J. Perry. Guardian.
GEORGE T. MUNDY, m nor child and devisee
under will ol William Mimdy.late oi Portland,
.deceased. First account, preeeuted for allowance by William If. Looney, Guardian.
JOHN W WILSON, late of Pori land, deceits
ed. Petition that Stillman a. Wilson be appointed Admiuistra'or, presented by ililma
M. Wilson, widow of said deceased.
MANY J. WICBB of Windham, a person of
unsound min l.
Peiiiion lo- license. 10 sell
and convey Kerl Estate, presented by Josiah
B. Webb. Guar (ion.
MARY T>. ('LIVER, late of Portland, deceasgdf• Petition ior licence.to sell and convey
Real Estate, presented i.y James E. Oliver.
Executor.

It, WHIT EH OUSE. lute of Portland,
Account presented for allowance
by Joseph G. KyWe. iru-tee.
AYILLIaM s. s
i-'ETSER. 1 ite of Yarmouth,
o&ceased
nt presented for allowance
|>y Richard U-uti ng. irustee.
HARRIET Z. TALBOT. late of Gorham, deceased. Will and petition lor probate therooi, Dresensed by Jairus Talbot, Executor
M M

Canal National Bank.
annual meeting of the stockholders
the Canal National Bank of Portland
for the election of seven Directors, and for
the transaction of any other business that
inav legally come before them, will be held aj
their banking house on Tuesday.the fourteenth
dav of January, 1896. at 11 o’clock a. m.
GEORGE C. PETERS, Lashers.
dtd
December 14tb, 1895.

THEof

iBy Telegrann.

JANUARY 4, 1896.
NEW YORK—Flour—receipts 20,018 pekagsexportsbaoo busli and 2t8 sacks; sales unoo
pkgs dull, steady and unchanged.
Boston Wool Market.
bus; exports
Wheat—receipts
busli-sales
P.OSTON. Jail. 4, 1896.—The quotations on 22,< 00 bush, fairly active and firmer;No 2 Red
Wool fof this market are a little firmer. The store and eiev 7(JV*c; afloat at 7i%c; f 0 b at
7o Vs.
figures are us follows:
Corn—receipts 10,725 bush; exports 2237
Ohio and Pa X X and above.20
fa 21
bush; sales 18,000 bush; dull and firmer; No 2
Ohio and Penn. X.18
fa’19
at 34c/sc elev, 3o5diC afloat.
Mich, and Wis. X and above.37
Oats—receipts iiu.uOo bush; exports lt)7i
Ohio and Penn. No 1 clothing.21
fa22
bush; sales 20.000 bush; (lull and fiiui;No 2 at
Michigan No 1 clothing.20 fa.21
23V4*23Vv ; do White at 24zc.
Ohio delaine, tine.2d
(£22
CHICAGO—The Flour market to-day was
Wheat—No 2 Spring at 57-* fin
quiet, steady.
I heartily recommend Salvation Oil for 58c; No 2 Red 61 Vy(ft63.
Corn—No 2 at 25*/*
neuralgia, for it acts like a charm. J. s. (rats—No 2 at 17V*e. No 2 Rye 33e. No 2 Barley 36@40.
Nol Flaxseed at 9naaiv, mess
MeCeuley, 533 M. Gay St., Balto, Md.
Dock at * 95®9 OO.
l.ard ar & .374*, : »l,ort rlt)

A.HOT

STOVE

Arrived.

mHE annual meeting of the stockholders oj
A the Me Tenants' National Bank of Portland. Maine for the election of seven directors
for the ensuing year and the transaction of any
other business that may legally be presented,
will be held at their banking house on Tuesday. the 14th dav of January. 1890. at 10
o’clock a. m.
C. O. BANCROFT. Cashier.
3 4-m

Portland

rilHE annual meeting of the stockholders
A of the Portland National l ank of Portluad, for the election of directors for the
ensuing year and ihe tiansae ion of any
other huBine- a tbat* may
Ideally be
presented, will be heid at their banking house
on Tuesday, the 14th day of January,
1896,
at 10 o’clock A. W.
CHARLES G. ALLEN, Cashier.
dec6dtd
Portland, December 6, 1895.

Poland

til rein named.

CHARLES P. CASH, late of South Portland,
deceased.
Account presented lor allowance
by Thoinas B. Haskell. Administrator; also
petition lor.Order oi Distribution, presented
by said Administrator.
ASA I). LITTLEJOHN, late of South PortPetition for an allowance
land, deceased,
out of the PersonaPEstate.p osented by
Mary
M. Littlejohn, widow’ of said deceased.
SARAH isMALL. late of Deerlng. deceased
Petiiion that Benjamin liadsey be appointed
Administrator, presented by
William E.
Small, Jr., son of said deceased.
A true copy of original order:
HENRY

Attest,

C.

EDWARD C.

PEABODY, Judge.
REYNOLDS, Register.

1NDALL k

MCALLISTER,

....

of directors for the ensuing year, and the
transaction of any other business that may
legally be presented, will he held at their office
24 Pum St.. Portland,on Tuesday, the sevent h
day of January, 1H96, 3 o’clock p. m.
Portland

—

1Owpinirtt-a

annualmeeting.
the Cumberland
Horticultural So
cietv. for the choice of offiecrs for the ensuing
year and for the purpose of acting upon amendments to the By Laws, changing the place of
holding the annual meeting from Gorham to
Westbrook, and reducing the fee for life membership from twenty ($2()i to ten dollars ($10),
and the transaction <»f any other legal business
will be liejd at Harding’s Hal*. Gorham. Me.,
on Tuesday, lanuur) 7th, 1896.:>t JO o’clock in
the forenoon.

CHARLES II. LEIGHTON. Sec’y

___Jan31 7t
Annual Meeting Notice.
The proprietors of Union Wharf Corporation are hereby notified that their annual
bo hold at the office of
the
meeting will
wharfinger on Tuesday the seventh day of
January, 1890, at 2 o’clock in the afternoon,
to act on the following articles, viz.:
First--To choose a president.
Second--To choose
a
clerk
and other
officers for the ensuing year.
Third—To act on any business that
may
legally come before them.
NATHAN D. ROBERTS,

Clerk.

Portland, December 31, 1895.

dec30d8t

WM. M.

MARKS,

....

—

JOE

AMD

—

PRINTER,
EXCHANGE,

PRINTERS’

Exchange St*, Portland.

•7

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All ordora
too did to.

br mU

or

telethons promptly at
aoTllaodtf

Portland & Romford Falls
Effect

in

Oct. 7.

18,15

R’y,

DEPARTURES.
8.3u a. M. & 1.15 F. M. From Union Station
for Poland, Mechanic Falls, Buckfiald, Canton.
Dlxiield and Rumtord Falls.
8.30 a. m„ 1.05 and 5.10 p. m. From Union
Station
lor
Polanl
and

OFFICE:

GLOSS

THE.CNLV PERFECT.

STOVE POLISH.
Polishes stoves, cold, warm HOT;
up; will not stain the hands.

dries

never

AA7"o Malto

COMPLEXION

Refund Your Money.

One application will
its
prove
merits.
Goods neatly packed In hox and mailed on receipt of once. THE BOSTON MASSAGE; ( O.,
Box 3642, Boston, Mass.
jan4 3t

CURRENT EVENTS CLUB LECTURES^
Religious Thinking in Its RelaHumanity, by Htbv, 11. J. l’res-

between Union

passenger coaches
lUltlUIIU

ANJ
UIIU

I1UIIIIUIU

r.iu
I llllOi

C. BRADFORD, G. F. & X. Agt.

R.

L. L. LINCOLN
FeblOdtf

Portland, Maine.
Superintendent,

Co

On and after Nov., 4th 1895, Trains wil
Wiscassett for Albion ana way stations a
a. in. and 3. 55 p in., arriving in China a

9.18

12.00 a.nr and 6.56 p. m.
Returning Trains leave Albion at 6.00 a. m.
and 12.15 p.m., arriving in Wiscassett at 9,05
a. m. and 2. 67 p.m.
J. P TUCKER. Supt.
RICHARD T. RUNDLETT. Gen’l Mgr.
may 18
uOmos

TICKETS FOR

and

STARR,

p.

m.

C. W. T. GODIN G, General Manager.
U0V25dtf
■,■'

2 1-2 Union Wharf.

Agents for Allan, Dominion, Cunaj-d, Atlantic
Transport and White Star Lines. oetBleodSm

NAVIGATION CO.

On and after
aud fast

Tuesday, Oct. 29th, the

new

SALAC1A.

leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 8 a m.
for Popham Beach, Bath. Boothbay Harbor
and Wiscassett.
Returning—Leave Wiscassett on Mondays,
Wednesday* and Fridays at 0.45 a. m.,
for Bootiibay Harbor, Bath, Popham
Beach
and Portland
Fare, sn.ooto Bath, Boothbay Harbor and
Wiscassett.
O. U OLIVER.
CHAS. R. LEWIS,
President.
Treasurer.
ocl29

citl

Portland and

Boothbay

Steamboat Do

I’ALL ARRAflOEiTl EIVTh.
After

montlay, Sept. 2,

Steamer

Enterprise

Tuesday, leave Portland at 6.45 a. m. for
Pemaquia. Touching at Squirrel
Island,
Boothbay Hari*or, Heron Island, So. Bristol
aud East Boothbay.
Wednesday, leave Pemaauid at 6 a. m. for
Portland and above landings,
Thursday, leave Portland at 6.45 a. m. for
Touching at Squirrel
Boothbay Harbor.
Friday, leave Boothbay Harbor at 9 a. m.
for Portland. Touching at Squirrel Island.
Saturday, leave Portland at 6.45 a. ni. for
East Boothbay. Touching at Squirrel Island,
Boothbay, Heron Island and So. Bristol.
ALFRED RACE, manager.
aug31dtf

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Wednesday
and Saturday.

hiom
Central Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m. From
fine [street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p, m. Insurance ono-half the rate of sailing vessel.
freights for tne West by the Penn. E. fi„ amt
South Dy counecting lines, forwarded free of

commission.
Konn<l Trip 818.00.
Passage SIO.GO.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F, P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSuN. Treasurer and General
Manager, so State St.. Fiske Building, Boston.
Mass.

oct22dtt

Beginning November 5th, steamer Merry*
will leave Portland Pier, Portlunudaily, Suuda'ys excepted:
bor Long,
and
Lhebea^uft
Island^,
Harpswell, Bailey’s and Orr’s Islands, 2.0c
Ij. m. r or Cliff Inland, Monday, Wednesday

and Friday 2.00. p. m.
Return for
oitland. Leave Orr's Islund
6.45 m. m. callin.-* at Harpswell and intermediate landings. Arrive at Portland 0.15
a .uT
ISAIAH DANIELS,
octSdtf
Gen’l Manager

DOM1IIOM
Royal Mail Steamships—Liverpool Service
via Londonderry.
From
From
From
Liverpool. | Steamers. 1 Portland. 1 Halifax
Nov. 30
>coiHinan
19
I
1
Dec. 21
| Deo.
Dec. 12
1 Vancouver | Jan. 2
| Jan. 4
Deoc. 26 i Labi a dor | Jan. 16
t Jan. 18
Steamers sail on Thursday after arrival of
all trains due at Portland at noon.
Rates of passage—First Cabin $50 to*$70;
return $100 to $130, according 10 steamer
and berth.
Second Cabin to Glasgow or Belfast, Liver ool or Londondery, $30.00 and return
$55 OO.
To London, Bristol or Cardiff $3
additional, or $61 return.
Steerage to
Liverpool, Londonderry, London, Belfast,
and Glasgow,
$24.50 and
25.50, according to steamers.
Apply to H. G. STARR, 2 1-2 Union
Wharf, T. P. McGOWAN. 418 Congress
street, J. W.
PETERSON. 2 Exchange
street, or DAVID TORRANCE & CO.. Gen
Foot
of
ludiu street.
agents.
declldtf

§ueenstowu

International

Steamsiiip

Co.

Foffnnrl I

iifen*

0*

M 9

U ?»

and all pans of New Brunswick, Kora Scotia, Prince Edward Island, and Cape BretThe favorite route to Campobello and
St. Andrews. N. B.

Hall

J. W. PETERS, Supt.
atf

je23

will

Winter

Arrangement.

and after Nov. 18th, and until further
uottce, the steamers of this line leavo Hailroad
Portland.
Wharf.
Monday
and
Thursday at 5 p. m.. fer Eastport, Lubec
and St. John, with
the above connectiouj.
Returning—Leave $t John, Lubeo and Eastport same days.
Through tickets issued and baggage euecked
to destination.
Freight received up to 4.00
p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square
or for other information at Company’s Office.
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street
J. B.COYLK.Gen. Man.
ap29dtf

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.
New York Direct Line.
LONG ISLAND SOUND J1Y DAYLIGHT

Delightful and Invigorating Sea Trip.
The Steamships Manhattan and Cottas
City leave Franklin wharf Tuesdays, Tliurs
days and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave
1'ier 38, East River, same days at 6 p. m.
Fare to New York, one way. $4.00; Round
J. F.

J. B. COYLE, Manager.
LISCOMB. General Agent.
nv2-c!tf

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
In

Effect

December

22, 1895.

Trains leave Portland, Union Station, Railway
Square, for stations named below and intermediate points as follows*.
7.00 a. m. For Brunswick, Bath, Rockland,

Waterviile, Skowhegan, Pittsfield,
Bangor, Bucksport, Lisbon Falls, Lewiston via

Augusta,

Brunswick.

8.30 a.m. For Danville Jc. (Poland Springs)
Mechanic Fails, Rumford Falls.
Lewiston,
Livermore Fails. Farmington, Phillips, Rangeley, Oakland and Waterviile
8.45 a. m. For Bridgton, Fabyans, Burlington, Lancaster, St. Johnsbury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis
and all points west*
10.30 a. m. For Brunswick, Bath, Lisbon
Falls, Lewiston, via. Brunswick, Gardiner Augnsta and Waterviile.
1.00 p. m. Express for Brunswick. Lisbon
Falls. Augusta, Waterviile. Bangor, Bar Harbor
Oidtown and Houlton, via B. & A.
1.15 p. m„ For Danville Jc., Poland Springs
station. Mechanics Falls,
Rumford Falls,
Lewiston, Farmington,
Kinefleld.
Phillips
Oakland, Bingham. Waterviile, Skowhegan,
Bangor aud Vauceboro.
1,80 p, m. For Freeport. Brunswick, Aucatn,

KU3ta.,

nocKianu

auu

an

stations

oa

Knox & Lincoln division. Waterville, Skowbegan, Belfast. Dover and Foxcroit, Greenville, Bangor, Bucksport. Oldtown, Vanceboro.
St. John, Halifax. Houiion and Woodstock.
3.30 p. m
For Sebago Lake, Bridgton, Fryburg. North Conway, Fabyans, Lancaster,
St Johnsbury, Montreai*and Chicago.
5.05 p. m.
For Brunswick. Bath, Lisbon
Falls, Augusta and Waterville.
5.10 p. m., For New Gloucester, Danville
Junction, Poland Springs station, Meohanio
Falls. Auburn and Lewiston.
11.00 p. m, Night Express, sleeping cars, for
Bath,
Lewiston,
Waterville,
Augusta,
Bangor, Bar Harbor. Bucksport, Vanceboro, St.
Stephens, St John and all Aroostook County,
Halifax and the Provinces. b"t does not run to
Belfast, Dexter, Dover and Foxcroit or beyond
Bangor, Saturday nights.

SUNDAY
7.30

TRAINS.

tram for Brunswick

Au,
gusta. Waterville and Bangor.
1.00 p. m. For Brunswick
Lisbon Fall),
Lewiston, Bath, Augusta, WatervUle, and
Bangor.
11.00 p. tv
Night Express with sleeping
a. in.,

for an

cars

paper

punts.

ARRIVALS

IV

PORTLAND.

Montreal, Quebec, Fanyans, Bridgton,
in., Lewiston and Mechanics Falls
m -. Waterville. Augusta
and Bath,
8.35a.m.; Mattawamkeag,Bangor and Rockland
12.25; Kingfioki, Pnillips. Farmington, Rumlord Falls, Skowhegan. Oakland and Lewiston
12.30 p. m.; No. Conway and Frveburg 4.40
Rockin.;
Waterville,
Skowhegan,
p.
land 5 25 p. m.; St, John. ^t.
Stephen,
Aroostook Couuty, Bar Harbor arid Bangor
6.35 p. in.; Range ley, Farmington,
Falls, Skowhegan. Lewiston 5.45 p. in; Chicago
and
all
Montreal and
.White
Mountain
p.m., all points on B. & A. R. R.,
points. 8.10Bar
1.40
a.
Harbor.
m.:
Bangor,
express Halifax, Sr. John. Bangor WatervUle
and Augusta, 3.30 a. in.
PAYSON TUCKER, V. P. ft G. M.
F. E. BOOTH BY. G. P. ft T. A.
Portland, Dec. 17. 1895.
From
8.25 a.
8.30 a.

oct4

dtf

GRAND

TRUNK

RAILWAY.
On

and after

MONDAY,

trains will

rim as

Nov. 18th,
follows:

1895

leaveI
and Lewiston
7.15, 7.55
1.10, 1.30. 6.20 p. m.
and Berlin, 7.55a.m., 1.30
Gorham
For

For Auburn

5.20 p.

m.

1.30 p.

ra.

a. m

and

For Island Pond, 7.55 a. m., and 1.30 p. m.
For Montreal and Chicago, 7.55 a. m., and
For Quebec, 1.30 p. m.
ARRIVALS.
Lewiston and Auburn. 8.25 a. ih„ and
12.15 3.10. 6.16 and 6.30 d. m.
From
Island Pond.
Berlin and Gorham,
8.25, a. m.. 12.15 and 5. 30 p. m.
From Chicago ana Montreal, 12.15 and 5.30
From

p. m.
From Quebec, 12.15

a.

m.

Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars
trains and parlor cars on day trains.

on

Night

STREET, AND DEROT AT FOOT OF
DIA
STREET.
L J. SEARGEANT Gen'l Manager.
Portland. Nov. 18th. 1895.
dt£

Boston & Siaine R.
In Effect

R.

October 20, 1895.

WESTERN DIVISION.
Trams leave Portland. Union station, for
Searboro Crossing, 10.00a, m.. 5.15,6.20, p.
m.; Searboro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00,10.00
а. m.,
3.30. 5.15. 6.20. d. m.; Old Orchard,
Saco, Biddeford, 7.00, 8.40. 10.00 a.
111.,
12 40, 3.30, 5.15,
6.20, p. m ; Kennebunk. 7.00. 8.40. a. in., 12.40. 3.30, 5.15,
б. 20 p.m.; Weill Beach, 7.00,8.40 a.111.. 3.30,
5.15 p. m.; North Berwick, t3.45, 7.00. 8.40,
a. m., 12.40, 3.30, 5.15 p. m.; Ivennebunkport, Sonierswnrth, Dover, 7.00, 8.40 a. 111.,
12.40. 3.30, 5.15 p.m.; Rochester. FarmingtoD, Alton Bay. 8.40 a. m.. 12.40, 3.30 n. in.:
Wolfboro, 3.30 p. m,;
Worcester
(via
Soinerswortb and Rochester,) 7.00 a. IU.;
Manchester, Concord. 7.00 a. m.. 3.30 p. m.;
Rockingham Junction, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell. 7.00, 8.40 a. m., 12 40, 3 30 p.
ill. Exeter, Boston, J3.45. 17.00, 18.40a. in.,
§12.40. 8.30 p m.
Arrive in Boston. J7.26,
10.15 a. ill 12.55, 4.20. 7.16 p, m. Leave
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. m., 1.00,
4.15 p. m.

SUNDAY

TRAINS.

For Eoston, express 3.45 a. m. For Boston
and way stations, l.oo. 4.15 p.m. Arrive in
Bosion, 7. 5 a, m., 6.27, 8.44 p. m.
Boston for Portland, 3.45 a. m.

EASTERN DIVISION.
Station for Cape
Elisabeth,
ill.;
Conwav Junction
Saco.
Wolfboro. 9 00 a. m.; Biddeford,
Porta
mouth. Amesbury, Newburyport. Salem
Lynn, Boston. t2.00. t9.00 a. ill.: §12.55
16.00 p. in. Arrive in Boston. 5.58a. m.. 12.49
4.15, 9.20 p. m. Leave Boston tor Portland
7.30, 9.00 a. m.. 12.30. 7.00. 7,45 p. ill.
From Union

through

Washington, Richmond

2

it 8.45

and

via.:

Atlantic Coast Line
Trains
Daily

2

Roupt of the celebrated “New Yoi k and
Florida Special.” Excursion tickets to

all Important Points.
Jhonson, N. E. Agt., 300 Washington St. Bos
dec7dlmo
ton

a.

SUNDAY TRAINS.
For Biddeford, Portsmouth.
New'-.,
port. Salem, Lynn, Boston. 2 00 a.m., 12.5"
p.m. Arrive in Boston. 5.68 a. m.. 4
Leave Boston tor Portland, *9.00
m.
..

BUY

YOUR

CROCKERY, GLASSWARE AND LAMPS

Daily Line, Sundays Excepted.

THE NEW A Ml PALATIAL STEAMERS
BAY
STATE AND
PORTLAND.
alternately leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
every evening at 7 o’clock, arriving in season
for connections with earliest trains lor points

retail at wholesale prices. Fine goods at the beyond.
cott,
Gymnasium,
price you pay for the ordinary elsewhere.
Through tickets lor Providence, Lowell,
Wednesday Afternoons, Jan.. 8, 16, 22, 29,- At
Forest
Greenhouses.
City
Worcester, New York, etc.
Feb., 5,12, at 4 o'clock. First three dealing
E.
SWASEY&CO.,
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston,
with Philosophy and Theology; the last three
Telephone at FicUett’s Drug
with Sociology and Social Reform Movements.
every Evening at 7 o’clock.
Importers Crockery and Glassware,
J, B. COYLE, Manager.
Course Tickets *1.50 at Loring, Short & Har- Store, 195 Danfoi'lli St.
273 Commercial St,, (foot of Cross street
J. F. LISCOMB, Gen. AgL
mon's.
jan3eod4w !
decll lmo*
Da*
eod3m
Union

j

Agent, Portland, Me.

STEADIER

trip *7.00.

■'

Florida

EUROPE.

dCan he obtained of

H, G.

2.15,

Charleston

on

MAINE COAST

0U3E YiH.RF, PORTLAND, ME.

Table, in Effect Not, 25, ’95.
Leaves Portland For Forest City Landing.
Pe ks Is and. 5.4 6. 6.40, 8,ft m,. 2.15 and
6.10 p. in.
For Little and Great Diamond,
Treietliens and Long island. 8.0u,a. in.,

Acting Vice Consul.

Tia S. S. VANCOUVER, sailing
Thursday, Jan. »(|,

at

For Bath. Popham Beach, Boothbay Harbor and
Wiscassett.

Rumford Falls. Maine

r
W nierXime

on
^
dec30eodlw

on

CABIN—Portland to Liverpool, $50 to $60.
Return. $100 to $110.
SECOND CABIN—To Liverpool, Londonderry, Glasgow or Belfast, $30. Return, $55.
Steerage to Liverpool Queenstown, Londonderry. Belfast, London or Glasgow, $24.50.
QTATE I HUE f Service of Ailan Line
O I M I L LinC 1
Steamships.
New York and Glasgow via Lomienderry.
Cabin, $40 and upwards. Return, $80 and
upwards.
Glasgow to Boston direct via Derry and
Galway. Prepaid steerage $25 50; intermediate $30.
Apply to P. McGowan aud II. G.
STARK, Portland: H. & A. ALLAN. Boston,
or co H. & A. ALLAN. General Agents,
No.
1 Inda St., Portland. Me,

STREET

after Bandar, December
6, 1895
Passenger trains will Lear® Portland:
Tor Worcester, Clinton, Av®r Junction
N n»nt>a, Windham and fipptns; at 7.30 a.
m. and 12 30 p. m.
For Manchester^ Concord, and points Norta
at 7.30 a. in. and 12.30 p. in.
For Rochester, buringrvale. Alfred, Water
boro and i)aco Kiver at 7.30 a. m. 12.30 and
4.25 p. m.
For Gorham at 7.30 and 9.45 a. ra.. 12.S0,
3.00, 4.25, 6.20 and 6.25 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland lllili, Wes*
brook J unction and Woodford’s at 7.30,
9.45 a.
S.OG.
m..
12.30.
'4.26, 6 20
an
6.25 u. no.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Tortlam connects
at Ayor JnnotlcB with
“Hoo-aac
Tuna®*
Rout®” for the West and at Union Station,
and
New
for
Providence
York,
Worcester,
via “Providence Lino,” for Norwloh ana
New York, via “Norwich Lino*’ with Boston
& Albany R. R. for the W«st. and with the
New York All Kail via “Springfield.”
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 d. m.: from Rochester at 8.30 a. ra.,
from Gorham
m.:
.1.30
and
6.45 p,
a.
at
6.40.
8.30 and
10.50
in., 1.30,
5.45 an*. 6.15 p. m.
4.15,
For through Tickets to all points West, amt
South, apply to F. H. COLLINS, Ticket
On and

On

CUSTOM

I wish to notify all who
may be interested,
that owing to my regular business and in
order to conform to the hours of the
consulate at Boston, the
following hours will be
kept at the British vice consulate at this
port: After January 1, 189(5, from 9.30 a. m.
to 12 m.; from 1.30 p. m., to 3
p. m., and on
Saturdays from 9.30 a. m. to 1 p. m.
H* G- STARR,

|

Steamers sail from Portland about 1 p.m.
Thursdays alter arrival of ail train* due
Portland at noon.
KEDUCED KATES.

ofPKEBLE

STATION FOOT

B,

on.

7b Commercial & 70 Exchange Sts. CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO
ap3
M.W&Ktf
CHANGE OF CONSULATE HOURS.

Mimidian.

,8 Jail.
n Juu
25 .Ian
8 Feb
2 2 Feb

FOR

tickets on sale for all points
P. & It. F. K’y.

leave

| oo-i

Laurentian.
Mongolian.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R.

Halifax.

26
9 Jan.
23
6 Feb.
Feb.

cnueaic

Card

Book,

on

and

*•

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.

Lykens Valley Franklin, Wiscasseidc Quebec Railroad

TELEPHONE

“Modern
tion to

Slat

annual meeting of
THKCounty
Agricultural aud

Coals for Domestic Use.

Above Coals Constantly On Hand.

■

C. It. JUUL1KEN. Clerk-

Dao

and Free- Through

(Semi-Bituminous)

| Steam,-hips |
| Mongolian.
|
Numidlau.
j

5 Dec.
39
2 Jan.
3 6 Jan.
30 Jan.

Worcester Line

Portland &

Royal mail Steamships.
& Portland Service
Liverpool.
Londonderry. Halifax
From
I
From
|
j From
Portland I
Liver-pool.

Island.

meeting of the stockholders of
TlHEthe annual
Poland Paper Company for the election

UlUUVIIj

English and American Cannei.

BOOTHBAY HARBOR, Jan 4—Sid. sells W
G Eadie. Condon, im Brooksvillefor Portland;
Commerce. Oreutt. do for do;
Caroline, Col
Bangor lor Boston; Emily F Swift. Staple*.
Rockland for Boston; M L Burnell, im St Jolm
NB, for New York; Junietta, do for do; Two
Brothers, Calais lor Vineyard-Haven; Emma .J
Got.t. Hunt, fm Luhec for New York ; Flash. St
John, NB, for Boston; Elizabeth E'oster. Woodward, Boston for Bel ast: Annie L Green, iroin
Greens Laudin for Boston; Alice Archer. Batli

-OK-

Paper Co.

nat4lnnJ

Lehigh

L I tfE

ALLAH

Will leave East Boothbay Monday at 7.15
m. for Portland, touching at So.
Bristol,
Heron Island, Boothbay Harbor and Squirrel

Mechanic Falls.
Train leaving Union Station 1.15 p. m. connects at Rnmt'ord Falls with R. F. & R. L. R. R.
train for Byron and riouahlon.

A Full Assortment of

RAILROADS.

a.

i|ee.eased.

Genuine

CORRESPONDENTS.

BEAUTIFUL

National Bank.

\

Georges Creek Cumberland Coals are
unsurpassed for general steam and
forge use.

passengers and mdse to Dominion sS Co.
Sell Clara & Mabel, Leemai
New Harbor
Sell Cinderella. Monroe. Round Pond.
Sch Sultana. Wallace. Ashdale.

New York, Dec 4—Sch Grace Davis. Dodge,
17 days from Manzanllla, reports strong SW
and N W g:des on the passage, with heavy head
seas; broke main gaff.
Norfolk. Jan 4—Sch Carrie A Lane, Quick,
from Port Tampa or Baltimore, anchored off
Cape Henry this morning vvl’h loss of jibboom
and foretopinast.
A tug was sent out te tow
her in.
Vineyard-Haven, Jan 4—Sell Rebecca F Lamden. Rave, from Brunswick for Bosten. reports,
Dec 30. lat 38 18, Ion 75 45, experienced a violent gale from the south, veering to west, with
heavy seas; lost part of deekload lumber, tore
foresail, started aieak, and one time had seven
feet water in^taold.
Gra <d Turk, Dec 30—Sch E’annie A Gorliam,
from Pascagoula for Zaza, before reported lost,
struck on Philips Reef Caicos, night of Dec 18,
The crew were
and has become a total wreck.
rescued with difficulty on the 21st and brought
here. Cargo sold 27th by auction.

BANK’

MERCHANTS’ NATIONAL

dtl

Burning

Memoranda.

en-

suing year, and the transaction of any other
business that may legally come betoi e the
CHESTER H. PEASE, Cashier.
meeting.
decl.3td
Portland, Dec., 14, 1895.

-Pocahontas

HOT

Chapman National Bank.

The

HOME.

ntaruivN

8±Vb

—

NOTICE.

Through

Brilliant,
assorted at 3 76®3 80; light at 3 60@3i7i/,.
Durable, Dustless, Labor Saving. Price 10
®
pigs 2 75 o3 75.
cts. Every box warranted. Sold
EXCHANGE DISPATCHESby dealers
sheep—reeei-ts 3,000; strong; inferior to
lS-dlm
Passed Agulhas Dec 14, ship Paramita, Soule, everywhere.
choice z UO2.3GO. lambs 3 25£4 70.
Manila for Delaware Breakwater; Sami Skollield, Skolfield, Hong Kong for New York.
MASS ACE AT
Iiomeetic

Stockholders of
Bank of PortCumberland
land will be held at their banking rooms on
Tuesday, the fourteenth day of January, 1890,
at 10 o’clock A. M.. for the choice of Directors lor the ensuing year and the transaction
of any other business that may legally come
before them.
Wv H. SOULE, Cashier.
14-1 m
Portland, Dec. 13, 1895.

Rickerson,

Jan 5.

for Satilla River.
Also sid. schs Sadie Corey, Low.Wiscasset for
Boston; St Elmo, Rogers. Rockland for New
York; Addle Snow. Pinkbani, do for do; Clifton. Britt. St John, NB. for do; Fannie Hodgkins. Brown, Wiscasset for Boston; Judge Low
Smith. Penobscot for New York: B L Eaton,
Eaton, Calais for do; Brunette, Wells, Sears*
port lor Boston.
ROCKPORT, Jan 4—Sid, sells Etta A Stimpson, Coombs, Port au Prince ; Robert Byron,
Greenlaw. Boston; Chester R Lawrence. Ott,
and Laura T Chester, Ou, do; Ripley, Banks,
Boston.

bank;

Annual Meeting of the
r|THE
A tlie
National

phitrite,

Steamship Labrador, (Br) McAuley. Liverpool,

FROM OUR

w berlandWional

PENDEXTER’S.

Spoken.
Ja;. 1. lat 35 32, Ion 74 38, Am monitor Am-

bound south.
Jau 1. lat 32, Ion 75, sch Annie E
from Port au Prince for New York.

STEAMERS.

MELTINGS.

ANNUAL

Moore> Charleston.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 2d, sch Robert A Snow.
To All Persona Interested in either of the
Pills bury, Charleston.
NEW LONDON—Sid 3d, sch Marv A Randall,
Estates Hereinafter Named.
Randall. Norfolk.
PENSACOLA—Sid 1st, sch Celina, Murray,
At a Court of Probate held at Portland,
Philadelphia..
within and for the County of Cumberland,
PHlB4DEIvPHlAr--Ar 3d. sell Jacob Reed, on the Third Tuesday of December in the
Blake. Brunswick and Charleston.
year of our Lord eighteen hundred and
Cld 3d, barque Boylst n. Small, Boston; schs ninety-five; the following matters having
Bertram N White. FMkinghnm. Galveston.
■been presented for the
action thereupon
Ar 4tli. sch Helen M Atwood, Watts, from hereinafter .indicated, it is hereby
ORPort Spain.
DERED;
Cld 4fi. schs Jona Sawyer. Reynolds, BarbaThat notice thereof be given to all persons
dos; Chas E Balch, Crooke Providence; Mary interested by causing a copy of this order
E Morse. Newbury. New Haven.
to be published once a week three weeks
PERTH AMBOY—Sid 3d, brig Manson,Crapo. successively
in
the PORTLAND
DAILY
Portland,
PRESS, and the Daily Eastern Argus,
PROVIDENCE—Ar 3d. schs Monhegan, Bak- papers printed at Portland
aforesaid,
er, Pc ladelpliia: Glendv Burke, Stanwood, fin that
they may appear at a Probate
Fall River.
Court
to
be held at said Portland on
PIG EON COVE—Ar 3d,, sch Eliot L Dow,
the Third Tuesday of January next, at ten
oi the clock in the forenoon, and be heard
Philadelphia.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 3d, sell Lizzie Carr,Hart, thereon and object if they see cause.

ter, Fernandina—Ryan

SUNDAY,

MISCELLANEOUS.

_

Lane, West Point.

—

Hamlen & Son.
Sch Gra-e Bradley, Bai
& Kelsey.

for Portsmouth.
sch Geo Gurney. Boston

II YANNlS~Ar 2d,
for Brook 1 vn.
Sid 2d. sch Abide S Walker.
Passed 2d. sch Geo A MeFadcten.
MOBILE—( la 4th, sch Eunice L Crocker.
Crocker. Havana.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 2d, sch Sarah A Fu’ler,
Brown, New York.
NORFOLK—Ar d, sch Fan ie H Stewart,

Alan
was

...

Coal.

■Retail—delivered.
treamerv.fncy.. 25327 Cumberland 4 to@4
GiitEnue Vr’mt. 325 t hestnut....
uu,
Choice.
(jtzLt tranKiin....
'7
Cheese.
Lehin... •.
fed
N. Y.lcm.lJ (a 12Vs Pea.
4
Vermont... 12
4112%
Sage ....13 (q;13 Va

F\nrvr.

was

t.

to-dav

market
market

—

....

2u

Cotion

Ail—ihe rotton
quiet; Middling t7/8C.

■

Cations—

Lemons,

CH ARLESToN—s he
was firm; mickllmg734 ^
SAVANN

Formoso.......20@b0
Sugar.
Standard Gran

Held.
Buttei.

bush.

COlt.N.

Municipal.108
Municipal.192
Saco 4s. 1901. Municipal.100
Maine Central R. K. 7s,1898.1st. mtgl06
7s. 1912, cons. nitglSA
•■J1/2S.104
’’g6s, 1900. extens’nloG
“4iis, 1905, 8kg FdlOl
eeds& Farmington It. K. 6s. 4896.100
Portland & Ogd'g g6s, 1900. 1st mtglOB
Portland Water Co’s Os, 1899.104
ortland Water Co’s 4s. 1927.lOu

Corn, new, car 3y@39
Corn, Dag lota.
@43
@41
Meai, Dag lots..
Oats,
Oats,

4»/4!

nj

Portland City 6s. 1887.103
194
1 ortland 6s. 1907.12u
122
Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding H2oa103Va
Portland 4S, 1913, Funding.107
107
no
augur 6s, 1899. R K. aid...107
Bangor tts. 1906. Water.115
1'7
Bath 6s, 1398. R. R. aid.104
10b
Bath 6s. 1897, Municipal.,100
102
Bath 4Vas, 1907. Municipal.100
102
1 atn 4s, 1921, Refunding.109
102
Belfast us. 1898.F. K. aid.104
IDS
Belfast 4s, Municipal.101
103
Calais 4s, 1901—1911 Refunding.. loo
102

eranulateu,

meats—
short clear sides at

Receipts—Flour,

iq..

99
129
105

Dry salted
;

6.900 bbls: wheat. 63.100
busli; corn. 296 000 bush: oats.408.0'JO bush;
r.*e. 7,200 bush baricv. 37.000 bus*.
Shipments—Flour 12 0 o obis, wheat 41,900
bush. co' n. 136,000 bush; oats
263,000 bush;
rve. 6000 bu.su: barley 18.000 bush.
ST. LOUTS—The Flour market
to-day was
linn,but quiet; patents 3 304,4 40; extra fancy
at 3 1U§3 20; tancy 2 75;a,2 86: choice 2 bU.w
2 60; rye flour 2 76. Wheat higher; Jau 65 * c.
Corn higher; Jan at 2414c.
*7als are higher;
Jan J 6%. Provisions—Fork—new 25 old at
8 5;*, Lard 5 20,45 27 Vu. Bacon—boxed shoulders 5; long* at 5Vs; clear ribs at t>Vs. clear
sides 5Vic. Drv salted meats—shoulders 43/s
longs at 4% ; clear ribs 4% ; short clear
Receipts—Flour 2,5ou bol* wheat 26 OoO
busn; corn 33.000 bush; oats 26 0Uv ousn ;

BOND S

Market.

Flour.

100
119
85
ns
luo

I ortland Railroad CompanylOO
Portland Water Co.100

ll9|cars.

The
rr

National Bank.... loo

Portland

K<>ce:n%

Portland Wholesale

@23
@26
@22

sides at 4 37V,@4 42%.
shoulders 4 37 v*44 62%
4 62V* 44 75.

—

Portland Trust Co. .100
1 ortland Gas Company. 60

c; pulverized.—c; powdered, 6c:
Ys ;conee crushed. 6c; yellow.

@bn
(go©

Jsks

Portland Sleek List.
by Swan & Barkktt,

Retail Grocers i*usrar Rates.
Portland market—cut loaf at 7c confectioners
7

extra.15

Montevideo.IS

Receipts by Maine Central 11. R.—For Portland,£199 oars miscellaneous mexenadise; for
roads

@16

@inya
@35

Scoured wools..
.23
Cape Good Hope..is
Australian and New Zealand. 19

PORTLAND. Jan. 3.

connec in*

(a22

§45

Georgia.....
Super pulled..
Extra pulled..

Paiiruad

@23

@21
Medium unwashed.12Vaal7
Fine Texas and territory.11
@15
Ordinary Texas and territory. 9 (di:tYa
Oregon. 9 @15
California swing. 9
California fail.
7
@12
Kentucky and Indiana clothing.... is @ 22

leading Markets.
New York Stock

@21

at,

Oct. 1, 1895.

7.00 p. n>
ilioes not run Mondays,
fConnects with Kail Lines for New V >
South and West
§Conneets with Sound Lines for New Yo
•Western Division from North Berwick
days only.
Searboro Crossing
JiConneets at
train for Boston via Eastern Division.
Through tickets to ail point,? in FI rida.
the Soutii and West tor sale at Ticket Office,
Union Station.
D. J. FLAN DERS.

1e2l

G. R, and T. A„ Boetou.

d

1

ARRIVAL OF THE LABRADOR.
ADVEE118EMEN To

-Ni W

lODAY.

A Perfect

White Store.

.live's

The

K.-evi.
■

e
■'

r

Ov

otice
?r.

of

a

Very Rough Passage—Ar-

of the Albert

a

Se-

..

Want*, To Let, For Sale, Lost, Found
•! Similar advertisements will be found under
ir at proprlate Beads on Page 6.
v.-

Sii gert’s Angostura Bitters, a pure vegelakes health, and health makes
Origin, rosy cheeks and happiness.
Dr.

table tonic

Winslow’s Soothing Syrup”

Has been used over Fifty Years by millions of
mothers for their children while Teething,
It soothes the child,
with perfect success.
softens Hie gums, allays Pain, euros Wind
Colic, regulates the bowels, and is the best'
remedy for Diarrhoea whether arising from
teething or other causes. For sale by Druggists in every part of the world. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, 26 cts.
\ a bottle.
PERSONAL.

harbor

J. C. Leighton has accepted a poin Manson G. Larrabeo’s store,
where he will he pleased to see his friends
anu customers in the housekeeping goods

today.

Chief Jaokson, who has been having
serious trouble with bis eyes for the past

eks,

is

improving.

Our Pine Tree State Edition.

competent corps of writers and staticians are now preparing for the PRESS
historical and statistical data, showing
the advantages of the Pine Tree State
A

tbrougb

a

opportune time for such a work,
a this coming edition of the PRESS,
wh ch will shortly appear as one of the
sin

comprehensive and attractive issue
ever published in New
of a caper
Engthe commercial,
land,
Industrial and
most

eniirely

interests will be set forth in
new and thorough
manner,

sind its distribution will be made on such
a very novel
plan as to place this work
in every section of the Union, at a time
waen
it i
important to every oltizen

having

a pride or interest in
his city or
state, to have such interests seen and
k nown in the most favorable light.

“.Representatives

encountered still rongber weather.
After passing Cape Sable, the oold increased, and the wind freshened. Then
a blinding
snow storm, one of the worst
encountered off this
coast, came up, and from 6 o’clock Saturday until 4 o’cluok Sunday morning
tbe etorm continued about the same as it
storms

snow

ever

The sea was very rough, and
the waves broke over the steamer almost
constantly and the ice formed wherever
the water

accompanied by biting oold weather.
The Labrador brought over 2000 tons of
freight for this port, of which 185 oases
were consigned to M.
Cummings, and

n via

vuv>

vi

hhu

in the oapaoity of the cars was
in
the interest of eoonomy, and grain
received very rapidly
will probably l)e
from this time until the close of the sea-

ohnnge

son.

The fishermen are having hard
luck.
Yesterday afternoon the schooner Albert
W. Black
came In after having been a
week out. They didn’t suoceed in doing
any
fishing while on the “grounds,”
but

passed through

succession of gales.
on their
way in. If the other vessels of the fishing
fleet have bad the same hard luck it will
be a bad thing
for owners and men,
meaning as it will, the loss of more than
a

They broke the mainmast while

_

P. P.

I>,

The Relief Association of the Portland
Fire Department will hold its eighth annual ball

and

reunion

at

City

hall,

Thursday evening, January 16tb, and the
hail should be filled to help one of
our
most deserving organizations. The comjniitee have spared no effort in their desire to make this an evening
to be remembered by all who attend.
The programme as made up includes music
by
the American Cadet band and orchestra
under the leadership of Mr. R. B. Hall,

singing by the Apollo Male Quartette,
solos by singers who never fail to arouse
enthusiasm in a Portland audience, and
instrumental solos by Prof. Wm.
H.
Haleb, to be followed by an order of dances made up by a committee who
understand fully the preferences of the
dancing
public. Tickets can now be obtained of
any member of the fire department or
at any engine house, and at the
ticket
office at the hall on the evening of
the
balk

_

Picturesque

Maine.

Next in interest to a visit in porson to
Poland Spring, Rangeley Lakes,
the
lumber oamps and fish and game resorts
of Aroostook, the beauties of
Camden
and the grand romantic soenery of Bar
is the lifelike presentation and
Mr. Swett in his fine lecThe Boston Transcript said of it:
ture.
almost seems as if the odor of
“It
the
Harbor

description by

pines could be perceptible.
practically carried his hearers with
him to the principal vacation resorts and
points of interest in the state and held
their interest so closely that the
time

fragrant
He

seemed half what it really was.”

said
that one schooner has tried four
times to gtt out, but has been forced
back every time. To judge by the weather reports received here of late, they are a
good deal better here than outside, but
the trouble is the skippers fear they may
be kept here for the winter if the ice
should begin to make rapidly.
Despite the extremely oold weather of
yesterday, there was no special failing off
of visitors to the steamers in port.
A big
crowd watched the loading of the Memphis. Apparently nothing can keep the
one who likes to see a steamer from going
The worst weather
of this season
out.
has fallen on Sunday, but no day has been
cold or wet enough to keep the regular
orowd from the wharves.
Board of

Agriculture.

“

will be as follows:

Wednesday, January 15—11 a. m., organization and election of offloers; 3 p.
m
reports of secretary and exeontlve
committee. “What Experiment Stations
are doing for Agriculture,’’ by Prop. W.
H. Jordan, member from State college.
Thursday, January 16—9 a. m., dismismember
sions, opened by Geo. Flint,
from Somerset county, and E. K. Light,
member from Knox, business; 3 p. m.,
unveiling pioture of Dr. Holmes, first
secretary of the board, address by Howard Owen, five minute talks by members,
each to suggest lines for institute work
fur 1896, business: 7.30 p.|m., lecture* by
Dr. A. W. Harris, president Maine State
college, and member of the board, music
Wiutbrop Street Quartette.

Pure and Sure.”

Baking Powder*
But judge for

\

me

a

thrill of new
life. It purifies my blood.
'I especially
recommend

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

to my comrades of the G. A. R.” Capt. J.
P. Thompson, Register of Deeds, Middlesex Co., Lowell, Mass.
Hood’s Pills cure Sick Headache. 2Bo.

BRI EF

The

JOTTINGS.

yourself. Try

a can.

Portland, Jan. 6, 1896.

4 4 \T O

for that

regular monthly meeting

of the

Women's Maine Indian Association will
be held in the vestry of Congress Square
oburnh on Tuesday at 3 p. ni.
The regular monthly meeting of the
Female
Provident Association will be
held in room 9, City building, this afternoon at 2.80 o’clock.
A full attendance
is desired.
Attention is called to the advertisement

of Mr. Y. Wleren, |and also to the oourse
of leotures on German literature which
he is giving every Wednesday morning
at 11 o’clock at the residence of Dr. AddiS. Thayer, Congress street.
Thera was but one arrest all day yester
day, and that was for lntoxioation. Several lodgers were housed last night from
the severity of the weather.
Mr. Charles Fairfield expects to have a
barge fully equipped and running by
the use of an naphtha motor, such as is
now built and experimented with in l^w
York city, by Maruh 28th.

what

matter

my other

en-

gagements

are

however

day,

ur-

gent other calls, I never
allow anything to prevent
my visit to yonr store

Mondays,”
whose

said

lady

a

presence here

at

Monday Bargain

every

Sale in the last two years
has been as regular as the
sale itself.
It is full of
the

to

importance

thrifty shopper.

You who have the buy.
ing for a family to do are
benefitted most

by these,
Every department

sales.

in this great store offers
at least one special item,
and

it

is

invariably

great value
money. For

for

a

little

a

to-day, then,

at the

son

Saturday

day

a

was

trying

one.

Yesterday

was

bright,

but the mercury did not rise above 10 de
grees, and was down below zero at times.
District

Deputy

T. H.

Higgins
T

At..

will
__a

Thursday evening.
Martha Washington Council, No. 2, D.
of L., will meet Monday evening, Janu6th at their hall 88 1-2 Exchange
ary
street.
There will be an initiation, installation and supper. A large delegation
from Star of Liberty Council, No. 3, of

Westbrook, are to be present.
bers are requested to attend.
The County Commissioners
will meet at Bangor January

of Maine
22d at 10

a. m.

The Portland and Cape Elizabeth street
railroad is considering the use of a patent swivel trolley wheel.
The swivel
turns on an axle near where the wheel is
attached to the trolley pole, the aim being to conform to the Inclination of the
ear going around curves,
and t hns to
obviate delays caused by_the trolley leav-

ing the wire.
The eighth annual ball of the Belief
Association

of the Portland Eire Department,will be held at City hall, Thursday,
January 16th.
Through the efforts of Mr. George H.
Babb, head teacher of manual train
ing in the Portland sohools, a wood
turning lathe has been secured for the
North sohool without a single dollar of
expense to the city. Mayor Baxter gave
the lathe at a oost of about 150.
The

Belknap Motor Company has given the
two horse power motor for a
year. King & Dexter and Emery & Waterhouse have donated the neoessary belting. The Portland Company has given
use

of

Three huudred
silver Thimbles,

at

Frenoh,
signed temporarily to

who has been asaot as assistant
ohief olerk, under Mr. Mitchell
The ohurch which is to be built, probably within a year, by the Catholics,
will, it is understood, be built on one of
the etieeta near the Union Station, if a
suitable lot oan be obtained. It is understood that the bishop has placed the Mellon street lot in the hands of a real estate

dealer.

The

glass Photograph Transparencies,
25c, marked
from
At
42c.
at

counter,

same

entire stock,

our

one

TOILET GOODS COUNTER.

One lot of

Toilet

Water, in large bottles,
sold

at 15c,
at 25c.

everywhere
Petroleum

at 8c

bot-

a

tle, 15c size.

chnroh will cost In the
vicinity of /20.000, and the monay necessary to eonstruct it will be raised by sub-

scription.
The new dormitory of the Portland
School for the Deaf, was inspected Saturday by a large number of citizens, and
everybody
praised the One appointfor the oomfort of the children and
teachers.
The prlnciapl. Miss Taylor,
aad the assistant teachers, were in attendance to show people over the house and
explain the use to whloh the different
rooms are to be put.
Now that the furniture is all in place and the rooms folly
completed the house bears a homelike
appearanoe that is not often seen in an
institution of this kind.
John Vickers of Haynesville and Isaao
La Plante of Caribou, were before Judge
Webb Saturday, charged with violation
of the internal revenue law. The former
was lined $35 and In default of payment
was sent to Alfred jail for SO days.
The
latter was continued for sentenoo.
The annual meeting of the Portland
Montg< mery Guards will take place at
their aimory Monday evening at 8 o’clock
The Fortnightly Club dined with Rev.

of Eider-down

glass
Mirrors, in plush frames,
at 18c, regular price 25c.

Hand

lot

/>

for

to-day,

25c
to

25c

each.

50c

«

une lot

oi

Shirts,
on

men s

iancy
bosoms

colored

white

been

bodies, at 98c,
$1.50—all sizes.

LEATHER GOODS COUNTER.

One lot of
Coin
ular

One lot of

Purses,
price 25c.

One lot

en, at

reg-

silk

pure
with fancy

Mittens, black,

marked

74c,

down from $1.

One lot of extra heavy
Onyx black fleeced Hos-

iery,ribbed

HOSIERY COUNTER (Children's.)

One lot of extra

been 35c and 75.
COUNTER.

lot

at 27c, 29c
and 33c, been 36c to 45c.

of

Swiss

Underskirts, fancy
colors, at 39c, been 58c.
rrKrmrpwTf a d

x

Two lot of
and

fine

mus-

Nightrobes, at 84c
98c, been $1.25 and

One lot of heavy Nainsooks and

yard,

Piques,
marked

at

14c

down

20c.

even-

OWEN,

me.

Und^rvests

rino

Pants,
At

at

counter,

same

most

and

67c, been $1.

we’ll sell

to-

of

one

our

lines

popular

of

merino Vests and Pantalettes, for children, at 25c
to 50c,

according
regular prices, 35c

Thirty pieces English

inches

8c

at

yard,

a

One lot of

size,

to

to 75c..

-n’s white
satin bor-

m

Handkerchiets,
der, at three for 25c.
RIBBONS COUNTER.

\

One lot of plaid and
changeable silk Ribbons,
wide widths, at 25c today, been 35c and 48c.
TARNS COUNTER.

Soles

lot

of

Slipper

19c,
regular
25c, all sizes.

FINE,

Ta-

you did it
Price

ter if

ery, at 19c, been 29c.
One lot of embroidery
5COne

lot

skeins

of

tor

fancy

Lamps,
marked prices to-day.
In the picture room
half

at

about

fifteen

the
are

colored

Pictures, in fancy gilt
frames, with gilded mat,
to be sold at $1.25 each

to-day,

Great

Bargain.

One lot of fine English
Gloria cloth Rain Umsteel rods at $1, includes
case and tassel.
DRESS TRIMMINGS COUNTER.

lots

Astrachan

black

of

trimming,

as-

sorted

widths, at 33c, 40c
and 65c, been 50c, 65c
and 98c.

NOTIONS COUNTER.

One lot

Scissors,

morocco

and 50c.

line

of

extra

mixed

49 cts.

68c,marked down from
$1.

ed

natural

import-

wool

Half

ready

to wear at

And yet there are people who think it worth more than 1 cent to cut, shape
hole and launders jSiitht Ouwn.

An odd

Silks,
a

42c

lot

fit

of

for

weight,
33c,
down from 50c.

yard,

ing linen

rolliic.

One lot of
madeup
Neck wear, lace, silk and
half the

to-day.

marked

Great

to go at

prices

Bargain.

MOORE

& CO,

One lot

of

Hamburg

Edges, Insertions, etc.,
short lengths mostly, at
12 1-2C
to-day, been 20c
and 25c.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

button

night
robes.
Two beautiful styles of decoration.
One
has
Swiss

Enpire

been 80c and

_1_*1
uiuci

One

of

case

drop Teapots,

water-

6c.'
Three barrels of glass
at

Tumblers, band top,
36c a dozen.

.1

1

iuc uiuer

lias

Lai'e.

Gowns

can

be made

to

sell for

at

75 cts.

t

;

•?'

Twenty five cedar,
splint Wood Baskets, at
59c regular price $1.00.
A small lot of

j,

Style, shape, workmanship and
cloth are jnst right.
The puzzle is how these
Night

1

lacquer

V shape neck, 4 rows Swiss Insertion yoke,
the insertion separated by fine tucks, deep
Hamburg ruffle at the neck, price
89 cts.

Glove and Handkerchief
boxes, at 2=tc a set. were

NIGHT ROBES. Sixtucks in clusters on
the yoke. Bretelles of St. Gall

SUPURB
ty

The

only

Monday
no

Sales

over the

shoulders. Gui-

pure style edge, nne tucks
broidery at wrist,

cash

are

line

embroidery

terms at these

exchanges.

ana

em-

$1 .‘00.

*

OWEN, MOORE

&

CO.

HIGH

NECK Patrician

Robe, forty

THE

and St.

PRICE

Gall

HOT WATER

3QT

37c.
‘. 39c.

.

GEO. C. FRYE,
Apothecary.
%

GERMAN LESSONS
HERR GEORG

V.

W1EREN.

Native of Hanover, Germany, and . Graduate of the University of Gottingen,
Will give lesions in the German Language
His local references are
and Literature.
those whom he has already taught the last two
years in Portland and vicinity, and also, by
permission, Kst. Asa Dalton, Hon. las. P.
Baxter, Hermann Kotzschmar.Esa., and others.

For terms, etc., address,
CHADWICK HOUSE, Portland.
J»u6eod3w

on

charming

CORSET

COVERS.

ITLESS lot of

*.■

tucks,

embroidery

garment, very full
the
around
bottom, newest
sweep
in
sleeves.
$1.25*
shape
A

CONTINUES TO SELL THEM.

2«T-

Night

cluster

yoke.

BOTTLES.

Boys’
Collars', at

stitch

at

t

i°

|

| |

JjVsJ
Hamburg

A LIM-

newest

st,vle«

from $1.50 down to 10 cts
The 10 cent lot are in sizes 32-3436-40-42. Plain, for home embroU

marked

One lot of

cts

59 c^s

fancy

waists,

Hose, medium and heavy
at

1 L,t

50
We sell you the Gown all

Drawers,

at

4 ctg

Cutting, shaping, needlework, stitching, laundering.

COUNTER.(Men's.)

heavy natural
wool Shirts and

5 ct3

SILKS COUNTER.

and

UNDERWEAR

40 cts.

--

cov-

sheaths,
price
38c
regular

29 cts.

J

48c.

ered handles and

home.

at

Night

fine steel

of

leisurely

gown arithmetic.
Take 5 yds. Superior Bleached Cotton at 8 cts.,
Swiss Embroidery,
Pearl buttons and ruffling,

$ 1.00.

UMB RELLASCOV NTER.

inch-

Lace trimmed Drawers—5 inches
deep
Torchon Lace—selected cloth,
perfect
work. Tucks are
headings for the Lace.
All day sale at
39 cts>

1

/'-i'll

two

newest

measure 24

around the knee. Deep
Hamburg
tucks. The workmanship wouldn’t be bet-

Covers, assorted colors, siamped for embroid-

at

startchless cloth,

es

bic

oiik

firm

shapes, yoke band,

NEEDLEWORK COUNTER.

One lot of denim

the

When the Monday morning clock strikes 9,
fifty pairs
Ladies’Muslin Drawers will go on the department Bargain Counter.

at

price

Suitings;

This is the beginning of our Wind-up Sale
of Winter Dress Coods.
The thrifty woman, the far-seeing dressmaker will find rare pickings here.
The goods are all choice and well selected
and in good condition.
Sale
begins Monday morning at 8.30
o’clock.
The purchases made in this sale are ex*
changable or money refunded the same as in
ordinary sales.
Our regular charged customers are welcome to have them charged.

de.

w

Tailor

kind that started the season at $1.00 per yard*
50| inches wide, pin checks, needle point
45 cts.
checks, large checks and stripes, at

pure linen
Glass Toweling, blue and

EMBROIDERIES COUNTER.

INFANTS’ OUTFITS COUNTER.

from

heavy

Swiss ribbed

weight

day

fine

chiffon, women’s,

$1.48.

a

CO UN TER (Knitted)

One lot of

I

NECKWEAR COUNTER. (Women?a)

ribbed

lin

Stockings,

knees,

One lot of fine

fancy silk
Hose Supporters, with
buckle, at 25c and 48c,

One

heavy

BOSIERY COUNTER. (Men's)

Two lots of

ments

and

plain top,
medium and extra size, at
27c Monday, other days

UNDERWEAR

a

One lot of

One

HOSIERY COUNTER.

CORSETS COUNTER.

SKIRTS

fancy Hoods,

$*

One

of

at

$1.36,

colors, for worn,
67c, reduced from

at 29c,

grain leather
at 13c,

backs,

at

assorted

Three

men’s

of

Neckties, Tecks mostly,
at two

three

trimmed with

marked down from $2.

HARERDASBERY COUNTER,

One

Short

fur,

angora

lot

a

and

two

years size

at 15c

HANDKERCHIEFS COUNTER.

duced from 50c.
In same section,

Coats,

re-

29c,

brellas, paragon frames,

One lot of

been

at

Edges,

plaids,

t

thousand yards Remnants,
short
and
Choice
of
Dress
lengths
single patterns
Coods at exactly half price.

LINENS COUNTER.

18

years,

LIBBYTj

/r

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Two

Me-

been 25c.

yard,

NEW

BASEMENT.

One lot of

Jelly, white,

dici Lace

six

down

exception, of
Calendars for ’96, to be
sold to-day, at half the
marked prices.

new

Mr. Wilson of Wood fords Saturday

r- ..

IMPORTANT.

Twenty pieces of

red

double

One lot of

reorganized, but the ofBoers of the
new corporation will be the same as the
old one. This change took effeot January

L. JO.

Fauntleroy Blouses, colchambray, four to

J. R.

LACES COUNTER.

ored

all wool ribbed

bas
changed its name to the Portland
Steamship Company. The company has GLOVES COUNTER.
been

of Mr

for wrappers,
and
at
marked
sacques,
36c,
down from 50c and 60c.
Also a lot of boys’

two

STATIONERY COUNTER.

a

the shaft,
pulleys and hangers. The
Electric Light Company will furnish
the power free for a year, and C. J.
McDonald will give the lumber necessary
for setting up the motor.
The Portland Steam Packet Company

sterling

for 25 c.

with

flannel, in dainty colors,

36c.

JEWELRY COUNTER.

All m em-

plaoe

the 18th.
15th and 16th good to return
Headquartesr of the board at the Cony
house, at reduced rates. The programme

axis

I

It gives

The annual meeting of the Board of 1
Agriculture will be held at the rooms of
Saturday morning Chief Clerk Charles
the board, State House, Augusta, Wed- H. Mitchell of the R.M.S., was Instructnesday and Thursday, January 15th and ed by wire to appoint £. L. Merriman of
One fare the round trip ou Weterville
16th, 1896.
aoting postal olerk on the
Tioketa sold the 14th, Skowhegan and Portland run in
Maine Central.

You believe in pure food, you buy the best flour, the
best eggs, the best sugar, yet you have not tried the
best baking powder unless you have used Cleveland’s.

v

parilla.

The
very disgreeable.
sun was bright,
but the wind was high
Grand Trunk to lay oft its special freight
and great clouds of dust blew which,
trains yesterday, and five speoials were
added to the low temperature, made the
received from Canada and the West, and

of this paper will’oall
citizens, influential in business and a week.
publio affairs, for the purpose of explainThe wind-bound fleet of coasters made
ing more fully the nature of our plans, another effort to get out yesterday, but
und to gather .appropriate data for these in the
afternoon.were seen coming back
columns.
to
their anchorage again. The threeWe bespeak for them a kindly reception masted schooner
Adeline, went out, but
ouuuiouuloiau
nutwijr Ul- line ID ter- soon returned,
bnving lost her foretopost it is purposed to represent and ad- raast. Later she
repaired the damages and
vance.
made
another attempt.
Capt. Pickett

Association,

Sarsa-

leaving Halifax she

on our

Relief

Hood’s

succession

three spcoials were sent out.
Up to within aftw days, but little grain,
compared to the great amount of other
for
manufacturing developments, i(g freight, had been reoeived, but it is com- I
commercial growth and interests and the ing in
rapidly now, and the grain oars
prominence of her sons in national are double the capacity of those formeraffairs.
ly used to transport grain from the west
While a large portion of the people of to Portland. The cars will now average
are now looking toward
this country
from 600 to 900 bushels carrying capaoity.
...nine as the home of the most available Saturday eight grain cars that discharged
indidate for the presidency,we hail this here had
a total of 7000 bushels.
This

an

like

an average six lnohes
and at soins points the ice had
formed at least 18 lnohes in thickness,
and this remarkable formation
all took
place after the stoumer left Halifax.
From her home port to Halifax the

Labrador steamed
of gales, and after

likely to be

fair.

down,

thick,

x-iiu

political

builds

is

Also three pieces of
fine all wool French

today

The weather

up when
all run

coated ou

were

B. J. Gallagher of this city an
cone cast of seed to Kendall & Whitney.
Mr. B. W. Oakes of Bowdoin College
The balanoe of tbe cargo will be sent to
will sail od the ship Comanche from New
Canada.
Yoru Tuesday ior aoutnern jnonda and
luwttJu^
Cuba. Mr. Gallagher has the best wishthe day yesterday.
continued through
es of his numerous friends for a pleasant
Beside the large nmount oil loose grains
winter and good suocess.
take cattle from
Hoc.
Henry B. Cleaves, governor of taken on board, she will
Maine, was at the Parker house, Boston, the west, and a large amount of paokage
Friday. A number of well-known Bos- freight, including 31 oar* of cheese.
tonians called. The governor thought his
The work of forwarding oargos for the
public utterances sufficient to show his
in port did
not permit the
steamers
views.
Mr.

i)i-ofess‘cnal

me

bers, seemed made of ice, and actually

It was so dark and
struck.
cold that but little oouid be done in the
way of keeping down tbe ice, and when
storm died away, there was work
tbe
department.
for the sailors’who were outting
enough
Mr. J. R. Gross, advanoe agent for
ioe until far into the afternoon. It was
Mr. J. A. Herne’s Shore Acres,” is.in the
a rough passage, one of the worst reportity.
ed this year, tbe peouliar feature being
Mr. Marsh, the new teacher for the
the fact that from England to Portland
High School, will enter upon his work
there was a constant euooession of gales,

w■

else

started in.

Mr.
sition

two

Nothing

she was a very
up
pretty sight seeming almost like a perfect
ioeberg, or ship formed of ice. Every
rope, chain, the masts, her hall and timthe

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

ess

merit
deserves.

Yosterday morning when the Labrador
steemed

u cc

is only
what its

Gales—A Rough Day OffShore.

ries of

FINANCIAL.
& Co.
AMUSEMENTS.
The itre,
C.
1>.

s

W. Black With No

Fish, but After Fighting Through

iMeyOo.
r.i V. Wieren.

“Mrs.

Story

rival

! nr.-is

■

Hood’s Sarsaparilla ever since it
first made.
Its great

bor.

Owen. Moore & Co.
')

I Have Known

Floating Iceberg in the Har

1

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

dering.

trimmed Corset Covers,

high neck, sizes 32-34-40, 2

for

25

cts.

Sale of Table Linens Monday, half value. We
offer a limited lot of Dining Table Linen Damask sets at 50 cents,
*
on the dollar.

SUPLEMENTART
The covers

are

2Vi and 3 yards in length. The napkins are fnll size.
work and knotted fringe. Actual value from $3.00 to *6.00.

Hemstitched, fagot
Price Monday,

$2.50

a

set.

BLANKET SALE. All the Blankets that have become
roughed up, mussed or soiled in handling go out Monday regardless
of cost or value.

□OILED

$6.00, now
5.00, now
wrere 4.25, now

3

were

4

were

pairs white,
pairs white,
4 pairs white,
4 pairs white,
Just half

were

price you

4.00,

$3.00.
2.50.
$2.12 1-2.
2 00.

now

see.

Others that were *7.00 down to *3.00 will he closed out very cheap.

J. R. LIBBY.

